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     INTRODUCTION  

#222daysofforexeducation came about when I decided to publicly share trading 

related information through Facebook in 2017 from February to December. I put out 

daily nuggets every working day Monday through Friday in a bid to educate people 

on forex trading. It is therefore important to note that some links presented in the 

book will trace back to sources on my timeline. The events discussed in the book 

also trace back to that year. #222daysofforexeducation acts as a comprehensive 

guide to beginning traders who wish to take up trading. The content of this book is 

purely educational and free to all. It covers the three pillars of trading, Trading 

Psychology, Fundamental Analysis and Technical Analysis.   
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          DISCLAIMER  

The information shared on this book is purely meant for education al purposes. Your 

capital is at risk whenever you wish to undertake trading.  
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          PART 1:  

        TRADING PSYCHOLOGY  

Day 1 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Why Trade?  

Let's get started with the basics and why you should trade. I will only speak on what 

I have experience in so the type of trading I'm talking about is currencies otherwise 

known as Forex. You cannot put a price tag on the freedom that comes with trading. 

You're probably tired of that 9-5 corporate lifestyle, having to stick with unlikable 

colleagues sometimes bossy attitudes, a steady paycheck that only gets appraised 

probably o nce in a year or never, dressing up in suits, routine job with no sense of 

satisfaction or personal growth, the hours spent in traffic commuting, I can go on 

and on. The independence that comes with trading is just "heavenly". The point I'm 

trying to make is that besides working from home, the markets offer the most liquid 

financial market in the world with over 6Trillion dollars available for trading 24/5 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10209646155923636
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10209646155923636
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10209646155923636
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Monday through Friday, that means that even when you're sleeping, a random guy 

XYZ is making money, markets don't sleep. Those who find the courage to pursue 

this line of career know too well that the financial rewards cannot be compared to 

any other industry, but that's not the focus here, it 's that you alone get to determine 

your own paycheck, your working hours, your independence and who you spend 

your time with. However, let it be known that this can be a very lonesome journey, 

you have to be comfortable with the idea of spending time alone for longer periods 

and that's okay.  

Day 2 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Element of risk in trading.  

This is a speculation business. Every day we compare the relative price of one 

currency over the other and determine which one is stronger or weaker in value. 

Like every business, there is an element of risk. As a professional trader, you want 

to be on the right side of the market, you want to make calculated ri sks. If you're 

risk averse, this would probably mean using tighter stop losses as opposed to a risk 

taker who would be comfortable with using wider stop losses. The standard rule 

applied by all traders is that you should never risk more than 1%-2% of your trading 

capital in any trade. I like to work with 1%. Let's say your account has $10000 in 

trading capital, whenever you take a position, you should limit yourself to $100 

maximum at any trade you take, and this is the amount you can to stomach to lose if 

the market goes against you. Remember not to bite more than you can chew. The 

last thing you want is to receive a margin call from your broker because you're over 

trading or being too aggressive putting your account in a situation where you can 

blow it up due to your uncontrolled risk appetite. Anyone who tells you that their 

trading system is risk free is a gambler, ignore them.  

Day 3 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Non-Farm Payroll (NFP)  

Being the first Friday of a new month, let's talk about (NFP), Non -Farm Payroll. 

This is a monthly report that shows the number of additional jobs generated from 

the previous month released in the United States. It also shows the level of 

unemployment rate, thereby predicting the future of the economic activity and 

(GDP) Gross Domestic Product of the US economy. This report is significant to 

traders since it has a subsequent effect on the US Dollar as well as gold, the two are 

considered as safe havens in the markets. The NFP is a fundamental news item, 

meaning that after the announcement of the report later in the day, today, markets 

will tend to react to such news driven report, it can go whichever way it wants to. If 

you trade the news, this is a chance for you to cash in and earn extra bucks if you 

know what you're doing. On the other hand, if you're clueless of what to do with the 

information, tighten your stop losses so that you're not a victim of ignorance if the 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10209654245325866
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10209654245325866
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10209661958878700
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10209661958878700
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markets go south on you. Watch out for the report later in the day and wishing you 

all happy pips.  

Day 4 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Trading plan.  

A trading plan is your own compilation of rules that help you avoid making silly 

decisions. Silly decisions come from trading with your intuition, guts, reliance  on 

hope and these kind of decisions make you lose money. A solid trading plan is made 

of simple rules, human beings have a habit of complicating issues even where they 

shouldn't. Your trading plan has to answer these three questions;  

How do you get in? Look for extreme areas of support and resistance rather than 

entering a trade on consolidation, which is when the market is on a range.   

How much do you risk? Remember the 1% risk trade capital, also how much is your 

leverage ratio with your broker?   

How do you get out? Do you have the maturity to cut your losses, do you commit to 

your stop loss or do you take your profits and exit instead of being greedy wanting 

to make more at any given trade?   

The key to consistent profitability is being able to stay dis ciplined to your trading 

plan, one that blends in your personality and trading style, unique to you only and 

being loyal to yourself even when you sometimes make losing trades. Your plan gets 

wired in your brain because you consistently do it over a period  of time, so you can 

monitor and measure, see what you need to adapt to as the markets become more 

dynamic. Keep it simple!  

Day 5 of #222daysofforexeducation  

You will lose money.  

The initial fantasy is to start trading with the expectation of living off your trading 

account immediately. As a newbie trader, you will have streams of winning trades as 

well as losing trades and the earlier you accept this, the better it is for you to start 

thinking of ways to mitigate a losing trade. You should limit your risks by trading  

small enough not to blow your account, define your risks in such a way that, if a 

loss occurs, you won't feel the financial pain because you were already prepared for 

it, as a calculated risk. There's one golden rule in trading, "you should not risk 

money you're not willing to lose". As long as you're still on the learning curve, 

accept uncertainty. If the market deviates from your analysis, be a professional, cut 

your losses without fuss or emotions and exit the market. No individual's equity 

curve is straight, even for professional currency traders who've been in the game for 

decades, in fact, when you listen to most of their interviews, go to 

(www.chatwithtraders.com), most of them blew up their accounts more than once 

before mastering their craft. You will not be right all the time, so know that the first 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10209685142738282
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10209685142738282
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10209693216580123
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10209693216580123
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.chatwithtraders.com%2F&h=ATOcYgo3ASyj0wHxejGfKjY_3Ud9w7ne7Sje_xYkCnr_Sz7rNkPxHL9Fhmp_KHVzgzENzIseZgNK1hrGImE8L8rNmLvV53xMGHLlBU6h1Fg8uMfLzkmYkNzYVQIQQUU8uliBMSaWZF57&enc=AZMKeYh86agF9YJFle-VZ4h-rnvqBmf1TOF7x4fnFdn9O4-NRFLBNh0OnIJDhTALN2VFPS9qXipV8RTcBuWyeptU24qYm74wlQfgbgl039XRDYMLk8uRkAeoRsTP4rRbvsAb71cn7bF1k_9FH5zwLzzjuWyywYmLpSdnXwARa5P2X8eGk_Ap5HI6V4NnIzWzZlqHnOK79G9MEIRBHcIDVrQM&s=1
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.chatwithtraders.com%2F&h=ATOcYgo3ASyj0wHxejGfKjY_3Ud9w7ne7Sje_xYkCnr_Sz7rNkPxHL9Fhmp_KHVzgzENzIseZgNK1hrGImE8L8rNmLvV53xMGHLlBU6h1Fg8uMfLzkmYkNzYVQIQQUU8uliBMSaWZF57&enc=AZMKeYh86agF9YJFle-VZ4h-rnvqBmf1TOF7x4fnFdn9O4-NRFLBNh0OnIJDhTALN2VFPS9qXipV8RTcBuWyeptU24qYm74wlQfgbgl039XRDYMLk8uRkAeoRsTP4rRbvsAb71cn7bF1k_9FH5zwLzzjuWyywYmLpSdnXwARa5P2X8eGk_Ap5HI6V4NnIzWzZlqHnOK79G9MEIRBHcIDVrQM&s=1
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degree of success in trading is to stop losing money, the timeline varies with 

individuals.  

Day 6 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Fear & Greed  

The transition from a demo to a real account isn’t always a smooth ride for most 

traders. While on a demo account, one trades using virtual money, on the other 

hand, on a real account, one trades with real time cash. The principles and strategies 

that are applied on a demo account might not work on a real account and the simple 

reason is because human emotions come to play when real money is on the line. 

Greed and fear best explains the mass psychology of the markets. Beginners focus 

on analysis, but professionals operate in a three dimensional space. They are aware 

of trading psychology, their own feelings and the mass psycho logy of the markets. 

Fear comes in when you’re missing on trades because you’re afraid of taking up 

opportunities that present themselves to you especially when the entry points are 

clear while greed always want more, you over trade thereby consuming most of your 

profits due to commissions, you revenge trade, say when you make a loss, instead of 

cutting them immediately, you blindly take up another trade with the hope of 

recovering the loss only to make another huge loss. Then you beat up yourself 

because of your own stupid actions. Do not allow yourself to be controlled by your 

emotions while trading, do not rely on your feelings or gut and do not operate with 

hope, rather, rationalize why you take a trade.   

Day 7 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Leverage Explained.  

Leverage is the ability to control a large amount of money using none or very little 

of your own money and borrowing the rest. It 's an agreed ratio entered between a 

brokerage firm and a trader, it amplifies your profits as well as losses and 

transaction costs, and hence it's a double edged sword. You should first of all learn 

how to trade profitably consistently without leverage in a bid to protect your trading 

capital, thereafter, take up leverage as it comes with a greater power of 

responsibility. There's a reason why brokers are called whores in the markets. For 

this major reason; brokerage firms often act like most customers are short term 

traders, they fickle, changing their minds frequently about which stocks, assets or 

commodities are their favorites. Such frequent additions or deletions could lead to 

adverse tax consequences for people who follow the brokerage firms' advice leading 

to a general tendency to over trade which is always a temptation for brokers and 

brokerage firms to rip you off your profits earn ing a good chunk of revenues from 

trading commissions and spreads. Be very careful while agreeing to leverage ratios, 

the recommended for newbies is 50:1.  

Day 8 of #222daysofforexeducation  

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10209701596189608
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Brokers!  

This week, FXCM brokers were banned in the United States. Brokers make money 

off your trading account in form of spreads and commissions. Remember the 

leverage ratios discussed yesterday? They match up your account so you can have a 

huge trading capital, so when you have winning trades, they take their cut. They 

want you to over trade because in doing so, they earn more on commissions, on 

every trade you take. They are not your friends. It's like an investor who invests in 

your business and expects a return on his shareholding per annum, only that this 

time, they don't wait for a year. So let's discuss what you should look out for when 

selecting a Forex broker, locally or abroad. Security is crucial, you have to do your 

due diligence to make sure you're signing up with a brokerage firm which is 

registered with a regulatory authority so you can protect your trading capital. You 

don't want to be scammed. The brokerage firm should have affordable transaction 

costs, else you'll be making them huge profits generated from commissions and 

spreads and making peanuts for yourself. It should also have 24/7 customer care 

service, in case you have queries on your trading account, most of them have 

account managers depending on the level of funding of your account. Their trading 

platform should be user friendly, they should execute your order s effectively with 

speed and finally, you should be able to access your capital, make withdrawals and 

or deposits whenever you need to. They should not hold your money for any reason 

whatsoever. There you have it, for those of you who were in -boxing me with 

questions regarding brokers.  

Day 9 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Passion  

I don't want to sound cliché' but you can either be passionate about trading, or don't 

do it at all. About 1% of market participants in the markets are successful, do not 

factor in the market makers, the big corporate manipulators such as Goldman Sachs 

& JP Morgan just to mention as examples. Also, do not factor in the hedge funds 

and High Frequency Traders (HFT's). So what does it take to be among the 1%? 

Pretty much your passion, some call it obsession. It's passion that makes you wake 

up very early while others are sleeping to catch the Asian markets if you trade them, 

it's passion that makes you sleep late to do your evaluation or analysis of your 

trades and record them in a journal for monitoring, it 's passion that keeps you going 

whether you have winning or losing trades, It's passion that keeps you looking at 

charts if you're into price action, it 's passion that keeps you glued to market news 

and websites such as Bloomberg, Marketwatch, Reuters if you're a fundamentalist, 

it's passion that causes you to take up literature related to Forex trading and read to 

gather more information, constantly reinventing yourself because the markets are 

dynamic, it 's passion that makes you listen to Forex podcast interviews from 

professional currency traders say for an hour daily, it 's passion that makes you find 

a mentor or pay for a trading coach, it 's passion that makes you take up Forex 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10209739460656196
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classes be it online or offline, it 's passion that makes you follow rel evant 

personalities on social media and ignore the noise that comes from trading "gurus". 

Passion is your driving force to your trading success, you either have it or don't start 

trading at all. You can't catch a break, and it's a good thing. You will basi cally 

sleep, eat, move, think, talk trading and repeat the same the next day, got to love it 

beyond a hobby, it 's a serious business, be among the 1%.  

Day 10 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Emotional Trading  

There's a saying in trading that goes like "Dumb money trades in the morning and 

smart money trades in the afternoon"-Dan Shapiro. The psychology behind his is 

that the market players consists of daily winners or losers, nothing in between. You 

either make money or lose money, for ease of understanding, let's call the winner 

Person A, and the loser person B. Because person A is confident of the outcome of 

his previous day, he will have a course plan for the next day based on an analysis 

that has worked for him yesterday, so he doesn't have to wait for the markets to 

open for him to chase his action plan, rather he will have his positions ready to 

execute later in the day. On the other hand, person B can't wait for the markets to 

open, he wants to play catch up because he thinks his lose for money the previous 

day can be recovered as soon as the markets are open. He wants t o revenge trade, he 

has no action plan, and all he has is the need to redeem himself. His emotions get 

the better part of him. I have said this before, and I will repeat, revenge trading does 

not work, person B loses more money trying to recover his previo us loss. At this 

point in time, emotional money always flows during the first three hours when 

losers are playing catch up while the winners try to extend their wins. The afternoon 

is more of a position period where professionals trade on a course of actio n rather 

than emotions. What person A & B need to realize is that each one of them is a by -

product of their own trading process, the markets only react to your own actions so 

you're the one responsible for anything that happens to you. Once you accept that , 

you won't blame the markets, you won't trade with emotions, and you will be 

responsible for your trading strategy.  

Day 11 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Trading Right versus Being Right.  

There's a difference between trading right and being right. Everyone who trades and  

has been doing so for years can attest to the fact that they haven't always been on 

the right side of the market. This means that they've had a combination of winning 

trades and losing trades, some to the point of blowing up their accounts more than 

once. Trying to be right in the markets is expensive, constantly focusing on your (P 

& L) Profit and Loss statement will only give you misery because your emphasis is 

on how much you make rather than the process. You will lose more money because 

you're constantly monitoring your profits or trades, so you're emotionally attached 
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to your trade rather than executing your action plan. When you hit a slump, take a 

step back to watch the markets, accept defeat and have the courage to move on 

because the markets are unpredictable, you have to accept uncertainty and know that 

you can't always be right.   

Trading right is when you know your edge, you have a solid trading plan, you 

monitor your analysis often, you stay away or switch off your P& L, and you trust 

your process and know that money is just an outcome of trading right. When you 

trade this way, your goal for the day becomes to trade another day, to survive the 

markets, to protect your trading capital, to take responsibility of what the market 

does to you, to apply risk management tools, have a trading journal and to keep your 

mind sober because whether or not you're a good technical analyst or 

fundamentalist, as long as your mind is not able to make right judgements, you will 

be headed for a draw-down. I have said this before, the biggest lose is 

psychological, not financial. It 's all in the mind. Purpose to trade right.  

Day 12 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Regret & Responsibility in institutional investors  

There are interesting differences between institutional money managers and mutual 

fund managers. Mutual fund managers provide superior returns to investors, but 

offer no hand holding. However, the folks in the treasurer's office choose money 

managers in accordance with their own comfort levels. -"Hersh Shefrin, Beyond 

Greed and Fear". They need effective hand holding in order to feel comfor table. An 

important element of this comfort is exposure to regret. They simply pass on the 

blame to people they have paid for advisory services and do not take any 

responsibility for their own choices. Regret is the psychological pain associated 

with realizing after the fact that the wrong decision was made. It occurs by 

transferring the responsibility for investment decisions to money managers. If things 

go well, people pride themselves in hiring the top performers while if things go 

south, they mitigate the criticism directed at them by blaming the money managers. 

Every trader who deals with currencies or any other derivative should take 

responsibility for his own actions, if you choose to h ire a money manager, consider 

also the element of risk associated with that decision and quit passing the blame to 

others for your own choices.  

Day 13 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Trading Journal  

It is critical that you do your own self -assessment once in a while, this is possible 

only by journalizing your trades on a daily basis. It 's said that you can't measure 

what you can't count.  Having a trading journal is one of the discipline that comes 

with being a trader, so you can check what works for you and what doesn't. Then 

keep doing only the things that work for you. You're not smart enough to remember 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10209764905132292
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each move or the positions you take in the markets which happen to be ve ry 

dynamic, neither is your brain meant to store trivial information related to the 

positions you took days ago. For the same reason that people have diaries even 

outside of trading, to remind them of important dates, meetings, etc. As long as 

you're not using a robot, keep a trading journal, it comes in handy for manual 

traders.  

Day 14 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Seeking Validation  

Most people tend to rely on other people's opinion to make a trade without realizing 

they can only be their own person. You are unique, you have your own personality, 

and your trading style differs from that of another person because no one can be 

exactly like you. What works for the person you look up to might not work for you. 

You can't expect to copy paste someone el se's strategy and hope that it will work for 

you. You don't need confirmation from another person for you to make a trade. You 

need to be confident and believe in yourself, ignore the noise from external sources. 

You'd be surprised how many people are clueless and those that make a lot of noise 

and rant about their profits are the most fake "gurus" of all time. They will only 

show you partial trades, only when they've managed to make a profit on their P&L, 

then they will go quiet when they start losing. So why should you rely on such 

people in the first place? Be your own person and trust in yourself before you listen 

to others.  

Day 15 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Real Time Trading is boring  

This is probably the shortest post I'll ever write. I want you to know that real time 

trading is a boring journey, let no one kid you. You will be alone most of the time 

staring at charts and your screen, analyzing and taking positions, exiting, either 

having made a profit or loss. It's a lonesome journey, so you'd better start loving 

your own company, take breaks in between, practice yoga, go for swimming, gym, 

listen to music, do anything that keeps your head back in the game. If you're having 

fun trading, you're most likely not trading right, professional currency traders 

understand and have accepted that this is a boring career path and have found ways 

to work around it, so should you.  

Day 16 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Consistency  

The ultimate goal of trading is to be a consistent profitable trader. You need to print 

out your rules, stick them to your vision board and have the discipline to stick  to 

them. Do not turn your winning day to a losing day, know the maximum loss you 

can stomach. Surviving the markets gets you trading another day so it does not 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10209804050070891
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matter how much you make, it matters how consistent you are, once you master how 

to be consistent, money flows automatically. You've got to be respectful of money 

so you don't treat trading as gambling and stick to your game plan. Get a network of 

friends with whom you share the same passion, real  time traders, have a trading 

buddy who is on the same level as you are so you can be holding discussion of the 

markets and more so, get a trading mentor. This will shorten your learning curve 

and subsequently help you achieve consistency in a shorter time  frame. The key to 

longevity in this business is nothing but consistency, slow and steady wins the race.   

Day 17 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Having an edge  

An edge is a strategy that sets you apart from the crowd. It's a combination of your 

past success and failures crafted into a model that makes you profitable in trading.  

Professional currency traders understand the power of simplicity. They barely 

engage in markets they don't understand, they know that they don't need to 

overanalyze, overtrade or stare at the charts  all day because it's not about being in 

the markets all day that makes you successful, it 's identifying and sticking to your 

edge. It breaks down to what works and what doesn't work for you over time. Then 

you consistently do what works for you repeatedly and ignore what doesn't work for 

you. Remember consistency discussed yesterday? So you don't have to jump on any 

trade that comes your way, instead you stick to your game plan. You could be 

buying while others are bearish and selling while others are bull ish and that's okay 

because you have a rationale behind the positions you take as a professional. Know 

your edge.  

Day 18 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Market Makers, Hedge Funds and High Frequency Traders  

It is important that you know the kind of players you're in compet ition with when it 

comes to the markets. Market makers are the likes of Goldman Sachs, Jp Morgan, 

they are called market makers because the kind of money they move and operate 

daily is so huge to the point of providing liquidity in the markets. It 's very 

important that volatility remains high, because that is how you as an individual or 

retail trader is able to cash in, seek opportunities to make your profits. Hedge funds 

are institutional investors that manage the funds for rich folks, if you can put it th at 

way, they are entrusted with the responsibility of managing money for other people. 

They are believed to be the smart guys on Wall -Street, the PHD's and quants with a 

background in Finance and experience in trading and investments. High Frequency 

traders are the firms that execute their trades based on the speed with which they 

receive information. They have an advantage over you because they have access to 

relevant trading information long before you get it. Market manipulation, insider 

trading, window dressing are some of the realities you face as a retail trader 
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executed by those three market players, these vices are unethical but there's pretty 

much nothing you can do about it. The thing you should know is that, even though 

there's unfair advantage in the market players, they don't take away your ability to 

be a profitable trader. The trend is your friend, make use of it. The markets move 

more than 6Trillion dollars every working day and night, so you still have a chance 

to make money off the markets if you know your edge. Cheers!  

Day 19 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Randomness  

I have just finished reading Nassim Taleb's book, Fooled by randomness and would 

want to share my insights regarding the same. No single trader is immune to 

randomness. Trading is about taking chances and the outcome is based on 

probability, there's no guaranteed return, but hey, do not confuse this with 

gambling. The element of risk is what makes trading a profession. So how do you 

make sure that you have a positive expectation, i.e you win? It  goes back to the 

basics, your appetite for risk, your execution, your edge, your strategy. There are 

five fundamental truths that every trader should know;  

Anything can happen  

You don't need to know what's going to happen next in order to make money.  

Every moment in the market is unique.  

There's a random distribution between wins and losses for any given variables that 

define an edge.  

An edge is an indication that gives you a positive expectation. It gives a higher 

probability of one thing happening over another.  

You need to have realistic trading goals so you can avoid being fooled by 

randomness.  

Day 20 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Data Mining and Processing  

Traders suffer from information overload. You've got to be a data driven trader, let 

the data speak to you. Data mining and processing is paramount especially if you're 

a fundamentalist, i.e if you rely on news or information to  trade. There are various 

tools you can use to help you in data processing, Excel is good and most guys are 

familiar with spreadsheets but that's not a programming tool. Learn how to code in 

at least one language. Where the world is going, you need to know  how to code, else 

you will be rendered irrelevant or you'll have to hire a programmer which is more 

expensive than learning how to code. You can take up C++ if you're old school, or 

maybe learn Python or R which are commonly used nowadays. Programming ena bles 

you to test out data, finding patterns faster than you can do manually. Be proactive, 
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you have resources on the internet that could help you learn how to code, make use 

of YouTube, read books, ask questions, interact with software engineers and 

programmers, that way, you will learn the ropes more easily therefore enabling you 

to use data to your advantage in your trades. Be relevant.  

Day 21 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Know Thyself  

Your personality plays a key role in your style of trading. You need to know if 

you're better at being a short or long trader. Perhaps you're the kind of person whose 

concentration span is small, say an hour or two and beyond that you become 

unproductive. Scalping could be good for you where you trade shorter time frames 

more often and be done for the day. Or maybe you're more analytical and like to 

take your time to figure out why you need to take a certain position and have a 

rationale behind your entries and exits, perhaps you're more visionary and look at 

things from a long term perspective, then perhaps position or swing trading could be 

your thing. Bottom line is, you've got to know yourself and sync your personality 

with your trading style. Because you're your own person and unique, you need to 

stop comparing yourself to other traders  since trading is a matter of self -discovery 

and self-improvement. You don't care about anybody else and what the market is 

doing or the fact that some other guy is making 10million or losing 10million today. 

Know what works and what doesn't work for you. Know yourself.  

Day 22 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Effect of coaching and mentoring/ To take up classes or self -educate?  

Years ago, I took up online classes at babypips like most people do. This lay my 

foundation in the basics of Forex trading, all you need is internet access and time. 

Then I went ahead and formed a support group of like-minded people, real time 

traders with different experiences in trading just so we could have weekly sessions 

of discussing the markets. There are a lot of things to learn about the markets and 

learning yourself could involve a lot of time and a lot of brick walls. You may spend 

time looking at tools that may not be right for the market that you want to trade. 

Nowadays, there are a lot of available classes to help newbies trade on the right foot 

and ease their learning. But don't expect to take a class no matter how expensive it 

maybe and be successful right away. The class will give you knowledge & teach you 

techniques to take the first step, but just accelerating your learning will not 

guarantee success, if it did, everyone would pay a few hundred of dollars for a class 

and never go to work again. No one will teach you the main secret of trading 

because there isn't. It 's a matter of how aggressive you are at learning and your 

talent at picking up the information. This is why it's vital to have a go to person, 

sort of like a life time coach with whom you can always ask questions, discuss your 

set-backs and or achievements because you need that kind of assistance, you need 

guidance.   
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Day 23 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Managing Expectations  

You might have set your own individual goals towards trading which you try to 

achieve on a piece meal basis by being productive each day. May be you want to 

live off your trading account in a few years, perhaps go full time, or setting a dollar 

or pip amount with which you should make on a monthly basis. That's alright, but 

then again, I try not to set a dollar goal amount simply because, every day the 

markets give me a new opportunity. That could mean you could either exceed your 

ideal amount, perhaps, double or triple it, and on another day, you could earn 

something less than what you hope to achieve, so in a way, if you put a cap on the 

amount with which you want to make, you may tend to relax once you hit that 

target. Same goes for pips. Managing expecta tions means you are able to reasonably 

trade without giving yourself unnecessary pressures which are avoidable, it means 

your only goal for the day is to be a better trader today than you were yesterday, to 

survive the markets one more time. Also, cut off any expectations your folks or 

friends tend to put on you, if they can't understand your lifestyle as a trader, don't 

try and explain yourself, rather execute your trades consistently with or without 

their support. It starts by managing yourself and those around you.  

Day 24 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Book Review  

I just finished reading Kathy Lien's book "Millionaire Traders -How everyday people 

are beating Wall Street at its own game". This is what Newbies should consider 

when getting started in trading:  

Be well Capitalized- Some of the traders in the book started with as low as $1000, 

$2000, $5000. This is way too low but it can get you started in trading, you're bound 

to have some losing trades so make sure that your leverage ratio with your broker is 

at the bare minimum, 50:1 is highly recommended.  

Expect to lose for at least six months- I've said this before, the transition from 

Demo account to a real account comes with its share of challenges, and by that I 

mean, your equity curve will not be straight , know that as you master your craft and 

build your edge, you will pay the cost of learning, and that comes with losing 

money.  

Test before you try-There's a trader who said, triple your demo twice before going 

live. You have to test your strategy on a demo account first, know what works for 

you and what doesn't, then practice that on a real account to get the feel of the 

market and consistently do what works for you, leaving behind what doesn't.  

Always use Stops- One of the tools of risk management and good money 

management is to use stop losses, this will prevent you from making unnecessary 
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mistakes, limiting your losses to a calculated risk that you can stomach, thereby 

enabling you to protect your capital. Protect your capital, protect yourself. Your 

trading capital is your life at trading, you lose it, you die, and you’re off the 

markets.  

Trade to your personality- Know yourself. Are you good at short term or long term 

trades? Are you a scalper, swing trader or position trader? Match your trading style  

to suit your personality, they've got to be in sync.  

Day 25 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Energy Capital.  

Trading operates on three key pillars, Technical analysis, Fundamental analysis and 

Trading psychology. I want us to focus on another pillar which is crucial but most 

often ignored, Energy Capital. Why are we kidding ourselves? Every trader is first 

and fore most a HUMAN BEING. That means that you need to eat right, get enough 

sleep, be sober, work out, and have a positive attitude in order for you to trade 

effectively. You can't deprive yourself the basic considerations listed above and 

expect not to burn out from anxiety, overworking and stress, an d you know that's a 

recipe for disaster in the markets. Especially during periods of high liquidity, like 

the first week of every month when there's a lot of news coming in, market volatility 

goes up a notch higher, so you need to be at your best energy levels for you to take 

up the opportunities that present themselves during such periods. You're not a 

goddess, superman or a magician, you're human, preserve your energy capital if you 

want longevity in this business.   

Day 26 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Keeping things simple  

There's an old adage that Warren Buffet has always used and that is "If I don't 

understand it, I won't buy it". Trading is a skill, it 's an art and also a silly game. 

Silly because it involves only two outcomes, the markets either go up or down, no 

two ways about it. It 's not as complicated as perceived by most people, human 

beings have a tendency to complicate things, over analyze and stress up about the 

very simple things. Different market participants with their own ideologies react to 

information in various ways, most of them being victims of their own stupid choices 

triggered by trading with emotions, over reliance on guts, hope and as you know, 

and hope springs eternal. That's why you will have less than 2% of the market 

participants being successful while the rest wallow in misery, making losses after 

losses. As a professional trader, understand the power of simplicity. By that I mean, 

you basically know the reason to get into a trade, your risk capital and the reason to 

get out, plain and simple. Do not put your money in a derivative you barely 

understand. If you're good at currencies, stick to Forex trading, if you're good at 

commodities, stick to the futures market, if you're good at options, stick to binary 
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trading. Master one thing and do it r ight consistently, take responsibility for your 

own actions, and quit complaining, complicating issues and blaming the markets for 

your misfortunes. Keep things simple.  

Long post alert.  

Day 27 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Do Forex scammers, Fraudsters, Insider traders and Ponzi schemes exist?  

The answer to that is YES, so let's look into each of them in depth.  

Ponzi schemes generally involve promises to pay an interest rate of 30%, 40% or 

50% per month, the "entrepreneurs" that develop these schemes always claim that 

they have a discovery, a new secret formula which earn these high rates of return. 

They make the promised interest payments for the first few months with the money 

received from these new customers which is less than the monies promised to the 

first sets of customers then eventually, the "entrepreneurs go to Brazil or jail". 

Usually, there's no underlying business or trading going on except for the payouts, 

so they rely on the monies received to execute their so called secret formula.  

Insider trading going by the US definition (90% of insider trading cases are 

prosecuted as criminal). Any time an employee or board member misappropriates 

information and giving it to people to benefit an individual on trading is precisely 

what insider trading is. That is stealing information and use it to trade for selfish 

gains, to personally benefit yourself. Case in point, Enron's former employee, Andy 

Anderson who was responsible for Enron's collapse, he was prosecuted and went to 

prison.  

Fraud is simply cooking of books, falsifying financial information. The reports do 

not reflect the real and true financial position of a trading company. It could be an 

inside job collaborated with officials in the executive arm of a company, the result 

could be liquidation of a company. You can't fool people for a long time, numbers 

don't lie. Scammers receive money from different people with the promise of 

guaranteed returns based on a trading activity which really doesn't exist, so the 

money received goes directly into someone else pockets. When investors demand for 

returns on their capita l, they're shocked with the reality of ze ro profits because the 

offer was too good to be true. The disclaimer associated with signing up with such 

scammers is that they protect the scammers, so once the investors realize that they 

were duped, they have no one to blame but themselves, once a signa ture is on a 

paper, a willing buyer, willing seller has occurred, so the investors become victims 

of foolishness.  

SOLUTION - There is always a solution, and this is what you should do to make 

sure you're not a victim of scammers, insider trading, fraudste rs and Ponzi’s. Do 

your due diligence, read the terms and conditions before appending your signature 

to any broker or trading company, or before you transfer your hard earned money 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10209946664876172
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electronically. Make sure your brokerage firm is registered with a regulato ry 

authority, analyze their financial statements, ask for expertise from a lawyer or an 

accountant if you don't understand anything you're given to examine such a 

company, be skeptical, and don’t be too naive to trust anyone who convinces you to 

buy into say a trading system. If you don't understand something, an algorithm, a 

robot, a system, a company, DO NOT BUY it. Remember Warren Buffet's mantra, if 

I don't understand it, I won't buy it, do not be a victim of your own ignorance.  

Day 28 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Your feedback is important  

Today marks exactly one month into #222daysofforexeducation. I want to give a 

summary of how the classes are structured and take questions and or comments from 

you on what you would like featured on the daily educative posts. As yo u know by 

now, trading is based on three key pillars; Trading Psychology, Technical Analysis 

and Fundamental Analysis.   

The first 74 days will deal with Trading Psychology, making sure that you're in the 

right mental attitude for you to trade, because the  markets are made of the mass 

psychology of all the participants, and if you can read how they work, then you can 

be able to have winning trades. You must have noticed that this has been the trend 

since day one, all my posts have been focusing on the minds et of a trader. Book 

reviews and resourceful websites will be mentioned once in a while.  

The second 74 days shall focus on Fundamental Analysis. Watching significant news 

such as today when we have Non-Farm-Payroll, listening to economic releases from 

key personnel such as the head of central banks, any news on interest rates from 

Yellen, political shifts in the developed states and how that affects the markets, 

basically how to use such news to your advantage to make extra bucks in the 

markets. Following websites such as Bloomberg, Reuters and Marketwatch will be 

your everyday manual for fundamental analysis.  

The final 74 days will deal with Technical analysis. Price action will be the focus 

here. I shall teach you how to read through chart patterns, use of indicators, how the 

change of prices in major commodities like oil and gold affect the major and cross 

currencies, the focus being the Forex markets, how to use chart analysis to trade 

without necessarily referring to economic news releases.   

Day 29 of #222daysofforexeducation  

At what point do you become a full -time trader?  

You're probably asking yourself when you can quit your corporate job and become a 

full time trader. You have to answer some questions prior to making that move. Do 

you have accumulated savings to last you for at least two years? How soon do you 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10209960382819112
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expect to live off your trading account? Do you have dependents, kids to take care 

of?  

How much goes to your living expenses, rent, food, transport and utilities? I'v e said 

this before, when you're starting out in trading, you're bound to lose money, and it’s 

the cost of tuition to craft your strategy. So it's very important that you realize that 

you will not live off your trading account in a few months, don't quit your 9 -5 if you 

have no back up plan. You have to take calculated risks. You don't want to go broke 

then blame the markets for your dumb choices. Secondly, you need to pick one area 

and become a master of it, finding your own niche is very important, and once you 

get that right and have enough savings to cater for your living expenses, only then 

can you go full-time. Don't worry if your folks and friends call you crazy, focus on 

being a consistent profitable trader, when the money starts coming in, they'll come 

around. You don't owe an explanation to anyone who barely understands what 

trading is all about,  especially the ignorant ones who think that this is gambling.  

Day 30 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Trading robots, algorithms, software & systems.  

Take note of this lesson because it could mean whether or not you're susceptible to 

being duped or not. You need to stay away from trading robots especially if you're a 

newbie. Trading is filled with "gurus" who will come to you with a main aim of 

making money off your ignorance and stupidity for lack of a better word. These 

talking heads will explain to you how their algorithms, software, systems and or 

robots make them super normal profits so you don't need to put in the work to trade.   

If these guys were real time traders, they wouldn't be all over you trying to market a 

system. Just the other day, I was approached by someone trying to sell me their 

robot, when I asked her to do a presentation to my team on how it works, she said 

she can't explain how that works, so basically someone is trying to sell something 

she doesn't understand claiming it will make me huge profits on a daily basis. If you 

don't understand it, don't buy it, plain and simple. That's a red -flag, so you should 

run.   

Let it be known that no single successful trader will trade his strategy for a few 

bucks, because they have spent years crafting their skill,  lost money while doing so, 

why would anyone give out his edge for anything? It's like giving away your PIN 

number to your ATM card, dumb move. Don't be a lazy trader seeking shortcuts to 

trading, because that's how people will take advantage of you, you w ill lose money 

trying to chase a "holy grail" system that works for these talking heads, put in the 

work, cut your sleeping hours like all traders do, craft your own strategy, know how 

to program, do your own thing before giving your hard earned money to a  robot, 

algorithm, software or system.  

Day 31 of #222daysofforexeducation  

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10210004464121117
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Humility  

There's a saying, "stay humble or the markets will humble you". Humility keeps you 

grounded. Whenever you feel like you've achieved your trading goals, remember to 

be humble. You're not the best catch in the markets. There will always be somebody 

else who is better than you, and you will always be better than someone else, so the 

best you can do is to be a better version of yourself today than you were yesterday, 

focus on being a better trader. Know that small and steady wins keep you focused, 

it's not about competition with other market participants, it 's about market survival. 

Don't let y our success get to your head, keep your winning days to yourself, you 

don't need to publicize your P&L, what happens when you have losing trades? You 

don't need to listen to market gurus on T.V or magazines, most of these financial 

journalists are not real time traders, and they are clueless of how the market works. 

Humility tells you can be a consistent  profitable trader if you give yourself time, if 

you're disciplined, if you monitor your trades, that you always have a chance to be a 

better trader. When you realize you're not yet an optimal trader, that you continually 

self-improve, then the markets have a way of rewarding you, and the rewards are 

sweet, enormous and fulfilling. Pride tells you that you have already achieved your 

goals, keeps you in a comfort zone, that's why 90% of retail traders in the markets 

fail. Do yourself a favor and stay humble,  it doesn't cost you a thing.  

Day 32 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Rationality  

Forex trading is not guess work. A trader pal of mine told me not to wish him luck 

during NFP last Friday because he wasn't  doing a trial and error kind of thing, rather 

he was working on executing his skills with the news. The point I'm trying to drive 

home especially for discretionary traders is that you've got to have a rationale 

behind your trades. Use research to support your hypothesis. Look at the statistics, 

generate rules for yourself either way the trade goes, whether you win or lose and 

execute the process the same way consistently in your performance to enable you 

evaluate your trading journey rather than trying dif ferent strategies at a go. There's 

always a reason as to why you take up a trade. Every time you make your move, an 

entry, an exit, taking your profits or cutting your losses, you should always know 

why. Back test your system. Ask yourself, if things go wrong, what could be the 

outcome, a draw-down perhaps? Structure yourself to reduce your own volatility 

thereby reducing your own randomness. Set your stop loss according to your risk 

appetite, how much you can stomach to lose at any given trade, protecting your 

trading capital. Have a rationale behind every move you take, trading is a game of 

skill as well as an art.  

Day 33 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Consciously select your networks  

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10210019906547168
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https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10210027115727393
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There's a saying that you're the average of five people you spend your time with. As 

a trader, you need to find like-minded people, with whom you share the same 

passion. If you share a meal that you've hunted as a team, it gets appetizing and 

sweeter than if you did it all alone. Assume you and your trading networks are 

wolves and the markets are your meal, every day, you have an opportunity to make a 

killing and take your meal, thereby achieving profitability. You look over each 

other’s shoulders and discuss your trades, get each other out of trouble, you share 

your trading ideas, how the markets tend to react to news, so that way, you seize 

almost every opportunity that the markets present to you.  

You become more productive in a team than when you're trading solo. So, you need 

to deliberately choose your friends, those whom you allow in your  social circle, and 

those whom you spend most of your time with, because people without a vision will 

drag you down to their level. It 's also good to have someone you can call a mentor, 

someone who's gone before you, one who can point out silly and obvious  mistakes 

that you could be blind to, given their level of experience. You're not an island, you 

need other people to succeed, teamwork pays.  

On the flip-side, get yourself out of networks that do not add any value to you.   

Day 34 of #222daysofforexeducation  

How much of trading capital do you need to start trading?  

The real truth is that it really depends on your risk appetite. If you're risk averse, 

you might want to limit that to an amount that is less significant to you, one that 

you can stomach to lose. If you're more of a risk taker, you can put in a substantial 

amount of capital with the possibility of making more off your trading account, you 

don't want to have a small amount that you can blow up given the uncertainties of 

the markets. If you're risk neutral, you can take chances with a moderate average 

amount between that of a risk taker and the risk averse type of person.   

Your leverage ratio with your broker also determines how much you'd be willing to 

put in your trading capital. How much is  the broker willing to match to your account 

to amplify your gains as well as your losses, remember that leverage is a double 

edged sword. You are better off starting with 50:1 if you're a newbie. The moment 

you start losing, your brokers make what is call ed a margin call requesting you to 

add up to your trading account, to increase it to an amount that will enable you to 

get back to your usual trading, so it 's better off if your account is well capitalized to 

avoid frequent calls from your broker.  

Let's get to the numbers, some traders start with as little as $1,000, $2,000 and 

$5,000. If you can afford $10,000, that's the ideal standard mini lot account 

recommended for every trader, however, even if you start with as low as $1,000, 

what matters is the ability to consistently make profits and increase the amount with 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10210050475591375
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time. You need to protect your capital because without your trading capital, you're 

dead, you have nothing to do with the markets once you blow up your account.  

Also, avoid over trading because this will eat up your profits in form of spreads and 

commissions, brokers got to take their cut, they want you to trade more often than 

you need for them to make money off your account. Brokers are not your friends. 

Once you know your edge, you need to know why you get in, get out, cut your 

losses or take your profits and be done for the day, do not feel obliged to be in the 

markets longer if you've already accomplished what you needed to do, because when 

you stay longer trading, you'd be making the brokers richer at the expense of your 

trading capital.  

Bottom line is, be well capitalized, don't expect to live off your trading account in a 

few months, so don't put in money you're not willing to lose and always protect your 

capital, your aim should be to survive the markets every day.  

Day 35 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Shortcuts  

There's no such thing as shortcuts in trading. You may think that you can copy paste 

someone else strategy and be profitable within the shortest time possible, that you 

can replicate someone else system and double or triple your trading account like 

they advertise when trying to market their trading robots. This kind of reasoning is 

absurd and lazy because different people have different trading styles that suit their 

own personalities. There can only be one YOU, you are unique, so trying to be a 

version of someone else is losing yourself in the process.  

Work on crafting your own skill, the rewards are sweet. You need to work harder 

than your counterparts, cut your sleeping hours, study the charts, watch economic 

news releases, see how that affects the markets, read through the market sentiment, 

understand the mass psychology of the markets, be passionate about trading and 

treat it as a business versus a hobby, focus on your niche and know how to execute 

that consistently doing what works for you, leaving behind what doesn't, journalize 

your trades and gradually, you will start seeing positive outcome on your P&L.  

It takes time to set up your own trading style, takes a significant amount of losses, 

the cost of tuition and learning the markets, failures, but once you finally get it 

right, it becomes a life skill that you can use to make you money for your eternity, 

only modifying it depending on the market dynamics. There's no better feeling in 

the world, knowing that you can have a constant sort of lifetime A TM for all your 

financial needs, one that you have crafted for yourself. So you need to stay away 

from guys who try selling their systems to you, if they were real, they wouldn't be 

selling it, and they would be busy making money using those systems.   

The alternative is to hire a fund manager and trusting that they will make you 

profitable trades, but even then, you have to take on a risk that these fund managers 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10210058230385240
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are also prone to making losses and when that happens, that you will be okay with 

the idea that you have to cut your losses and move on. We all know that the markets 

are not a respecter of any person, they don't know that you exist, and they frankly 

do not care. Put in the wo rk, there's no such thing as a shortcut to success in 

trading.  

Day 36 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Blocking excess noise  

As a trader, you will face lots of information overload thanks to the internet, print 

media and the television. So you need to have filters to what you can watch, read 

and listen to. There are only few useful resources you  can use as a source of 

information relevant to your trading. In fact, Nassim Taleb, in his book Fooled by 

randomness writes about how financial journalists are clueless about the markets, 

have zero background in finance, more often than not, most of what they report and 

predict tends to conflict with how the markets react to news. Limit yourself to 

economic news releases from trusted sources such as www.bloomberg.com, 

www.marketwatch.com and www.reuters.com. But even so, you should be the only 

one making the final decision to influence your trading, do not let them decide for 

you how to use the news, take full responsibility. Talking of social media and all the 

trading "gurus" who constantly update their trades, display charts only when they 

have profitable trades, you need to step up and block them immediately because all 

they have to offer is nothing but bragging and noise as opposed to helping you, they 

don't even try to interpret the charts, they're irrelevant. You can follow few key 

personalities who've been in the game for a while and their content is tailor made to 

help you out.  

Learn how to mind your own business and keep your profitable and losing trades to 

yourself. Long post alert.  

Day 37 of #222daysofforexeducation  

The difference between the Stock markets and Forex trading  

 Many guys do not know where to draw the line between these two markets, I got 

you covered. Most of you have heard of Warren Buffet, the Stock market guru. I 

like his mantra, “If I don’t understand it, I won’t buy it”. Investing in the stock 

markets is simply becoming a shareholder in a company that is registered with the 

market regulators of that particular country. For example, regulation in the Kenyan 

market is done by the Capital Markets Authority (CMA) which supervises all 

companies listed in the Nairobi Stock Exchange (NSE). If a company is listed in the 

Nairobi stock exchange, it means that it is a publicly held company and that anyone 

who is of legal age can buy its shares and become an owner of the company 

depending on the shareholding. If a company wishes to raise capital from the public, 
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it issues an Initial Public Offering (IPO) for a given period of t ime, this is one way 

of earning equity capital.   

As an investor, you have to do your due diligence to make sure that you invest your 

money in a profitable company, so that you can earn your annual returns, basically 

have a return on your investment. Investing in shares or the stock market comes 

with its own share of challenges. For instance, you really have to be patient to make 

money off the stock markets, it takes time for you to earn a substantial amount of 

returns in form of dividends. You’re basically paid to wait. Money is taken from the 

impatient investor and handed over to the patient investor, that’s just how the stock 

market works. As you know, dividends are paid once in every year, for most 

companies.   

There cannot be issue of dividends if the company’s performance is not profitable, 

so decisions made by the managerial team of that particular company that you’ve 

chosen to invest in have a direct impact on the payout too. The financial statements, 

books of account have to make sense. Then there is the issue of capital gains tax, 

give to Caesar what belongs to Caesar, the tax man has to get his share of 

profitability as well. Once you invest in a company’s stocks, you’re entitled to 

ownership, you become a shareholder.   

Investing in the Forex markets is different from the stocks market. You’ve all heard 

of Wall Street and big market players such as Goldman Sachs and JP Morgan. 

Basically, this means that you’re a speculator, you trade the foreign currencies. 

What you do is to compare the relative price of one currency over another currency, 

determining which one is stronger in terms of value. The major currency pairs 

traded are the United States  Dollar, The European Euro, The British Sterling Pound, 

and the Japanese Yen. We also have cross currencies such as the Canadian Dollar 

which is mostly affected by the oil production in Canada, The Swiss CHF, the 

Australian Dollar and the New Zealand Kiwi just to name but examples.   

The benefit of trading the Forex markets is that one has the liberty of signing up 

with his broker of choice as long as they are registered with a national regulatory 

authority, fund his trading account with sufficient amount o f trading capital which 

most of the time is leveraged by the broker, then start to trade immediately as long 

as you have the know how to trade. All you need is access to internet and the skill to 

trade. Forex trading is based on three key pillars, Trading Psychology, Fundamental 

analysis and Technical Analysis otherwise known as Price Action.   

Trading psychology deals with the right mental attitude, the winning mindset of a 

trader. The biggest lose in trading Forex markets is not financial, it’s intellectu al. 

This is so because you can recover your losses and triple your trading account in a 

few trades, but if your mindset is not okay, you keep second guessing yourself, you 

operate from a position of fear combined with greed, human emotions come to play, 

so you trade on gut and rely on hope, and that’s a recipe for disaster in trading, you 

can be sure to blow up your trading capital if the psychology is not right.  
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Fundamental Analysis means that you rely on economic news releases from key 

personnel such as central bank governors, just a few weeks ago Yellen made an 

announcement which affected interest rates and had a significant effect on the US 

Dollar, which is one of the safe havens in Forex trading. You have to keep up to 

date with information from sites such as Bloomberg and Market Watch because you 

rely heavily on such news to trade.  Technical Analysis is the interpretation of 

charts, an analysis of prices based on graphical representation of market behavior 

and patterns predicted over time. It is believed that the mass psychology and the feel 

of the market is already captured on the charts, so once you know how to analyze 

charts, market indicators, entry and exit points, then you’re good to trade on price 

action.   

Finally, the beauty about trading in the Forex market is that only YOU determine 

your level of income, how much you put in the markets, and how much you take off 

the markets, there’s no intermediary, the only costs you may incur are commissions 

or spreads paid to your brokerage firm.  

Day 38 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Trading is entrepreneurial in nature  

Good morning folks, if you're passionate about trading, you might as well want to 

view yourself as an entrepreneur. One of my great mentors taught me early on that 

no one can teach you how to be an entrepreneur, it 's not something you learn from a 

conference or in a day, it 's a journey, one that you will courageously learn by 

yourself, make mistakes that you will learn from and boldly decide to be a solution 

to an existing problem. Trading is entrepreneurial in nature because everyone has a 

potential to make whatever amount of revenues they wish to make once they enter 

the markets. I repeat, YOU alone determine your paycheck. The amount varies every 

month, there's no standard wage or industry rate for traders, and it all depends on 

how good you are in developing your trading skills. There are no black Mondays, 

every working day Monday through Friday presents an opportunity for you to make 

money, so there are no favorite days for most traders, in fact, and most guys 

actually look forward to Mondays. You grind every day, you use your weekends 

self-assessing and analyzing your charts, strategizing on improving your craft, 

maximizing your trading potential. Given that we have three sessions to trade on a 

daily basis, you will find yourself being active in the Asian Session, 

European/London session, and the New York session. All those sessions have their 

own timelines, markets don't sleep, and most traders will tell you that at some point 

in their lives, they have tested their strategies on all of those three sessio ns, 

meaning that they have significantly cut down on their sleeping patterns until they 

crafted their own trading style which works in any of those time frames. So, as an 

entrepreneur, you're passionate about what you do, your alarm clock doesn't wake 

you up, your passion does. By default, I find myself awake a few minutes before 

5:00am, every single day, even if my alarm is usually set at 5:00am, and nowadays, 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text
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I don't use the snooze button. You will find yourself saying no to most social 

events, you know that time is money so you only show up for important functions, 

not for the sake of hanging out with your friends but because it's important to you, 

no one can completely understand your vision, so it 's okay to be alone . Be selfish 

with your time, it 's alright.  

Day 39 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Real time education starts when you trade real time.  

The real education begins when you trade real time, meaning that you fund your 

trading account with real time cash and start to trade to gain your own experience. It 

doesn't matter how many classes you take, how many books you read, whether or 

not you've been on a demo account for six months or less, if you have a trading 

coach or mentor, you've got to take a bold step and start trading real time. This is 

how you build your confidence, being able to understand where the markets are 

enabling you to trade where the markets are heading. Identifying key levels of 

support and resistance combining that with the use of indicators, Price Action along 

with other skills learned such as preservation of capital, being patient, being 

decisive and making a move. The markets are probabilistic and move in waves, so 

seeking out opportunities to make an entry, leveraging your positions, taking your 

profits or cutting your losses and having an exit  strategy bearing in mind your risk 

management models is something you experience real time. Ignoring your emotions 

of fear and greed, having a strong mental capability to always keep you in check 

whenever you start losing money or making super normal prof its and being in the 

game consistently also takes real time experience. You can only get better. 90% of 

your profits come from 10% of your trades, so it 's not about how long you are in the 

markets, it 's never about over trading, and it’s about a skill. Use  the statistic to set 

your objectives in trading. Experience takes time, purpose to be a better trader today 

than you were yesterday, and you will be successful.  

Day 40 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Book Review  

I just finished reading Manias, Panics & Crashes- A history of Financial Crisis by 

Robert Aliber. I have shared his thoughts before on my timeline but it 's worth 

looking at the currencies used in Forex trading and how the international  news play 

a key role in affecting them directly or indirectly. I'd encourage each one of you 

who'd be interested in understanding the market cycles, booms, recessions and such 

notable key events to read this book, it 's priceless. Let's look at the safe ha vens in 

trading.  

In currency trading, the US Dollar is considered as a safe haven to trade in, it’s 

likened to gold. Followed closely by the Japanese Yen. Then there is a new 

development of Bitcoin, a digital asset crypto currency whose price once hit $13 50 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10210116743448030
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recently, more than that of gold. Forex trading is the life blood of most developed 

states, all states are interdependent, seeking currencies for different reasons such as 

paying for imports, exports, traveling expenses into and out of different countri es. 

So it’s important to know which currency you should be looking out for when it 

comes to speculation and using it as a store of value.  

”While the dollar has troubles, it continues to be used as a world unit of account, if 

decreasingly as a medium of exchange, for lack of an adequate substitute. Japan has 

troubles of its own in real estate loans at problem banks, and Germany has not yet 

complete disintegrating the GDR into its economy. Japan and Germany were good 

followers of the American lead, but held back from challenging it. Under President 

de Gaulle, France was continuously ready to chal lenge U.S. policies and the 

dominance of the dollar without, however, great success, and is now under President 

Jacques Chirac fully engaged with domestic and interna tional difficulties. The 

European Union may grow in economic and financial strength and take over world 

economic primacy. At the moment, however, the world depends on U.S. leadership 

for lack of better; but the United States is holding back, preoccupied wi th its own 

political and economic difficulties, and reluctant to pay the cost of providing 

international public goods. Regimes work well in quiet times, but something more 

decisive in the way of leadership is called for in crisis, and the likelihood of 

escaping economic and financial crises in the years ahead seems small”. –Robert 

Aliber, Manias, Panics and Crashes. That doesn’t mean you should dismiss other 

currencies, they all have different magnitudes, the Canadian dollar for example is 

usually in high demand if you’re trading oil, you might want to use the Euro if 

you’re targeting the European markets as well as the British pound for the London 

markets.  

Day 41 of #222daysofforexeducation  

How much do you think you know?  

All traders are subject to the same market challenges, you can't be 100% sure and 

accurate that you know what to do with the markets. That explains why over 90% of 

traders fail and only 10% of market participants are successful, so what makes the 

difference between the two? It is those who constantly reinvest in themselves over 

time given the uncertainties and how dynamic the markets are. What worked for you 

six months ago would be irrelevant to you today. Take for example when trading 

was all being done manually on the floor with guys shouting their quotes at each 

other, then the internet invention came about and guys had to move to electronic 

trading, then came the trading soft wares, algorithms and trading robots, you have to 

keep up with technology if you want to be relevant. People fail because they use the 

same strategies over and over again, they don't  want to learn, they're not flexible, 

they rely on hope clinging on to what has worked for them in the past. The moment 

you realize that you don't know much, that the markets present to you different 

opportunities to you daily, that you can learn new things every day, that's the first 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10210131442375494
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step in keeping yourself in check and moving in the right direction towards your 

success. I can't emphasize the need for coaching and mentor -ship especially if 

you're having a series of losing trades, take advantage of those w ho have gone 

before you, with decades of trading experience because they can easily guide you 

into what you're possibly doing that you should not be doing, or what they are doing 

that you are not doing. They can help you identify your areas of weakness tha n you 

can do by yourself, shortening your learning curve. Accept to be criticized because 

positive criticism makes you better at learning therefore improving on your trading 

skills over time.   

Day 42 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Trading Styles and their Holding Periods.  

I have said this before, you need to sync your trading style to your personality. We 

have different kinds of traders based on their personalities, namely scalpers, day 

traders, position traders, swing traders, investors and institutions. Let's look at the m 

individually in more details.  

Scalpers are short term traders who hold positions for seconds to minutes and are 

out of the trades faster than you can imagine. They are pro traders who trade on say 

under the 5minutes time-frame who have crafted their trading skills for decades, 

novice traders are not advised to trade on such short time-frames until they get the 

right momentum to acquire such a skill.  

Day traders / Intraday usually hold positions for minutes to hours. They are more 

reasonable and have a rationale for trading better than the scalpers but they face 

overnight risks daily because they have to trade on a daily basis. Once you make 

your entries and exits on a daily basis regularly, the markets gives you an overnight 

risk because you don't know what would happen to your positions based on the 

uncertainties brought about by news or any even that has an impact on the markets.  

Position traders hold on to positions for hours to days. Similar to Swing traders who 

can hold on to a position to say three days. These two work on achieving a profit 

target based say on the number of pips and how much they want to make off the 

markets in such a duration of time. They take some time to analyze the markets, 

adjust their stop losses, they process information much longer and see how that 

affects their positions in the markets. Though the holding time is similar in both 

styles, position trading and swing trading are two different styles of trading.  

Then we have investors whose holding period varies from days to we eks until their 

profit targets are met. These are more long term traders and more visionary, they 

ideally work with goals setting and breaking that down in executing their strategy 

for a longer period of time. They don't seem to want to make short quick bu cks, 

rather, they seek to make more over longer time frames.  

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10210138786519093
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Finally we have institutions such as hedge funds, market manipulators and High 

Frequency Traders who hold on to positions for weeks to years. They are mandated 

to managing funds for rich folks, so they move large amounts of money, they're 

responsible for the liquidity in the markets, they seek to have super normal profits 

on an annual basis. Their P&L is subject to managerial decisions, some of them 

don't mind vices such as unethical practices like insider trading as long as they don't 

get caught. They seek to maximize returns for their shareholders.  

Day 43 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Diversification  

You've all heard of the saying, do not put all your eggs in one basket. Lesson 

learned from my grandpa, do not rely on one source of income. Forex trading is a 

good avenue for you to make big bucks if you know what you're doing, but even so, 

you need to have a balanced portfolio of assets. By assets, I mean something that 

generates you more revenues, it could be an investment in real estate, bonds and T -

bills. I am biased towards stocks but that's an option too. You can only do this once 

you have achieved consistent profitability off your trading account. Best if you ask 

professional advice from a financial consultant on what to buy, because some of the 

things you would consider as assets are actually not assets, for example buying a car 

for personal use. Diversification in trading could also mean trading in other assets 

such as options and commodity markets rather than focusing on currencies only, 

stepping out of your comfort zone and exploring what else the markets can offer 

you. However, if you cannot mult i task, stick to one thing, focus on one niche until 

you become a pro trader at it, then diversify, take your time. The beauty about this 

is that you will not entirely rely on your trading account to support your daily 

expenses, your family responsibilities because you will have other sources of 

income generating you good revenues so you don't have to stress about your basic 

needs. Having the right state of mind is very important for any trader, so you got to 

make sure your financial needs are met, that you  don't go bankrupt in the name of 

trading. As you know, you can blow your account more than once, so it 's better to be 

safe than sorry. Diversify.  

Day 44 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Exactly how much are you worth?  

Good question and I want you to mean it. Have you ever asked yourself how much 

you would pay yourself if you were your own boss? Factoring in your investment in 

a good education or not, hours you spend working either for yourself or someone 

else, the responsibilities you have for your family or as a single per son, the industry 

wages in your country or international organizations? Compare that with what you 

actually earn on a monthly basis. Be honest with yourself and write that figure down 

on your vision board or a piece of paper, the amount should be in dollar s. I've said 

this before, if you don't negotiate in dollars, you need to redo your business plan. 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10210163718302372
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Now look at avenues of achieving your ideal paycheck, someone once said, 

billionaires have seven streams of income, I want you to have multiple streams of 

income. If you feel that your 9 -5 corporate job serves you right, well and good, 

you're not the person I am talking to. However, if you need an extra source of 

income, some would call it a side hustle, one that can actually give you a chance to 

fire your current boss, then you're my target audience.  

Forex trading is not for the financial elite, in fact most of the traders have no 

background in Finance, even though that can help you accelerate your experience. 

It's something you can learn on the job, if you're passionate about it, nothing can 

stop you. How badly do you want it? If you have zero interest, then you might as 

well not sign up for it, because this is a journey that takes lots of your energy and 

time capital, you have to sacrifice something in exchange for a better life and that 

calls for your attention, less sleeping hours, less social time, less friends, less 

bullshit. Forex trading gives you the freedom to work whatever time -frame you 

want, there are three sessions in which you can trade, the mark ets are open 24/7, the 

Asian session, the London and New York session, it gives you the flexibility you 

need to spend more time with the people you love, once you master your edge, 

pursuing a different hobby perhaps and most importantly, paying yourself ho w much 

you think you're worth. Only YOU determine your own paycheck since this is 

entrepreneurial in nature. There are good months, you will also have some bad 

months, but you have total control as to how much you want to pocket for yourself. 

There's no limit.   

Day 45 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Seeking Profitability  

Profits require both effective risk management and emotional self -discipline. First 

off, you've got to understand your risk reward ratios. You've got to lay a firm 

foundation in your knowledge base and then keep your emotions in check. Traders 

don't make losses because they don't know how to trade, rather, they make 

continued losses from poor habits such as using their gut feeling, ignoring the basic 

principles of trading such as sticking to your trading plan. Deviating from your 

trading plan and or trading style on and off means that you operate from an average 

position, you have no edge, you're following the herd, you're in the crowd, you don't 

see things differently and that leads you in the wrong direction, you will be among 

the 90% losers in the markets .  

Take time to invest in yourself, craft your own strategy, journalizing your trades, 

measuring what your losses and or profits stretch over time, have the discipline to 

stick only to what works for you and having the courage to drop what makes you 

lose, leverage in your winning positions, consistently do what makes you better 

every day and that's the path to achieving profitability. Keeping your emotions in 

check means practicing strong mental capabilities to help you be in the right 

framework to trade. It could be playing chess, going for a yoga class, meditation, 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10210180508042105
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swimming, whatever works for your rejuvenation. You do this because trading can 

be mentally exhausting, you're constantly doing analysis, taking positions having a 

rationale behind every move you make, and the last thing you want is a mental 

breakdown. Do what you have to do to emotionally not to let fear and greed get in 

the way of your trading. Be disciplined and gradually you will get to consistent 

profitability.  

Day 46 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Global Market Regulators  

As a professional currency trader, you've got to be inquisitive and not take things at 

face value especially when dealing with brokers. One of the key things you need to 

look at before signing up with your broker of choice is whether or not they have a 

regulator, and if not, that's a red flag, run. Different states or countries are governed 

by different market regulators. For instance in Canada and France, we have (AMF) 

Autorite' des Marche's Financiers. In Switzerland, there's (SF BC) the Swiss Federal 

Banking Commission, in Germany, we have (BaFIN) Bundesanstalt furtinanz dien 

Heigtungsaufsicht. In Australia, the (ASIC) Australia Securities & Investment 

Commission does the regulation and in the United Kingdom, we have (FCA) 

Financial Conduct Authority and (PRA) Prudential Regulation Authority. In the 

United States there's (CFTC) Commodity Futures Trading Commission and (NFA) 

National Futures Association. It's very important to ask your broker who their 

market regulator is and seek for evidence if you have to. Don't be too naive to trust 

anyone with your hard earned money without prove of regulation, you owe it to 

yourself to make sure you have security for your trading capital.  

Day 47 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Market Sentiment  

Like you would try and gauge the mood of your boss, partner or friend prior to 

having a conversation to help you know when to say some things or leave it for 

later, it 's the same thing with a trader prior to making a move in the markets. Market 

sentiment is the combined ideas, opinions or feelings of all the market participants. 

Every trader novice or pro has an opinion of what and how the markets should move 

and a rationale behind why the market is moving the way it does. You've got to 

know how to judge the majority of the traders dominating opinion so that you're not 

caught on the wrong side of the market.  

They say you should go with the flow and that the trend is your friend, but you don't 

want to follow the herd blindly. You've got to see things differently, it 's called  

having an edge, so that you're ahead of the 90% clueless traders who keep losing 

their trade capital every so often. Market sentiment is important because it gives a 

signal to the trader about how volatile the market is. Once you'r e able to make the 

right judgement from chart analysis about the market sentiment, then you're in a 
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position to take up any opportunity that the market gives you to take your profits or 

cut your losses. The skill is developed over time, make sure you're good at price 

action, this will go a long way to help you know where the markets are heading.  

Day 48 of #222daysofforexeducation  

There's a lot of grinding involved in trading  

Forex trading is not a walk in the park. It involves a lot of grinding, your mind is 

continuously engaged in a deeper level thought process every trading day. If you 

trade all the three sessions, you can't afford the luxury of eight hours of sleep, you 

just can't catch a break, and it's a good thing. More volatility is experienced during 

the London and New York sessions other than the earlier Asian session because 

most traders are active during that time period. So you've got to intentionally 

purpose to keep your mind in check because it's your asset, to have a strong mental 

stamina to take you through 5 days a week of trading. You might as well want to 

take a break, sometimes. Do not forget to journalize your trades, your mind can only 

remember just as much, you need to note your trades down as one of the 

performance measuring tools. So be prepared to put in extra hours, wor k overtime 

for something worthwhile, the rewards are awesome. Keep grinding!  

Day 49 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Objectivity in Technical and Fundamental Analysis.  

When using technical analysis, reliance on chart patterns come in handy. Traders 

wait for a trigger point to determine their entry and exit points. This is important 

because it takes away the reliance on guts, instincts and conviction thereby enabling 

a trader to be objective, to have a rationale behind taking any position. Use of stop 

losses being one of the risk management tools while using price action, this enables 

you to cut your losses early and or take your profits when an opportunity presents 

itself immediately and then be out of the trade.   

With fundamental analysis, you look at changes in the business atmosphere or a 

huge economic event which directly affects the markets. You interpret information 

and use that to take positions in the market which  have direct investible events. 

With this type of trading, understanding market sentiment brings in objectivity, 

conviction doers matter based on how you dealt with similar information in the past. 

Volumes can also dictate your decision points by looking a t the volatility in the 

markets, use this to your advantage when trading using fundamental analysis.  

In both cases, have a clear strategy that defines your entries and exit points, stop 

losses or use of indicators to help you determine when to take your p rofits or cut 

your losses. The decision point has to be transparent and precise. That calls for 

objectivity.  

Day 50 of #222daysofforexeducation  
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The Art of Patience  

Most currency traders will tell you that whenever they take their time, the markets 

reward them graciously. We're basically paid to wait, swing traders can attest to 

this. You should relax and wait for the trades to come to you, because when you do, 

you're the one in control of what happens next. You know where to adjust your stop 

loss base d on your risk reward ratio, you know where to take the profits, where to 

cut your losses and where to exit. You know that you don't have to chase the money 

jumping into any trade that comes your way or be in the markets longer than you 

have to over trading. Patience enables you to be objective in your thought process, 

the moment you stick to the process, the money follows. Be disciplined and stick to 

your strategy and be awake to the reality that the markets are here to stay. They 

existed long before you were born and will continue to exist even after your demise, 

so do yourself a favor and live to trade another day. You don't have to beat yourself 

up because you're consistently seeking profitability, you will have winning and 

losing trades, the more you wait, the more you increase your probability of making 

more money off the markets. Be patient and get your head in the game.  

Day 51 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Liquidity/Volatility during holiday sessions  

Volatility refers to the amount of market interest, i.e. number of active traders an d 

the overall volume of trading present in a particular market at any given time. We're 

at the eve of Easter Holidays, two days of which are trading days, i.e. Friday and 

Monday and as you know traders got no holidays. “Light volume characterizes 

holiday sessions. Holiday and pre-holiday sessions elicit a positive bias but carry 

increased risk. Well defined seasonal variations can signal a false opportunity". -

Alan Farley. Beware of false breakouts during this period. Just because you're 

enjoying an extended holiday weekend doesn't mean you're not exposed to risk from 

higher volatility in holiday markets. You should therefore factor in liquidity 

conditions in your trading plan. The best advice during this holiday period would be 

to turn off your computer and unwind, maybe go to the beach and get a swim, or do 

anything you consider luxurious then get back to your g rind after the holiday is 

over.   

Day 52 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Small and steady wins.  

Quoting Robert Herjavec "Business is a sprint until you find an oppor tunity, then 

it's the patience of a marathon runner". Forex trading is no different. You've got to 

be visionary, have long term goals, and break that down into achievable, realistic 

short term targets. I'm not talking number of pips, I'm talking small & st eady wins. 

This is how longevity is attained in this business. Clearly set out your risk reward 

ratios and stick to your game plan. You want to be among the 10% successful 
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market participants. Be honest and realistic with yourself while setting your profit  

targets, don't be too ambitious, neither should you underestimate yourself. Small 

and steady wins guarantee you market survival, take note of that.  

Day 53 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Trade related stress  

You must be wondering if traders got work related stress. Yes, we do. Every trader 

has what I would like to call a stress budget. Simply because, like every fulfilling 

career, this consumes most of your time, money and energy capital. High risk, high 

reward. I once told you that real time trading is boring and if you're having fun 

while at it, you probably are not trading right. You will experience varying levels of 

stress, you will be drained. So what do you do to make sure that your stress budget 

is kept at the bare minimum? Know what works for you best to unwind especially 

during the weekends and taking breaks in between the weekdays. Your mind is 

continuously engaged in deep level of thinking every trading day Monday through 

Friday, so cut yourself some slack and relax during the weekends. It could be going 

out for dancing, swimming, yoga, meeting your buddies and catching up, whatever 

you do to help you unwind responsibly, do that. Finally, stick to what you know, 

what works for you, know your edge to avoid draw-downs. Continued losses lead to 

accumulated stress levels and this is what you want to avoid at all costs. Keep your 

stress levels low.  

Day 54 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Trading is NOT Gambling  

I get offended by ignorant people who liken Forex trading to gambling. Ignorant 

because they have no idea of how currency trading works, that there is a risk 

element factored in this business. Risk management is what draws the line between 

trading and gambling. In gambling, there are fixed rules of the game, the way Poker 

was played 10years ago has not changed, the rules of the game are still the same. A 

gambler doesn't walk into a casino with a calculated risk at his mental game, he 

goes there for the thrill, the feeling he gets when he is lucky to win, then deal with 

anger tantrums when he loses and comes back a second time, basically, he is 

addicted to the game, his emotions lead him to not think about winning or losing, all 

he wants is to satisfy his mental addiction, that's what gambl ing does to you. 

Casinos take a % from every player who enters in their premises seeking the thrill 

that comes with playing poker, whether or not those participants win or lose, it 's 

how they rake in profits. In poker, anyone who has no experience in gambl ing can 

beat the guy with a higher rating in the poker skill, it 's all about luck and 

randomness, not professionalism.   

The markets are dynamic, there's no one rule book on how to trade, as a professional 

currency trader, you have to move with the trends,  be dynamic or else the markets 
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will render you irrelevant. Losing in Poker is necessary for the casinos to keep 

being in business. On the other hand, professional currency traders know that for 

them to survive in the dynamic markets, they have to protect their trading capital. 

They do this by not risking more than 1%-2% of their trading capital per any given 

trade they make, they have leverage ratios with their brokers, they make use of stop 

losses, they cut their losses short and exit, they read the mass psychology of the 

markets to gauge when to make an entry, take their profits and exit. They treat 

trading as a business, NOT a hobby, they know that trading is a profession, a 

lifetime career, they're passionate, NOT addicted, they trade with a skill, a st rategy, 

NOT emotions, and they set goals and have calculated risks. So please educate 

yourself before you make that ignorant statement that trading is gambling.   

Day 55 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Book Review  

I just finished reading Alan Farley's book "The Master Swing Trader" and here are 

my thoughts and sentiments regarding the book, some of which have already been 

shared on my timeline before. Since high volume can signify many different events, 

power spikes presents a wide variety of possible trade set ups and patterns. 

Therefore, you should place most of the trading effort on potential tops, bottoms and 

breakouts. High volume breakouts should generate further price gains after the 

initial power spikes absorbs the crowd. Look for classic elements to support spike 

prediction. The markets carry an underlying bullish bias. Many participants mostly 

buy momentum and practice a few other tricks never learning the true art of trading 

in which profits come from both sides of the market. Avoid common momentum 

mistakes such as chasing entry in major sell offs. Be defensive and watch the prices 

ticker closely. When price suddenly finds support for no reason, get out first then 

ask questions later. Regarding trade management, know that successful swing 

traders master both time and information. Stay AWAY from external information 

that doesn't advance your trading performance. Focus on timely execution and learn 

technology later. Forget the news, remember the numbers. Finall y and I have said 

this before, TRUE market wisdom comes only through personal trading. This 

information is relevant to swing traders.  

Day 56 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Institutional Vs Personal trading and finding Mentors.  

As much as you would like to work in institut ional firms for some years, you're 

better placed when you start trading for yourself with your own trading capital. It 

gives you a sense of more responsibility and gives you the freedom to be your own 

boss, to choose your own working hours. The strategies used in the institutions 

could not be favorable to your own family office. Yes, being in an institution gives 

you confidence and maturity because you have someone looking out at what you're 

doing, a head of department a supervisor, a boss senior to you. Ho wever, when you 
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go solo, that creates a gap, so you've got to be pro -active and find yourself trading 

mentors. These mentors can be found online or from creating personal relationships 

with guys who've been trading for decades and are willing to hold your hand and 

walk with you in this trading journey. Personal trading should be your end goal, the 

rewards are sweeter. Be willing to go the extra mile and find mentors with whom 

you share the same interest, assist them in their projects, and learn on the job. If 

they charge for their time, be willing to pay, it 's a life time skill you're learning, 

getting value for your money. Do not be afraid to ask if you're passionate about 

trading, and if this is the career path you have chosen for yourself. Having such 

relationships is priceless, so find the mentors and be like them or even better than 

them.   

Day 57 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Your reputation is important  

A good name is better than riches, "African proverb". Simply because when you 

have a good name, then you can build wealth, you obtain favor with people, you're a 

person of integrity, you keep your word, and you’re credit worthy. Forex trading is a 

business with all sorts of people, the legit, scammers, the witty, talking heads, 

"gurus" and it's hard to tell who is who in this industry. Some selfish individuals 

approach you for different reasons, to both make money off you leaving you out and 

dry. It's very important that you know the kind of person you interact with 

professionally. I have turned down various partnerships  in the past, especially if I 

don't understand their business models. You don't want to back up a broker, an 

entity, a trading platform you barely understand because if shit hits the fun, you will 

be accused of being an accomplice, a disgrace to the tradin g community. It ruins 

your brand and once trust is broken, there's no recovery. Don't be naive, don't trust 

too easily, do your due diligence before you make a decision to market, sell or 

partner with anyone who approaches you in trading. Be skeptical, pro tect your 

name, you only have one image that needs to be respected, put yourself first.   

Day 58 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Focus on the process, money is just an outcome.  

Your returns blossom when you really don't think much about the money. You've got 

to know the difference between needing the money and wanting the money. You're 

better placed if you have an alternative source of income other than trading whether 

or not you're a full time or part time Forex trader. The average millionaire (in 

dollars) has seven streams of income. You've got to reach to a point where your 

mind only sees money as a vehicle to facilitate what you need the paper to do, that it 

doesn't matter that much, that it doesn't take the place of say your family time, that 

it's just an outcome of a continued thought process. Do not rely on the income 

received from trading to take care of your daily basic needs, your monthly utilities, 

rent, education, food, personal effects. You'd rather invest that money for long term 
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goals, such as your retirement safe net, holidays and vacations, buying a house, 

saving for your rainy days, once in a while, you can take out some of that money for 

emergency cases, but you should never stress about paying your bills with trading 

income. The reason is simple, your mind becomes more productive to take on bigger 

risks and challenges that the markets have to offer when you don't stress about your 

immediate needs, so you focus on being a better trader every day, your life becomes 

easier, your energy levels are on an all -time high and your Profit and Loss statement 

says it all, increased profitability. So focus on the process, money is just a by-

product.  

Day 59 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Choose those who believe in you.  

Who do you surround yourself with? You know very well that trading is about 

taking chances, there's an element of randomness and probability and at any time 

you can either win or lose, and that is a fact you have t o live with. That in itself is a 

challenge, so find people in your life who believe in your abilities. Because you 

need all the positivity you need to excel, not folks who sow doubts and endless 

questions that affect your trading psychology negatively. If you have guys who put 

you down, move. You'd rather be alone than entertain any sort of negativity, you 

don't need it. When you first believe in yourself, you transfer the same energy to the 

folks around you, and when you start making a significant amount o f income, they 

might as well approach you to fund your account, trade on their behalf and give 

them a percentage of your returns. Those are the people you need to keep in your 

inner circle. Trading psychology is greater than fundamental and technical analy sis 

in terms of execution and outcome that affects your profitability, so protect your 

mental stamina at all costs. Remove any negativity that creep into your life, even if 

it's the closest people to you like family. They'll come around when you become 

successful at trading.  

Day 60 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Efficiency and use of indicators in the markets.  

Efficiency means doing things right and achieving productivity in less time and less 

trades. The focus being on preparation and confirmation of your trades. You've g ot 

to have an analytical mind, having a rationale behind every move you make in the 

markets, backed by a winning strategy. Learn who you are, combine your 

personality with your level of experience to enable you to be efficient. Learn chart 

analysis, use indicator s that precisely give you a hint of where the markets are 

moving, defining entry and exit points. For me, that would be Fibonacci, it could be 

moving average or stochastic indicators for you. Pick an indicator that helps you 

know what your true trading style is, what your risk reward ratio is, they help know 

the correlations in chart patterns in different time frames thereby knowing how to 

react or take action in the markets. They define the support and resistance areas, or 
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when the market is in a range. Learn how to lose before you can win, keep a small 

set of trading rules for yourself and gradually, you will achieve efficiency in the 

markets.  

Day 61 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Time is money  

Markets don't sleep, average people set their alarms to wake them up, traders set 

their alarms remind them to go to bed, nap for a few hours and then keep doing what 

they usually do. It matters how much time you put in trading because that also 

determines how much you make. I'm not saying you should constantly stare at charts 

all day, or be in the markets longer than you have to, what matters most is what you 

do when you're active in the markets. Every minute counts, and you could win or 

lose a significant amount of money in seconds, especially when there's fundamental 

news item that pops up abruptly and you weren't prepared for such. Most traders 

have limited social time, even the successful ones, they shy away from interviews, 

they keep a low profile, and they have a small social circle because they know that 

not anyone and everyone is worth their time. This sacrifice, spending most of your 

time alone or with like-minded people pays off, you become a better trader because 

the reality is that trading is time consuming especially if you manage people's funds 

or trade all the three sessions. Value yourself, value your time, value your worth.  

Day 62 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Evolution of the markets  

Initially, trading in the markets was done on the floor, traders would mee t at an 

exchange and engage in a competitive bid for the highest prices in commodities, 

stocks or any other derivative. Then in early 1999, computerized trading was 

birthed. So now, you would sit behind a screen and conduct your trades, the human 

interaction during the trades was now limited to phone calls and sending emails. The 

internet revolution came with its own share of challenges, so now, you'd vet your 

broker online, open your trading account online, wire the money to fund your 

account and trade online. So doing your due diligence as to who is legit and those 

who are out there to rip you off became more complicated. Then came the High 

Frequency Traders, trading firms who have a higher statistical edge than the normal 

retail trader due to their ability to trade faster on news based on how fast they 

receive information. Development of trading robots and algorithms is now in 

existence, replacing manual trading, automation is going a notch higher thanks to 

technology but manual trading is safer for newbies as they get to learn their own 

trading personality before using an automated system. So, you've got to be flexible 

and move with the current times, since the markets are dynamic, quickly adapt to 

the new environment or else technology will render you irr elevant.  

Day 63 of #222daysofforexeducation  
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Take your profits and run.  

There is a difference between trading as a business and taking profits while on a 

trade. You need to identify opportunities in the markets that you can cash in more 

often so that you're not just trading for the sake of it. Taking profits requires you to 

be tactical and sharp because opportunities can present themselves any time, any 

day. Use of candlesticks is a skill you need to learn, combine that with the use of 

indicators to help you gauge where to enter, take your profits and exit. The same 

goes for losses. Cut your losses immediately you sense a draw -down and exit. Do 

not hold on to hope, do not wait for the markets to go your way if there's already an 

indicator that shows you otherwise, do not be greedy either. Trading is an art as well 

as a science. An art because you have the freedom to do what you think, make a 

move that is not similar to other traders. A science because you will apply technical 

analysis, you will learn how to code, manipulate data for your advantage like in 

statistics, you need to learn the skill. So once you're already in the markets, make it 

your goal to take the profits and run or cut  your losses and exit immediately, then 

live to trade another day. Markets are going nowhere.  

Day 64 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Importance of meditation for real time traders  

All real time traders suffer from information overload. From financial newspaper 

reviews, headlines from sites such as Bloomberg and Market Watch, to articles and 

periodicals, opinions from social media "gurus", economic calendar, announcements 

from markets regulators, CBK and the Fed, TV, all of these need you to have a brain 

filter, to know the time and who to listen to and which information you need to 

process, only that which is relevant to you and your trading. Whether you practice 

yoga or not, you can train your mind to have a daily or weekly routine to meditate. 

Meditation clears your mind from all sorts of thoughts enabling you to have a sharp 

and clear focus prior to taking in any new information. Different folks have 

different ways of meditating, to some it would mean sitting still, closing your eyes 

and being in the present moment, focusing all your energies at one focal point and 

relaxing. You can do this every morning for say 20 or 30minutes after your work 

out, trust me, it helps. You could also choose to take a jog, morning run or a walk, 

which also helps your mind to unwind. The point  is, you should have a habit of 

rejuvenating your brain cells and the capacity for it to be more productive because 

trading consumes more of your energy capital and you don't want to suffer from a 

mental breakdown.  

Day 65 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Soft Assets  

Are you aware that as a professional currency trader, you have what is known as soft 

assets? You have acquired knowledge and skills over time, you are your own brand 
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and that should not be taken lightly. Every skill has a learning curve, you might 

have blown up several accounts in a bid to discover yourself, your own trading 

personality, your trading style. It takes time and money to invest in yourself, to take 

up an education, to gather knowledge and information related to the markets, to 

harness your skills to become a profitable and consistent trader. So you should know 

how much you're worth, and break that down to hours.   

Day 66 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Variation in your monthly income  

As mentioned to you earlier, Forex trading is entrepreneurial in nature. You al one 

determine how much you earn in whatever time period you choose for yourself. 

However, it 's important that you know that you will have a variation in your 

monthly and even annual income. There's no standard amount that you receive like 

in the case of employed folks. You might have a winning month but looking in 

details about how much you made say weekly, it could be a combination of three 

losing weeks and a week of a huge winning trade that surpasses your losing weeks 

by far, so the culmination of your monthly income becomes a good month. You 

could have a good year, but breaking that down could be a net income of say three 

good months and nine losing months, but the proportion of your winning trades is by 

far more than those of your losing trades. Until you achieve consistency in your 

profitability and equity curve, do not put your eggs in one basket, be confident that 

you will start paying your bills off your trading income once you become a 

professional currency trader. Until then, do not be surprised wi th the variation in 

your monthly income. It's normal.  

Day 67 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Showing off is irrelevant  

I find it humiliating when some traders make some money then they start flashing 

around their "assets". Wealthy people have no urge to display their wealth for the 

whole world to see because that is not their  ultimate goal. They have bigger 

concerns, a higher purpose and they only view money as a tool to achieve their 

goals. You won't see them posting their cars, chilling in a private beach and 

advertising their digital nomad lifestyle having fun while the res t of the world is 

busy working their day jobs, no, they don't do that. They don't show off their P&L 

and bank balances from trading because they know the mature thing to do is to keep 

your income to yourself. All of these attempts to show off your riches i s complete 

bullshit. Purpose to live a quiet life, it 's less crowded at the top and it's less 

complicated, less dramatic when you keep your journey to your wealth to yourself. 

And whenever you feel the urge to show off your "assets" to the whole world, you  

probably need to see a therapist or a trading psychologist because that is a mental or 

a self-esteem issue that needs to be addressed. Nobody cares.  
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Day 68 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Monitor your health levels  

As a trader, the health of your nervous system is crucial . Your heart beat changes at 

various intervals and that has a subsequent effect on your nervous system. As long 

as you're in the trading game and your goal is longevity, you've got to be healthy. 

Monitor your heart rate regularly for excellent and more pro ductive results and if 

for some reason you're not in perfect health, take a break off the markets. Our 

bodies decay, our strength diminishes but the markets have existed long before you 

were born and will continue to exist even after your demise, so treat your body and 

your health with utmost priority. That calls for feeding on healthy food, nutritious 

meals, avoid junk, excess sugar, detox, work out, treat yourself to a massage and spa 

treatment if you can afford the luxury, take time off during the weeken ds to unwind 

after a week's work of continuous mental analysis. Meditation helps as well. Be the 

priority in life, do not take your health for granted.  

Day 69 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Delegate  

In conventional businesses and companies, managing directors have Personal 

Assistants, (PA's) for this major reason, they need more time to focus on and 

execute the long term vision of the company and less time working on the nitty 

gritty administration tasks. They delegate duties such as setting up meetings with 

clients, communication via emails and phone calls, doing minutes and entrust that 

with a reliable and accountable professional. In the trading business, you are your 

own manager, you're responsible for all the decisions you make regarding your 

trading, long term and short term. You know exactly what you need to do urgently 

and what you can delegate to someone else and still get things done without 

procrastinating. Be willing to pay for assistance, of whatever kind, it could be 

paying someone to do your house chores, it could be someone taking meetings for 

you and responding to emails, phone calls, anything that is a distraction to your 

trading should be delegated. It's paying for ex tra time for you to focus on your 

productivity and increased performance to your trading capital, achieving consistent 

profitability in a shorter time frame as well as managing your risks. When you 

delegate, you have less on your table, you think more crit ically, you give trading the 

attention it deserves. It's a sign of maturity so you're not a jack of all trades. Learn 

how to delegate, do it and do it well.  

Day 70 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Trading is pain.  

As we come to the close of the first part of this series on Trading Psychology, it 's 

important to be real with you all, trading is pain, so if you can't handle pain, do not 

think about getting into it. By that I mean, you've got to be comfortable with the 
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idea of losing money because when you do, then you will be a ctive in trying to find 

ways of mitigating your risks and prevent yourself from making deliberate mistakes 

and blowing your account. Be awake to the reality that you will have a combination 

of winning and losing trades in a week, a month or per annum and t hat combination 

determines whether or not you have a good or bad week, month or year. As much as 

trading is pain, it 's also very rewarding because you alone determine how much you 

want to take off the markets, how much you're worth, no price tags, no indus trial or 

standardized wages, just you making use of the more than 6Trillion dollars traded 

daily. It's the most liquid financial market in the world, so you're operating on a 

global platform. Trading is pain also means that it takes lots of patience and ti me to 

be a consistent profitable trader, have the confidence to get past greed and fear, 

have the maturity to NOT trade with emotions, or relying on your guts and hope, set 

your bar up high and learn fundamentals and price action as well as having the righ t 

mental stamina and you will be on the right path to being a successful trader. 

Trading is pain means it does pay off in the end, yes, it comes with its share of 

challenges like every good thing, so be aware of what you're getting yourself into, 

do it with passion or don't do it at all.  

Day 71 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Stay Small.  

There's a trading saying that goes like, bulls make money, bears make money and 

pigs get slaughtered. That means that you can make money when you're bullish or 

bearish but the moment you start getting greedy, biting more than you can chew, 

that's the moment you sign up for your losing trades. Greed tells you, I can hold on 

to this position a little longer, even when you know you should exit, greed barely 

makes use of stop losses, greed has no place for objectivity nor rationality. It's 

necessary that you start and trade small, gaining momentum and only adding on to 

your positions with experience. Don't let your head get in the way of your 

profitability, by becoming overconfident after a series of a few winning trades. 

Consistency should be your driving force to determine how well or bad you're 

doing, then you can make a move. All great traders took th eir time, you are no 

different, you are not special. Stay small.  

  

Day 72 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Loyalty or being married to positions is dangerous.  

Those of you who are professional currency traders know too well that objectivity is 

part of the game. You know your entry points, you calculate your stop loss with a 

risk factor in mind and you know where to exit long before you enter into a trade. 

It's a discipline that you ought to have. So here's the thing, you may be tempted to 

hold onto a position longer than you should, what is known as being married to a 
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position. At that point, you're not thinking straight, you're operating from a hope 

perspective, thinking that you might make extra bucks. That's actually dangerous to 

your trading because for one you're deviating from your trading rules, you're not 

being rational and hope springs eternal. Learn to be disloyal to hope and gut 

feelings while on a trade, this is not a relationship, it 's a profession.  

Day 73 of #222daysofforexeducation  

You can trade despite your education background.  

The best thing about the trading profession is that there is no basic qualification in 

terms of grading that requires you to be a trader. As long as you have a passion for 

the markets and are willing to think for yourself and educate yourself prior to 

getting yourself involved, then you can trade. You need to have a working strategy 

that blends in with your personality. Even high school drop outs trade successfully. 

The markets do not recognize your job title, your level of education, or your 

prowess in communication. All that is irrelevant. Once you decide to become a 

trader, you have a level playing field with the other t raders, well besides the market 

makers, the big institutions with massive trading capital which influence the market 

volatility. Be willing to put in the time and work before achieving consistency and 

longevity in the business if you want to be among the 10% profitable traders in the 

game. Be willing to sacrifice and invest your time in the learning process, market 

analysis, less talking and more grinding if you want to be a pro trader.   

  

Day 74 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Feedback day  

I am delighted to complete the first part of trading psychology on this series  

#222daysofforexeducation and it's only fair that my target audience gets a chance to 

ask questions, comment, give positive criticism and give me feedback of any kind 

regarding any of my posts that has contributed to your Forex knowledge since day 1. 

Progress has been made, partnerships have been signed, clients have come on board 

and we're looking forward to a more productive phase 2 of this series, we will be 

focusing of Fundamental Analysis before we wind up with Technical Analysis later 

in the year. Bring on those trading related questions, your feedback is highly 

appreciated.   

  

       PART 2:  

      FUNDAMENTAL ANALYSIS  

Day 75 of #222daysofforexeducation  

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10210528791868983
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10210528791868983
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Resourceful websites for Fundamental Analysis.  

Fundamental analysis is a way of looking at the forex market by analyzing 

economic, social, and political forces that may affect the supply and demand of an 

asset. It’s about evaluating changes in supply and demand and which forces are 

responsible for these fluctuations. Economic data, economic models, consumer 

trends, income, and changes in fiscal policy all play a part in evaluating changes in 

supply and demand. Interpreting the dynamics of these forces and their effects in 

GDP is the basis for fundamental analysis. Anything from geopolitical events, 

demand and supply of major commodities like oil and gold, global macro - economic 

events all affect the price of the currencies of the respective resident countries 

where such news come from. Trading the news requires constant market updates, 

you have to be in the know of what's happening where and the following are the 

websites you should be looking at for such information. www.investopedia.com, 

www.reuters.com, www.marketwatch.com and www.bloomberg.com. So that you 

don't suffer from information overload, make sure you know what you'r e looking for 

and only pick the information relevant to your trading strategy.  

Day 76 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Main derivatives in the financial markets  

Derivatives are instruments that derive their price from an actual asset. There are 

four key derivatives traded in the financial markets. They are currencies (Forex), 

commodities (Futures), stocks and bonds. Let's look at each in detail.   

Currency trading otherwise known as Forex is one of the largest derivatives traded 

in the financial markets, it 's also the most l iquid. Traders compare the relative price 

of one currency over the other, which one is stronger or weaker.   

The commodities markets otherwise known as the Futures markets comprise of items 

such as precious metals, gold, silver, agricultural products, coff ee, cocoa, livestock, 

oil just to name but a few. The commodities markets is a good investment choice 

during periods of inflation as they hedge against the recession and tend to thrive 

during such periods.   

The bonds markets also known as the debt securit y market is a long term investment 

option, it facilitates the flow of funds between lenders and borrowers by purchase an 

d sale of debt securities in the form of bonds financing consumer purchases and 

operational needs of say governments, businesses, insti tutions and individuals. 

There are various types of bonds, such as Municipal bonds, Government bonds, 

Corporate bonds, Agency bonds, Build American bonds just to name but a few.   

The stock market comprises of shares held for publicly held companies regist ered 

with different securities markets, they allow and facilitate ownership in a company 

by sale of shares to the public via the Initial Public Offering (IPO). It takes time and 

profitability of the company to earn dividends and capital gains tax is applie d in the 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.investopedia.com%2F&h=ATMxRiT1zFHg4u-7FJ2VCRosp-9SXAgtHZYRrcUhlc1LVSxjCWZ_SUQeSW80VBVPSw9bs281i-dBhhJdclcS03NSUFmApDrqhYhCAQw7Lv7j9q3KM-gUe8EtjBhVQSuk_Qe6gS40EYdLA1bBdw&enc=AZOUXroU3gSkUsD0_ODwJ-ed_RsdTk1-vKbcN9Sn4UoHVVlyt8Gqt5CfiwJp0DPzsC1CFPFSFUMQCu190vz8b5Moe1DljMV9wpZzgbIH36Yp0HgArJQBkkU6KzmHpjTUEd2xzUdRvn6U8Qd56Y0ThP8-k1PDwQLy44zkvR7TRXfxIsRBb5R45vFWocOlQHMN7sc&s=1
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.investopedia.com%2F&h=ATMxRiT1zFHg4u-7FJ2VCRosp-9SXAgtHZYRrcUhlc1LVSxjCWZ_SUQeSW80VBVPSw9bs281i-dBhhJdclcS03NSUFmApDrqhYhCAQw7Lv7j9q3KM-gUe8EtjBhVQSuk_Qe6gS40EYdLA1bBdw&enc=AZOUXroU3gSkUsD0_ODwJ-ed_RsdTk1-vKbcN9Sn4UoHVVlyt8Gqt5CfiwJp0DPzsC1CFPFSFUMQCu190vz8b5Moe1DljMV9wpZzgbIH36Yp0HgArJQBkkU6KzmHpjTUEd2xzUdRvn6U8Qd56Y0ThP8-k1PDwQLy44zkvR7TRXfxIsRBb5R45vFWocOlQHMN7sc&s=1
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.reuters.com%2F&h=ATMmg68l2ea16XrHeZh8-bL-dpMXNTWaOP_lalFCVGTyEoAzCvqakjRH0L2J8fIqCT5Bj_AYsMSH6g_hVUSGY8sMwB_gBkUErtnkcAoUZCORU37u50jI3u8BN1DW9kzNqF_Vt1dnirMgspW00A&enc=AZP4We5hRwoaUTWuJPLL36h6BTKSqLvF63PafOoVwNJD0kLf4ncFBa6Bwf2d-eHsBi7w4y3XYBtXdhTIEWmrGDbFK5l0-qcEMGj013F_8IsgvWAwvEa0zSAqw-qZLsDGr3A_1XeBuHH8BdKbYjsGkSg8CHB3QULKv2F_H3Lxxnk3HTKy49E22s4-7pzw0vfppXs&s=1
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.reuters.com%2F&h=ATMmg68l2ea16XrHeZh8-bL-dpMXNTWaOP_lalFCVGTyEoAzCvqakjRH0L2J8fIqCT5Bj_AYsMSH6g_hVUSGY8sMwB_gBkUErtnkcAoUZCORU37u50jI3u8BN1DW9kzNqF_Vt1dnirMgspW00A&enc=AZP4We5hRwoaUTWuJPLL36h6BTKSqLvF63PafOoVwNJD0kLf4ncFBa6Bwf2d-eHsBi7w4y3XYBtXdhTIEWmrGDbFK5l0-qcEMGj013F_8IsgvWAwvEa0zSAqw-qZLsDGr3A_1XeBuHH8BdKbYjsGkSg8CHB3QULKv2F_H3Lxxnk3HTKy49E22s4-7pzw0vfppXs&s=1
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.reuters.com%2F&h=ATMmg68l2ea16XrHeZh8-bL-dpMXNTWaOP_lalFCVGTyEoAzCvqakjRH0L2J8fIqCT5Bj_AYsMSH6g_hVUSGY8sMwB_gBkUErtnkcAoUZCORU37u50jI3u8BN1DW9kzNqF_Vt1dnirMgspW00A&enc=AZP4We5hRwoaUTWuJPLL36h6BTKSqLvF63PafOoVwNJD0kLf4ncFBa6Bwf2d-eHsBi7w4y3XYBtXdhTIEWmrGDbFK5l0-qcEMGj013F_8IsgvWAwvEa0zSAqw-qZLsDGr3A_1XeBuHH8BdKbYjsGkSg8CHB3QULKv2F_H3Lxxnk3HTKy49E22s4-7pzw0vfppXs&s=1
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.reuters.com%2F&h=ATMmg68l2ea16XrHeZh8-bL-dpMXNTWaOP_lalFCVGTyEoAzCvqakjRH0L2J8fIqCT5Bj_AYsMSH6g_hVUSGY8sMwB_gBkUErtnkcAoUZCORU37u50jI3u8BN1DW9kzNqF_Vt1dnirMgspW00A&enc=AZP4We5hRwoaUTWuJPLL36h6BTKSqLvF63PafOoVwNJD0kLf4ncFBa6Bwf2d-eHsBi7w4y3XYBtXdhTIEWmrGDbFK5l0-qcEMGj013F_8IsgvWAwvEa0zSAqw-qZLsDGr3A_1XeBuHH8BdKbYjsGkSg8CHB3QULKv2F_H3Lxxnk3HTKy49E22s4-7pzw0vfppXs&s=1
http://www.marketwatch.com/
http://www.marketwatch.com/
http://www.marketwatch.com/
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.bloomberg.com%2F&h=ATP7p0qMFMRhOpRX_IsSD3Nev64_qCr0xRjaZ3U4Hvl8GSfPXAAC3M4X4NfrGMH9YfmAvwb8WXtWrAtae-J2-vNuGxhpVemBDNdM9qii3bU3CsBg-LMcyvoAwZhdvTO1GliuAM3ruLvTdJMkag&enc=AZMGWjTQPWkr07wDiJ8VGMKmQUWS2RPP4vQ8dwWtDuvLM_47RQBocv7vQZ1vmt73wc3apfZYiPNa2hzGADPueILUBtqjhzLV-0arjB_xhs_Q57TjJorj6uf9w_vRdkSNrrrcdCWvwPZfr5PlT3Gwij85wqYim6jVgVrr4CwGB9BFkOcMQOLTtZnjHP9GM0X2c6I&s=1
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.bloomberg.com%2F&h=ATP7p0qMFMRhOpRX_IsSD3Nev64_qCr0xRjaZ3U4Hvl8GSfPXAAC3M4X4NfrGMH9YfmAvwb8WXtWrAtae-J2-vNuGxhpVemBDNdM9qii3bU3CsBg-LMcyvoAwZhdvTO1GliuAM3ruLvTdJMkag&enc=AZMGWjTQPWkr07wDiJ8VGMKmQUWS2RPP4vQ8dwWtDuvLM_47RQBocv7vQZ1vmt73wc3apfZYiPNa2hzGADPueILUBtqjhzLV-0arjB_xhs_Q57TjJorj6uf9w_vRdkSNrrrcdCWvwPZfr5PlT3Gwij85wqYim6jVgVrr4CwGB9BFkOcMQOLTtZnjHP9GM0X2c6I&s=1
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10210593055555535
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10210593055555535
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stock investment option. For more information about the stock markets, have a look 

at the S&P500.  

Day 77 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Make use of Stop Losses  

I am going to use a real time example. Some days back, there was a terrorist attack 

in Manchester UK. Such global news do affect fundamental traders, so if you look at 

the overview of the market with respect to GBP pairs, it was relatively bullish until 

the attack did happen. Then immediately the market gapped before retrac ing, so if 

you did not have a tight stop loss, you might have lost a significant amount of 

money depending on your pip levels. It 's very important that you learn how to use 

stop losses especially if you're a beginner in trading. It's one of the risk management 

tools that you can't live without, it protects your trading capital from making huge 

draw-downs. Make use of stop-losses.  

Day 78 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Volatility is your friend  

Traders are privileged in being in the largest financial market globally. With over 

6Trillion dollars moving every 24hours Monday-Friday, there is a potential to make 

a significant amount of money if you know what you're doing, if you have a back 

tested working strategy. More especially after key fundamental news items such as 

the one happening this week, the Bank of Canada is announcing new information on 

interest rates, and that's a fundamental news item that can move the markets and 

increase volatility. So is the report from FOMC. You have an opportunity to take 

profits as long as the markets are moving and you're making good use of risk 

management tools such as using a stop loss discussed yesterday as well as not 

risking more than 1%-2% of your trading capital per any given trade. Volatility is 

your friend, seize the opportunities that present thems elves to you, for instance, 

when the market opens, during the first 30minutes, a lot is going on in the markets, 

lots of revenge trading from previous day traders, taking up of new positions. That 

is when the market is moving at a crazy rate, it 's when you  want to enter, and take 

your positions, rather than waiting hours after the market is in a "slow dormant" 

state of movement if you’re a day trader. Trade the news, trade early when the 

market opens, trade fundamentals, seize the opportunities in the Asian , London and 

New York sessions.  

Day 79 of #222daysofforexeducation  

What to look out for while trading Fundamentals.  

Geo political events in major states such as election years in the US, France, UK, 

Germany, China, Japan, they tend to have a substantial effect on the currency pairs 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10210601034595006
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10210601034595006
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10210609069195866
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10210609069195866
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10210616662185686
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10210616662185686
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of those countries. Catastrophic disasters such as terrorism and tsunamis also fall 

under that category.   

Central Banks, ECB and the Federal Reserve announcements on key mone tary 

policies such as control of interest rates and inflation directly affect currency 

movements in the financial markets. Fluctuation in the demand and supply of 

commodities such as precious metals gold, silver, copper, other commodities like 

oil, and agricultural products such as coffee, cocoa, orange juice affect the Forex 

markets.   

Finally, the correlation brought about by inter -market analysis of key derivatives 

such as currencies, commodities, stocks, bonds, options and swaps all affect 

volatility in the markets. No single item is independent of each other, they either 

have a positive or relative correlation when it comes to market movement. You can 

not trade them in isolation. Those factors do affect fundamental traders.  

Day 80 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Economic Calendar  

If you're a fundamental trader, you've got to make great use of the economic 

calendar. This shows the global financial news and ranks them in terms of 

significance, which one has more weight than the other in percentages. The 

information acquired from the economic calendar is useful to profit taking 

especially during the first 30minutes to one hour of trading when the market opens 

and there's a lot of volatility for day traders. You should combine the information 

from the economic calendar with market sentiment, trading psychology and a back 

tested trading strategy in sync with your trading personality to do your analysis of 

historical data prior to placing a trade using the information. This way, you 

maximize your chance of making consistent profits with timely and relevant data in 

the markets. A good trading platform makes good use of the economic calendar, let 

no one deceive you. You don't have to use all the information provided to you by the 

constant updates, learn how to filter only that which is relevant to your trading 

style, this takes time.   

Day 81 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Sustainable business model in trading fundamentals.  

There's one thing that you should do, master one thing and do it consistently. The 

speed with which you receive information relevant to trading and how you process 

that can make you lucky, but that's not all there is to making money in trading. A 

sustainable business model is crafted when you master how to do one thing right and 

being disciplined to keep doing that  time and time again. There is no holy-grail or 

secrets to trading success, you are your own holy grail. Once you stop seeking 

validation from other people and know what works for you while trading 

fundamentals, then you’re on the path to a sustainable bus iness model. Once you 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10210641326802286
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10210641326802286
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10210649013794456
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10210649013794456
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know your edge, stick to your plan. 90% or more of traders fail not because they 

don't know the basics and skills in trading, but because they are not disciplined to 

stick to their trading strategy, they feel the urge to try out diffe rent models and that 

eventually leads to massive draw-downs.   

Day 82 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Analysis Paralysis  

When you need to make a fast decision and think straight like you need to do but 

you can't do for one reason or another, you might be having analysis par alysis. This 

is usually when a trader looks at all avenues of information before taking a position. 

Because the trader has so much information from both the bearish and bullish sides, 

it becomes difficult to decide either way. There's nothing much you can do between 

the market close on Friday evening and the market open on Monday morning besides 

analysis and reflection so you might as well take a break. Making sure that you're in 

the right mental stamina to start another new week of trading is as important as 

protecting your trading capital from massive draw-downs. There's nothing as 

horrible as being indecisive, the markets are unforgiving. Trading is about 

perception, we trade our beliefs. You need to be in the right mindset to judge the 

market sentiment, to process information especially if you trade the news. 

Understand the role of timely execution, you will always live to trade another day, 

take care of your mind, it 's one of the most important assets you've got. Analysis 

paralysis is real.  

Day 83 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Introducing Price Action Friday's  

The art of Technical analysis is to identify trend changes at an early stage and to 

maintain an investment position until the weight of the evidence indicates that the 

trend has reversed. (Pring, 2002). The basic principle of trading being buy low, sell 

high. Technical analysis is used to determine the trend, when it’s changing, when it 

has changed, when to enter a position, when to exit a position and when the analysis 

is wrong and the position must be closed. It’s as simple as that.   

Sylvia’s Traders Lounge is delighted to introduce Price Action Friday's on the series 

#222daysofforexeducation. We shall therefore blend in Fundamental analysis with 

one day of Technical Analysis every Friday once in a week. This is geared to render 

a practical application of price action to our audience.   

Day 84 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Price Action Friday by Denis Mwenga.  

First things first, I will begin these lessons  by endeavoring to use what I have 

acquired over the period that I have traded to make you understand the nature of 

Technical analysis as a Tool: You need three things to make money in this business: 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10210656507141785
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10210656507141785
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10210664285496239
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10210664285496239
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10210664285496239
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10210672075930995
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10210672075930995
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10210672075930995
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you need a METHOD, a disciplined MIND that will enable you to consistently 

follow your method & MONEY management skills that will enable you to 

consistently execute your method as many times as possible without losing your 

entire account. Call them the 3Ms. Now, technical analysis falls under the Method 

category and it is also essential for money management.   

Now let me drill this into your skull and please make sure it is buried deep in there 

since it is of utmost importance:   

Technical analysis methods are designed to put the odds of success in your favor 

and not designed to churn out guaranteed single wins.  That is simply because we 

deal in uncertainties when trading. So, anyone thinking that they should put on that 

single trade and expect it to be a winner based on their Technical analysis method 

they have set themselves to be frustrated for the rest of their trading days/life. 

Technical analysis gives you an edge over the market based on a series of trades.  I 

will use a Simple analogy to explain: you have a weighted /rigged coin which you 

very well know that if it is flipped there is a 70% chance that it is going to turn 

heads. That means you will bet heads, but you cannot actually tell the sequence that 

the flips will turn into heads you might as well as have 10 flips in a row turning into 

tails! But at the end of the day out of 100% flips you know 70% will be heads 

because you know that you have an edge and your focus is on the overall outcome 

over a series of flips not just one or two flips.   

Using that analogy, your technical analysis method is your rigged coin and the 

market is your opponent and thus your method is giving you an edge over the 

market, you just have to keep on flipping your rigged coin. In other words you have 

to believe in your method and consistently follow it with discipline (topic for 

another day) not letting individual trades shake you and keep you off track the same 

way you didn’t let individual flips distract you from the overall expe cted outcome. 

Kindly understand this nature of technical analysis to the core, before employing it 

as a tool and you will have overcome the first obstacle towards becoming a 

successful trader.   

Day 85 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Fear Of Missing Out (FOMO)  

At some point in your trading life, you might suffer from Fear Of Missing Out, 

(FOMO). This is ultimately caused by regret and insecurities arising from your 

previous trading mistakes thereby rendering you indecisive at the present moment 

and so you're not able to take up opportunities that the markets offer you to make 

profitable trades. You fear taking up entry positions, you are not sure of where to 

put your stop loss to protect your trading capital, you don't know where to exit. 

FOMO leads to continued anxiety and depression eventually affecting your trading 

psychology. The key to mitigating the effects of FOMO is to always make the same 

trades over and over again, consistency is the foundation to profitable trading and 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10210696687106259
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10210696687106259
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longevity in this business, it  is all about market survival. Your greatest enemy is 

your head, gut feeling and emotions, fear and greed being critical to massive draw -

downs among most traders. Another thing that you can do to prevent yourself from 

the effects of FOMO is to spend more time in crafting your trading strategy and 

back test it, always have a rationale behind every trade that you make. Like I have 

said before, your mind is the greatest asset you've got, so make sure you do 

everything in your power to make sure you're sober, be of sound mind a nd be in the 

right mental stamina to conduct trading for a long, long time.   

Day 86 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Combining Fundamentals and Technical Analysis.  

Trading the news, (fundamental analysis) can be used together with price action 

(technical analysis) to maximize the potential of making super normal profits. By 

looking at global macro- economic events, analyzing the data and identifying the 

currency pairs that are affected as well as other asset classes such as commodities, 

that gives you an insight on how the markets trend even before you look at charts, 

indicators, candle sticks and so forth. Being able to determine the global economic 

cycles enables you to know the market sentiment, which is probably one of the tools 

you need to trade successfully. A great trader leverages his positions and is able to 

interpret financial information depicted from the economic calendar as well as 

employing good risk and money management tools to identify key entry, exit, take 

out profit levels and where to put your stop losses. Once you're able to combine 

technical and fundamental analysis, you are able to make profits consistently, yes, 

you may have some losing trades but the combination of your winning trades super-

cede your losing trades, so eventually, you manage to have a good trading week, 

month or year. Have an open mind and use both analysis tools. Put yourself out 

there and engage in conversations with pure technical and fundamental analysts, you 

don't know how much you can learn from such conversations.   

Day 87 of #222daysofforexeducation  

FOMC  

FOMC is an acronym for the Federal Open Market Committee in the United States. 

Minutes from such meetings are useful to currency t raders because they have a 

direct impact on the US Dollar which is considered to be a safe haven in the 

financial markets, consequently affecting all the other currency pairs with the dollar 

as the base or quote currency pair as well as the cross currencie s. Because gold and 

oil are backed by the US Dollar, the inter-market correlation between currencies and 

commodities affects futures trading as well, the relationship between gold and oil 

with the US Dollar being inversely correlated. The mandate of the Fe d is to keep 

inflation at a sustainable rate and to maintain the flow of funds necessary for full 

employment. They also are the regulators for large banks and set over-night rates 

which is how banks transfer funds between one another. Additionally, the FED  uses 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10210705108196781
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10210705108196781
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10210713415524459
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10210713415524459
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the FOMC to control inflation by manipulating interest rates as well as buying and 

selling of government financial instruments such as security notes and bonds.   

Day 88 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Understanding the major currencies traded in the Forex Markets. Par t 1, the USD, 

Japanese Yen, Euro and GBP.  

The US Dollar otherwise known as the greenback or buck represents the United 

States and is known to be a global reserve currency. Oil and gold are priced in US 

Dollars.   

The Japanese Yen follows closely as a safe  haven in the markets behind the USD. 

With Japan having the highest standards of living globally, it is an export dependent 

country with Tokyo being one of the largest financial centers in the world. Due to 

the role that Japan plays in the international trade, the demand for the Yen is on an 

all-time high. Japan represents and depicts the Asian markets. However, with China 

coming up an as economic super power, the Chinese Yuan acts as a potential 

"threat" to the Japanese Yen.  

 The Euro otherwise known as the anti-dollar represents 28 member states in the 

Euro Zone. It's one of the most liquid of the major pairs and offers the lowest pip 

spreads. It's most active during the opening of the London trading session. Eurozone 

fundamentals especially global macroeconomic events in France and Germany are 

responsible for the bullish moments of the Euro, case in point is the recent French 

elections held last month.   

The United Kingdom has maintained its position of not joining the Euro zone well 

explained by BREXIT, the British pound otherwise known as the Sterling Pound 

(GBP) is their currency of choice. Today, there's the British Elections going on in 

the UK, this is in regard to the UK being adamant to joining the Eurozone and using 

a common currency, this is a fundamental news item that Forex traders can 

capitalize on and make some profits off the markets. Expect the GBP to be volatile 

as compared to the Euro. The UK is the third largest economy following Germany 

and France and London has the oldest and major financial centers in the world. We 

shall discuss other currencies on another day, the Canadian Dollar, the Kiwi, the 

Australian Dollar, Switzerland's Franc/Swissy and the Chinese Yuan.  

Day 89 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Price Action Friday  

Hi folks. Today’s post will be addressing the question Why Technical analysis?  

First of all it is pivotal for one to understand that traders trade their o wn beliefs and 

this is simply because every market participant has a different idea about which 

price is high and which price is low (by the way this fact in itself makes predicting 

price a useless endeavor) therefore, a technical analyst believes that emotions play a 
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big role in the market and tracking these emotions and identifying their patterns 

using various data points is advantageous to the analyst. Using various technical 

analysis tools the analyst can be able to identify overall market sentiment (bullish 

and bearish) and therefore make money from it.   

Now, the patterns that Technical analysts over the centuries have identified, is that 

markets form trends, that is a downtrend (bear Marke t), uptrend (bull market) and a 

Flat Trend (ranging markets-neither bullish nor bearish). Therefore, a technical 

analyst will devise strategies for trading these trends which the market has 

formulated. Kindly notice that I am emphasizing the fact that a Te chnical analyst 

has to see what the market presents before his/her eyes and not what he/she 

believes. The market leads and the analyst endeavors to follow not the other way 

around.   

This tendency to follow the market brings out another reason for technica l analysis 

and that is, price discounts data. This simply means that all information about the 

market and that has an impact on market direction has already been factored into 

price action. Price is the leading indicator for the analyst. Price defines the trend 

and as we discussed above, a trader who is a Technical analyst only wants to follow 

the market trend and make money period.   

Because emotions play a huge role in affecting prices, which in itself makes 

technical analyst aware of the fact that technical analysis is not an exact science. 

One can see behavioral patterns based on emotions, but one cannot predict with 

certainty the human’s next reaction, you can only anticipate. Technical analysis 

enables the trader to anticipate and at the same time put in place measures that 

safeguard him/her from ruin in case events don’t turn out as anticipated. 

Speculation, in its truest sense, calls for anticipation." -Richard D. Wyckoff- In 

summary, the reasons for using technical analysis is that it is a tool that identifies 

market sentiment (emotions), it enables the trader to trade in accordance with trends 

generated by these collective emotions and finally, it’s because price is the ultimate 

representation of the Market. The ultimate indicator.   

Day 90 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Understanding the major currencies traded in the financial markets. Part 2, the 

Canadian Dollar and Chinese Yuan  

Canada's economy is ranked the 10th largest in the world and among the leading 

producer of oil and gold, exports over 70% of its goods to the United States. The 

Bank of Canada is mandated with the responsibility of ensuring that the Canadian 

Dollar (CAD) also known as the Loonie is stable. The loonie is highly inversely 

correlat ed with oil and usually doesn't start moving until the US tradi ng session is 

open with limited movement during the London and Asian sessions, so do not be 

fooled by the fake break outs in the latter two trading sessions.  
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The Chinese Yuan (CNY) is the currency of choice to China. China has the largest 

world population and is gradually crawling into the world's super power status right 

after the United States. The CNY is pegged to the USD, it's undervalued therefore 

making it cheaper to trade as compared to the US Dollar. This relationship between 

the two currencies causes some tension between China and the US. The CNY is not 

commonly traded in the financial markets but due to China's growing and steady 

economic growth, we can not completely ignore it.   

Day 91 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Understanding the major currencies traded in the financial markets Part 3, the 

Australian and New Zealand dollars.  

The Australian market is the first to open every week. Also known as the Aussie, the  

Australian dollar (AUD) is a commodity dollar due to its high correlation with gold  

Australia being the third largest producer of gold in the world. Most movement of 

the Aussie happens during the Asian markets trading session, its volatility is 

affected by bad weather conditions since it's a commodity backed currency, so any 

changes that may affect the agricultural produce of Australia has a negative impact 

on its liquidity. It's also highly correlated with the New Zealand dollar since they've 

got similar economies. New Zealand is known to be one of the most business 

friendly countries in the world right after Singapore. The New Zealand Dollar, the 

Kiwi (NZD) just like the Aussie is a commodity dollar since its economy is based on 

agricultural products therefore its volatility is hugely affected by the weather and 

the economic performance of New Zealand. It's highly correlated with the Aussie 

and it is cheaper to trade as compared to other currencies such as the US Dollar. 

Tomorrow we finalize with the Swiss Franc.  

Day 92 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Understanding the Swiss Franc.  

Switzerland resides in Western Europe but isn't part of the Eurozone, it has 

maintained its economic independence and happens to be one of the richest 

countries in the world. The Swiss Franc otherwise known as the Swissy (CHF) is 

their currency of choice and is controlled by the Swiss National Bank. With an 

inflation target of 2% per annum, the CHF is relatively stable and because 

Switzerland is known to be politically neutral, the Swissy has achieved the safe 

haven status in the financial markets closely a fter the USD & JPY. About 25% of 

Switzerland's money is backed by gold therefore giving a high correlation between 

the currency and the price of gold. You can therefore consider trading any 

instrument with the Swissy, watch out for economic releases in gol d and adjust your 

fundamental play accordingly.   

Day 93 of #222daysofforexeducation  
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Focus on a single derivative prior to diversification.  

It 's very important that you specialize on a single product and execute that perfectly 

prior to thinking about trading multiple financial assets. Especially if you're new to 

trading, you don't want to be a jack of all trades and a master of none. Once you 

focus on a single product and know it intimately, you're in a position to deal with 

market inefficiencies and how dynamic they get  often times. Professional traders 

identify one niche and become good at what they do, they customize that to suit 

their own personality and find a way of being profitable consistently in their 

strategy in a single line of specialization prior to thinking about a wide spectrum of 

financial assets. Do not confuse yourself early on in trading, focus on a single 

product, do it right, teach others and become good enough that you can do it with 

your eyes closed, then you can go ahead and try another derivative. This may sound 

contradictory especially with all that goes on in the economic calendar, but it’s the 

right move when starting out as a trader.  

Day 94 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Price Action Friday  

We're still on the early stages of discussing Price Action, so let's look at the basic 

assumptions upon which technical analysis is formed. Make use of these factors to 

capitalize on market inefficiencies to make money in the markets. So here we go;  

Price is determined by the interaction of demand and supply. This is an open market, 

it does what it wants, it moves how it wants, you have no control of the direction of 

the markets.  

The trend is your friend. Follow the markets, do not compete.  

Make use of stop losses or any other risk management tools at your disposal. Do not 

lose your cool.  

Trend analysis is repetitive. Chart patterns keep repeating themselves in a cyclical 

manner. Invest most of your time to study charts and the behavior of candlesticks.  

We trade our beliefs. Market sentiment is a reflection of combined traders emotions, 

greed and fear being responsible for massive draw-downs accounting for over and 

above 90% of lost money in the markets.  

Finally, you've got to manage your money, otherwise, you won't last long in the 

game.  

Day 95 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Professional currency traders do so to make money.  

"There's only one bottom line on Wall Street, and that's how much money you make. 

Sandra Navidi, Wall Street Warriors". The difference between professional currency 
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traders and other traders is evident on their equity curves. It doesn't matter how long 

you've been in the game, if you're not making money, you're a disgrace to the 

trading community. I have often talked about being a consistent  profitable trader 

and it all matters if you're disciplined to the basics of trading, not how talented, 

experienced or knowledgeable you think you are. It doesn’t even matter how often 

you keep up with the market news if you can’t make money. Employ good risk 

management tools, yes, you will make losses, but what matters is how soon you're 

able to recover your losses so that eventually your profits  outweigh your losses 

consequently having a good trading week, month and year. When you trade right, 

money is just an outcome, trust the process and you will join the league of 

profitable professional currency traders.   

Day 96 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Why interest rates matter to fundamental traders.  

Just a couple of days ago, the Fed announced an interest rate hike, check out your 

economic calendar for Janet Yellen's announcement. You should know that the 

Forex market is usually governed by interest rates and any changes on the interest 

rates have a significant effect on currencies, directly or indirectly. This is so 

because interest rates decisions have an impact on price stability and inflation of an 

economy and that's why central banks monitor and control, manipulate interest rates 

to achieve economic growth. So how does interest rates affect traders, especially 

fundamental traders? An interest rate hike implies that the country's currency is 

stronger, when a country's currency becomes stronger, it attracts investors and the 

global market players in the business community and therefore, traders rush in to 

pair up the stronger currency with a weaker currency to make money off the 

markets. The reverse is true. A decrease in interest rates imply that the currency of 

that particular country is weak, it doesn't attract any potential business investors and 

traders are not enthusiastic about the currency either. It is therefore in your best 

interest to follow announcements from the FED and other centr al banks globally.  

Day 97 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Back up your goals with a trading plan.  

Part 1  

You're that trader who is visionary, you've set your trading goals and ready to 

execute. Here's what you should have in your trading plan tool box. Make sure you 

do your pre market analysis before the markets open. This preparation helps you to 

be ready to take up new opportunities as they present themselves. Have an If -Then 

mentality like that of a programmer, that way, you know what to do when the market 

moves in any direction. Secondly, keep it simple. Your trading plan should be easy 

to understand, if you can't explain it to a novice trader, you probably have some 

work to do. Simplicity indicates that you have confidence in what you're doing. At 
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the end of your trading day, journalize your trades, this is a performance 

measurement tool for yourself. It helps you make a comparative analysis of what 

you've done right, where you've gone wrong, possible areas of improvement and 

what you need to drop from your trading stra tegy to be a profitable trader. More 

fundamentals of trading to be discussed in part 2 and 3.  

Day 98 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Back up your goals with a trading plan.  

Part 2  

Continuing with what you should have in your trading tool box is good risk and 

money management skills. I have said this before, you should not risk more than 

1%-2% of your trading capital per trade. To ensure you survive the markets, you've 

got to have good money management principles making less withdrawals and adding 

on to your positions. Additionally, you've got to have a rationale behind every trade 

or position you take. A strategy that you have back tested over time and works 

depending on your trading personality. Take your profits early and run, cutting your 

losses short and exiting the markets if they go south on you. One rule of thumb that 

you should never forget is to make good use of stop losses, that's your protective 

armor in the trading battle field.  Remember that the markets are unforgiving, they 

don't give a damn about you, they don 't even care that you exist, you're in 

competition with market makers, manipulators, hedge funds, HFT's and 

sophisticated investors with huge amounts of trading capital. So as a retail investor, 

you've got to be disciplined enough to stick to your trading plan even when times 

are hard and perhaps make some losses, be focused and trust the process.  

Day 99 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Back up your goals with a trading plan  

Part 3.  

As we conclude what our trading tool box should entail, let' discuss how you spend 

your time. We all have 24hours in a day & night. Those with 9 -5 corporate jobs, you 

should work on your trading goals from 5pm. You alone are responsible for what 

you choose to do with your time. You might want to wake up an hour earlier or 

sleep an hour late spending time observing the repetitive cyclical movements of the 

markets or sharpening your fundamental skills. You might want to take up self -

taught classes, attend webinars or engage in Forex conversations with people that 

matter. Be pro-active in networking, attend seminars, plan for lunch or dinner dates 

with your trading mentors if you can, you might pick a thing or two useful and 

relevant to your trading strategy. All in all, be the master of your time and use it 

well, be accountable to yourself.  

Day 100 of #222daysofforexeducation  
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Price Action Friday  

Beginning traders, do not be enticed by Trading robots and Forex signals.  

Before we get into so much detail on Technical Analysis , it 's important to caution 

some of you on the use of trading robots and Forex signals. I can't tell you the 

number of messages I receive on my inbox from some marketing guys on how to use 

their trading robots and signals to achieve abnormal if not super n ormal returns on a 

daily basis, they're plenty. It's not that they are bad, it 's how they are marketed, 

giving a false idea that there's no risk involved and that the markets are perfect and 

suitable to make profits with no losses on a daily basis which is  crap. They entice 

you with their miracle working dollar minting trading robots and signals, ask 

yourself, if they were really genuine, they wouldn't be all over your ass trying to 

sell those products, they'd be using them to make those profits, after all,  why sell a 

"money making" robot or signal? All they are good at is generating revenues from 

sales and not accumulating profit from a trading venture, they are damn clueless 

about how trading works. A robot is simply an algorithm developed by a 

programmer using technical Forex signals to enter into trades, so they operate 

automatically and do not need human supervision. The major setback about these 

trading robots and signals is that they assume that the markets do not change, that 

the cyclical nature of market behavior of the markets are not dynamic, so why would 

you in your right mind subject your hard earned cash to a robot that doesn't factor in 

the true pre-existing conditions of the markets? We all know how the volatility of 

the markets behave, especially during the London and New York opening. It would 

be stupid of you to entrust your money with such "reputable" companies. Instead, be 

willing to learn how to trade and program by yourself before making a decision to 

let a robot do the work for you because you're lazy.  

Day 101 of #222daysofforexeducation .  

You are the Holy Grail  

I need to address this because I have been getting all sorts of questions regarding 

how to trade, how long it takes to be consistently profitable and such kind of 

questions. First things first,  trading is not magic. Like any other profession, you 

have to put in the work, you have to lay a foundation, and you have to believe in 

yourself. You can't go around shopping for systems, mentors, platforms with the 

hope that you will get a shortcut and be good at the game. Stop deceiving yourself, 

stop relying on other people, stop with the chasing and start with the basics. You are 

the holy-grail, no secrets, no class, no book, no coach, no gambling, no amount of 

external force will drive you to your trading success, only YOU can. If you don't 

have the will power to do it by yourself, don't get started. Because at some point, no 

one will be there to push you when things get thick, when you have a losing day, 

when you're exhausted. Stop looking for a role model, be that person yourself. Don't 

come to me looking for answers or trading secrets, they don't exist. Pay for classes, 
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or the markets will make you pay for the cost of tuition, they don't care. Either way, 

there's no free lunch. You've got to earn it.  

  

Day 102 of #222daysofforexeducation  

We trade our beliefs.  

Every trader has a psychological make up that's unique to his personality and when 

we go to the markets, we express what we believe in. Despite the fundamental news 

on the economic calendar, the trends in the market represent the combined beliefs of 

traders as a whole. Which is why it is important to know how to gauge the market 

sentiment and follow the trend to be on the right side of the market. This also means 

having the right mental stamina to withstand the markets when they throw your 

analysis off in the wrong direction because that may happen more than once, you 

tend to feel emotionally drained to keep going but what you should remember is that 

we all live to trade another day, so do what you have to do to ensure that you 

survive.  

Day 103 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Understanding Hedge Funds  

There are four key investment strategies that hedge funds make use of, these are; 

market directional, corporate restructuring, convergence trading and opportunistic 

strategy. The difference between hedge funds and mutual funds is that hedge funds 

managers are compensated strictly based on their performance, while m utual fund 

managers are compensated based on a fixed percentage of assets whether or not they 

make money in the markets. A hedge fund only follows the terms explicitly stated in 

the contract with each client. A hedge fund is a partnership between clients a nd the 

fund manager. Thus, it doesn’t follow the typical rules and regulations of a mutual 

fund. Payment structures for most hedge funds are the typical 2 & 20. It means 2% 

of all assets is paid to the fund manager regardless of performance, while 20% is 

paid from all profits. If hedge funds managers exceed their profit targets, they are 

rewarded with bonuses. This performance based approach keeps them on their toes 

because they understand that if they don't make any money, if their P&L results are 

not positive, then there's no retainer to fall back to. They employ leverage making it 

a riskier investment choice, leverage is a double edged sword. They are not as liquid 

as mutual funds. Important to note is that hedge funds are not regulated by the SEC 

thereby increasing the number of scandals and crises related to investment decisions 

by hedge fund managers. If you want to understand more about how hedge funds 

operate, please watch Million Dollar Traders, a documentary on a hedge fund.   

Day 104 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Understanding Mutual Funds  
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Mutual funds can be categorized under the title of market makers because they 

control a substantial amount of trading capital and liquidity in the markets. Mutual 

funds do not necessarily cater to sophisticated investors. They a re the most widely 

held funds in the country. Part of most retirement plans and pension programs. Most 

retail investors in the US get exposed to the markets through mutual funds. They 

pay a set fee which can range from 0.15% to over 53%. There are many typ es of 

mutual funds out there. In fact, there are more of them than there are stocks in the 

US market. Their compensation is based on a fixed percentage of fixed assets and 

not tied to performance reviews, therefore, mutual fund managers make money 

whether or not they make money off the markets. Capital gains can be incurred and 

during the ownership period, mutual funds have the free -way to buy or sell assets 

between reporting periods. Additionally, mutual funds give clients an option to 

invest in a diversified portfolio with derivatives such as stocks, equities, and bonds 

among others.  

Day 105 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Price Action Friday, Book Review.  

I just finished reading John Murphy's book on Inter -market Technical Analysis and I 

would like to share some of my take home key points related to Price Action. Inter -

market analysis represents another step in the evolution of technical theory. With 

the growing recognition that all markets are linked, Financial and Non -Financial, 

Domestic and International, traders will be taking those linkages into consideration 

more and more in their analysis. No market trades in isolation, the bond market is 

heavily influenced by the commodities, the U.S Dollar usually trends in the opposite 

direction of the gold market and that of the CRB Index. Gold lead turns in the CRB 

Index in the same direction while bond lead turns in the stock market. The Dow 

utilities follow the bond market and lead stocks. The U.S bond and stocks market 

are linked to global markets and some stock groups such as  oil, gold mining, copper 

and interest sensitive stocks are influenced by related futures markets. It is therefore 

your responsibility as a Forex trader to also look at what is happening in the other 

market derivatives besides currencies, since they are all correlated to some extent.  

Day 106 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Beware Financial Journalists, Book Review.  

According to Doug Henwood, Wall Street, How it works and for Whom, you should 

be cautious of Financial journalists. This is relevant to all fundamental traders, 

since your trading is based on the news. "In trying to decipher the news, financial 

writers are nothing more than glorified recording secretaries. Unlike their 

colleagues in other fields like theatre, cinema, food, sports, politics and fashion, 

financial writers and even columnists refuse to think for themselves because they 

cherish access to highly placed sources, they serve as nothing more than conduits 

for the received wisdom, which is almost always wrong. Whatever the moron 
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economists and analysts tell the financial press gets smeared across the page. 

There's no filter. Financial press is relatively fellative". Do not depend entirely on 

what they tell you for your trades, think for yourself, do your analysis and if it 

doesn't make sense, simply don't trade using their analysis.  

Day 107 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Launching the STL Forex blog today.  

Finally, we get to deliver on one of our promises made earlier. My contributors and 

I are delighted to bring you the first of its kind Forex blog, we're launching it today 

and I will be sending you guys the link in a couple of hours. ( https://forexstl.com/) 

And because Financial Markets are inter-related, we will go out of our way to 

discuss other markets besides Forex every once in a while in our content, we will 

analyze the commodities/futures markets and the stocks markets among others. The 

experiences shared will be based on real time trading experiences from all of our 

contributors, so I think that's something to look out for and worth your while. We 

hope you keep learning from every post we make to help you make better investment 

decisions, ignorance is no defense.  

Day 108 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Really understanding the Financial Markets  

As a novice or professional Forex trader, you really have to understand financial 

markets and know what you're getting yourself into. We have different asset classes. 

Based on your foundation in Economics and your preference, you may opt to narrow 

down to a particular derivative. Different traders have different investing styles, 

narrowing down to a specific niche say Forex, Commodities or Stocks helps you 

focus and become better at your game prior to diversification. As a fundamental 

analyst, looking at global macro-economic events enable you to take advantage of 

arbitrage opportunities that present themselves in different economic cycles, booms 

and recessions. So, YES, you real ly have to invest in yourself the skill, be analytical 

and understand the financial markets prior to calling yourself a professional trader.   

Day 109 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Understanding Market Business Cycles.  

Let's discuss market booms and recessions in depth. During an economic boom and 

for the sake of this topic, let's look at global economy since we're talking 

fundamentals. In this period, we have relatively strong economic performance, 

employment rates are on an all-time high, low inflation rates if not near stable rates, 

some sectors of the industries experience increased profitability due to increased 

consumer spending, banks increase the cost of credit so the interest rates go up. 

What it means to a trader, during the boom sessions, you might want to capitalize on 

consumer spending stocks if you do stocks, currencies are on high volatility, so with 
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increased liquidity, means more opportunities to make money if you follow the 

trend, it also means that more people flood to gold as a safe haven and store of 

value in the markets. Avoid the bonds markets by all means during this period 

because it's more expensive to borrow due to the increased interest rates.  

In a global economic recession like the one experienced in 2008, we experience high 

costs of living, inflation rates are high, so is unemployment, it can be said that the 

markets are on a financial crisis. No one wants to give their money to the 

government, they barely have enough surplus to make ends meet and save, so in a 

bid to control this, central banks lower the cost of borrowing thereby lowering the 

interest rates. As a rule of thumb in trading, you buy low and sell high, so the bond 

markets is obviously a good investment choice, you can as well go lo ng on the 

falling stocks, bet on interest rate futures. Commodities like crude oil might fall in 

value, you have many options. We might experience periods where the economy is 

relatively stable in between the booms and recessions, at this point, when looki ng at 

the charts, the candlesticks are or seem to be evenly distributed, it becomes more 

difficult to trade when the markets are on a range/consolidation for most traders, 

though there is always opportunities in there.  All you need to understand can be 

found in a video posted by Ray Dalio titled, “how the economic machine works”. 

Search it on YouTube.  

Day110 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Use common sense  

Economics is built on theories, Keynesian models and so forth, I don't want to get 

into much details. The same theories  have justified the use of credit, banking 

institutions are willing to offer loans against security provided you have the ability 

to pay, nothing wrong with that. I have a problem with consumer spending habits, 

especially the use of credit cards, basically, spending money you haven't earned. 

Putting yourself in an endless cycle of debt repayment schedule with interest rates 

on top of that for something you should have avoided by paying in cash. Common 

sense.  

One of the greatest men I respect, the former president of the United States, B.O, 

had to spend a substantial amount of time in office repaying his student loan debt. 

You know you have an obligation to pay upon receiving your first job, but why do 

most people default? Common sense.  

The global economic recession and melt down majorly caused by the mortgage use, I 

like how one economist put it, institutions devising a model to "make" you own a 

house now and allocate an insignificant amount of money you should pay over a 

duration of time you can't explain.  Yes, we know you want to raise your family in a 

good home, that's okay, but why put your kids/beneficiaries at the risk of repaying a 

loan you took God forbid you die while you can rent or build a house making small 

installments from your own earnings? Common sense.  
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The constant urge to keep up with the Jones, competing with your peers, buying the 

latest model of a car, taking your kids to schools you can't afford, don't get me 

wrong, invest in your kid's education, it 's the best inheritance you can give to them, 

and you owe it to them for bringing them into the world, but don't do it to show off 

or feel obligated to do so because you want to be at par with the rest of the world. 

Common sense.  

  

Day 111 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Increasing your odds of winning trading fundamentals.  

Economies rise and fall and they trend. If you trade the news, then you need to know 

some few tips for you to have winning trades, and these are but not limited to; 

Blending technical analysis with fundamental analysis. All great and best k nown 

traders started out with a chart, guys such as George Soros who was in the hedge 

fund business for some time. You have to be visual. This enables you to have a view 

of what the markets look like technically then looking at fundamentals and 

understanding why, having a rationale behind why you take your trades. By looking 

at the correlation of economic data, looking at leading indicators then trying to 

express that with asset prices helps you determine the best risk and reward ratios 

sticking probabilities in your favor. Additionally, learn how to minimize the trades 

you make as much as possible, doing things right rather than overtrading and 

employ risk management tools in your trading style.  

Day 112 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Price Action Friday  

What it 's like to trade a commodity like crude/oil.  

Like in any other market, you can't isolate technical analysis from what's going on 

in the OPEC especially when you are trading oil. If you're interested in the crude 

market, then you should also have fundamental knowledge of what's going on, who's 

saying what, who's buying, who's selling even as you follow the markets, the trend 

is your friend. Limit yourself to one or two markets at a time, there's relatively less 

liquidity in the Asian markets. London and New York sessions are grea t for crude 

because the oil commodity is a fast moving market.   

Day 113 of #222daysofforexeducation  

How to trade? Put in the hours, grind.   

Most information on the internet can either be confusing or misleading.  You can't 

learn trading by reading a bunch of articles, following financial news or through 

setups shared on websites and or social media. Trading can only be learned through 

a structured process just like any other profession and it will demand time, 
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discipline and a lot of guidance from someone with experience who knows what s/he 

is doing because they have gone through the process. For instance, can you learn 

law or medicine by listening to lawyers or doctors having conversations or sharing 

their opinions? Well, you can try waste your time. I'm not saying you should dismiss 

them, I'm putting it out there that that is not how to go about learning how to trade. 

So, if you're a beginner, that's the reality of trading. Do NOT waste your time. Find 

structure, find a process, and find support to make your learning curve smooth.  

Day 114 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Be your own person  

Over his trading career, Jack Schwager interviewed quite a number of successful 

traders. I recommend his book, Market Wizards. He came to this conclusion, that 

there is no one single method out there or route to achieve trading success. Yes, the 

ability to blend in technical and fundamental analysis is a necessary trading skill, 

but there are successful traders who are pure fundamentalists who never use charts, 

and there are also pure technicians who don't give a damn about the news. The 

question therefore arises, can someone teach you how to trade? YES, they will drill 

into you how to use their trading platform and how they execute their trades, but it 

is your responsibility to take in that information and acquired knowledge and 

customize it to your own trading personality. It is your job to craft your own trading 

style, it 's your job to use the basics to become a profes sional currency trader by 

learning through practice and experience. I have said this before, there are no short 

cuts, there is no trading secrets to success, there is no holy grail, you have to put in 

the work, and you have to be your own person. So don't go buying a trading system 

and expect to be profitable, it 's the dumbest thing you can do to your trading career.  

Day 115 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Professional work ethic is mandatory in trading.  

Let's not lie to each other. There's a lot that comes with the freedom  accrued from 

trading, it doesn't get easier. In fact, you wake up earlier than your friends in the 9 

5corporate jobs, you sleep less hours, you need lots of energy capital to focus on 

what's important, and your social time is limited to yourself and only those that 

matter. You barely have time for an average lifestyle. Discipline is key, consistency 

too. When you understand this concept as a fundamental trader, you don't feel guilty 

or the urge to explain yourself to folks who don't get your vision, you kn ow your 

priorities, you know that the line between professional and amateur traders is those 

who make money off the markets. This calls for working smart, sticking to your 

daily routine. Do not over work, know what works for you and do that repeatedly.  

Day 116 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Trading is independent  
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Even when you follow the trend and the mass psychology of the markets, it 's 

necessary to maintain a contrarian perspective to your trading. Every trader has their 

own unique personality, which is by an extension  of who they are. Trading is a game 

of independent minds. In fact, a combination of two independent strategies would 

probably and most likely yield the worst possible outcome as opposed to letting 

guys do their own thing. You have news coming in everyday f rom different media 

outlets, how you use that information and make your own independent judgement is 

entirely your responsibility.  

Which brings us to this analogy, you have to stop comparing yourself to other 

traders, no matter who they are. Stop checking in with them on the trade pairs you're 

currently on. You could be long on say Dollar/Yen, someone else could be short, 

one of you could be a day trader, the other could be a swing trader. So it doesn't 

make sense comparing notes, we are biased to find supporting information, but 

purpose to be independent.  

Day 117 of #222daysofforexeducation .  

Price Action Friday  

Support and Resistance Zones  

A support point is the lowest point where price declines. It's also known as the buy  

zone where buyers become more powerful and aggressive than the sellers. A 

resistance point is the highest point in price rises (the peak) where sellers become 

more aggressive than the buyers. "The concept of support and resistance presumes 

that in the future, prices will stop at these recorded levels or zones and that they 

represent a remembered psychological barrier for prices. The zones will carry 

through time and become barriers to future price action. Not only with the zones 

carry through time, but also, once they are broken, they will switch functions. 

Previous support will become resistance and previous resistance will become 

support". Technical Analysis by Charles D. Kirkpatrick & Julie R. Dahlquist. 

Support and resistance zones present the best opportunities to cash in, in the market 

as opposed to a range/consolidation period. You might as well want to take 

advantage of reversals instead of limiting yourself just to support and resistance 

areas. A break out signifies the end of a support or resistance zone, price literally 

breaks out. On the support level, it shows the buy zone, on the resistance zone, it 

signifies the sell zone.  

Day 118 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Take advantage of the internet revolution.  

Jack Ma, Chinese billionaire visited Kenya last week. My take home point when he 

spoke to the young entrepreneurs was his emphasis on the use of internet to 

transform the business landscape globally. Whether you like it or not, in a couple of 

years, technology will render most existing professions obsolete. So w hat do you 
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do? Be interested in how you can use the internet to create business solutions to 

your community, country and continent. If you're business is not operating on a 

global / international sphere, you have a long way to go. Those of you who are 

involved in Financial Markets and base their research and trading entirely on 

fundamentals have already taken up the challenge. You operate on a global platform 

with no limits to your income potential save for the markets uncertainty. As long as 

you are committed and passionate to learn how to trade, you will create a career for 

yourself that will be up to par with technological advancement years to come. This 

is so because, markets existed long before you were born and they are going 

nowhere, even after your demise. So the question here isn't about longevity, it 's 

about your market survival, the skills you need to nurture to prepare you to be a 

professional currency trader.  

Day 119 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Ask the right questions.  

Let's shift gears to what a Forex Client  should ask from say an asset fund/hedge 

fund manager if they needed someone to make money for them. The first thing you 

need to ask is who regulates the fund, this addresses the question of oversight and 

supervision. You want to be sure that the entity you're giving your money to is 

registered with a government authority. Then, ask about their portfolio construction 

models, see which one suits your personality and trading capital for the sake of 

diversification. Ask about their risk management policies as well as execution 

algorithm models. Do they incorporate research development, are they data driven? 

Ask about their transaction costs, so that this doesn't weigh heavily on you, their 

performance management fees, is it something you can afford? Ask for the ir trading 

history, do they have a good reputation in the industry? Ask a bunch of questions 

prior to entrusting anyone with your money.  

Day 120 of #222daysofforexeducation  

You can’t compete without the know-how.   

 In his own words Tom Sosnoff, the founder of think or swim repeatedly says that 

you can’t compete without the know-how. It’s clear that in this game, it’s a 

competition. Only a few people get to survive. More or less, it’s a game of numbers. 

You get to determine whether you’re a shark or a small fish in an ocean. The 

baseline for how you survive the markets is founded on your mechanics of trading. 

Do you have a solid grounding on the basics, do you know what the markets entail? 

Do you understand the derivatives and if you do, have you narrowed down to a 

specific niche that suits your own personality? Have you taken adequate amount of 

time to practice on a demo account prior to going live? Do you have enough trading 

capital to start trading? Have you immersed your brain in an endless library of 

trading books? How do you keep up with the markets as a fundamental trader? Have 

you invested in an education, a couch, or mentor? I can’t emphasize on the need for 
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education, it’s paramount. That’s one of the ways you nurture your edge. It’s a life 

skill that you’re building for yourself, because in this game,  you either make it or 

you don’t, nothing in between. You can’t survive without a plan, you can’t compete 

without the knowhow.  

Day 121 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Book Review, Principles by Ray Dalio  

The power of mistakes  

Respected and legendary hedge fund manager Ray Dalio says that the greatest 

lessons on his trading career came from the first hand mistakes that he encountered. 

The best decisions he ever made came from the greatest lessons he learned from his 

mistakes and he has developed a one on one feedback compan y culture where 

positive criticism is allowed in all levels even the managerial and strategic partners. 

Embrace your mistakes rather than avoiding your weaknesses. Accept that you don’t 

know everything and be willing to learn from other people. Do you have  a support 

trading community? People who have gone before you and are honest with you in 

how you execute your trades? Are they real when you’re slacking off? Your peers, 

people with whom you’re probably at the same level of trading and are transparent 

when they have good and bad trading days? If not, you are welcome to Sylvia’s 

Traders Lounge. We love all people, especially beginners. Until you’re willing to 

accept and work on your mistakes, only then will you progress.  

  

Day 122 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Price Action Friday  

Identifying Breakouts  

A breakout is a powerful signal, it occurs when price literally breaks out through a 

prior support and resistance zone. It signifies that a new price trend is beginning. 

However, when a breakout occurs from a range, a trader or investor has information 

about who has won the war between the buyers and sellers. Has the bullish or 

bearish pattern become more dominant? If the breakout is to the upside, buyers are 

driving price up, if it 's to the downside, sellers are overwhelmingly driving prices 

down. To maximize profits, begin a trend from a breakout of a support and 

resistance level and sometimes from a trendline. You need to confirm real from 

false breakouts. When the exact breakout level isn't clear, the extreme level of the 

zone is considered to be the breakout level. A trendline is a more definite breakout 

level because it is a line, but even with a trendline, a false breakout often occurs and 

requires redrawing of the trendline. In both cases, a penetration of the breakout 

level or trendline does require confirmation.  

Day 123 of #222daysofforexeducation  
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Understand how market mechanism works.  

As a trader, once you identify the market that best suits your personality, you need 

to understand the mechanism and methodology behind the market of your choice. 

Recognize when you're wrong and have the basics cash management principles. 

Don't go chasing money, scared money never wins. Understand that trading is about 

floors and ceilings, being able to identify support and resistance levels, and that 

buyers consistently push the prices up while sellers push the prices down. That the 

interaction between buyers and sellers is what moves the markets, can you tell if 

there's increased liquidity in the markets? Because, when you do, then you're able to 

cash in then. Do not base your expected returns on your demo account because 

trading on a real account isn't the same as trading on a demo account with virtual 

money. Once you understand the mechanism, it becomes easier to trade, because 

then you have a rationale behind your trades. This applies to fundamental traders 

too.  

Day 124 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Invest in Research  

You need to know that as a Forex trader, for you to be successful, you're in 

competition with hedge funds, mutual funds and other trading companies who invest 

a big deal in an in house team of analysts. Their core activity being  market research. 

This is because, you have to know what's going on especially as a fundamental 

trader to make your decisions. Bearing in mind the malpractices in this game such as 

insider trading and the competitive edge that High Frequency Trading firms (HFT's) 

have in speed over you, you need to up your game to achieve consistent profitability 

as a retail trader. This calls for your willingness to pay for data, market research 

and do lots of analysis or hire someone to do that for you if you barely have the 

time. It's a necessity, it's important, let no one tell you otherwise. You can't measure 

what you can't count, you've got to be analytical, you've got to have the statistics, 

and you’ve got to have the data.  

Day 125 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Build Resilience.  

To remain competitive as a Fundamental Trader, you've got to build resilience. In a 

nutshell, what this means is that you've got to have a strong will that goes beyond 

your emotions. Know exactly what you want, have a vision board and clearly set out 

your trading goals with timelines. Wake up early and go to sleep say an hour later, 

like I said yesterday, invest in research, study. Step out of your comfort zone, this 

would be moving out to some, reaching out to professionals in the same career 

network as you are, anything that propels you to accomplish your goals faster and 

keeps you on your toes. This might sound obvious but most people don't actually do 

it, they are best at procrastinating, the solution being to have small and realistic 
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daily targets and get things done. As simple as that, get things done. Build capacity 

to harness your professional skills, that way, you're on top of your game, you're 

relevant, you're resilient.  

Day 126 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Market exposure for fundamental traders.  

If you trade the news, you are constantly updating yourself with what's going on 

where. Market exposure especially to retail fundamental traders would mean buying 

strong stocks and trading at their highest and shorting weak stocks trading them at 

their lowest. It 's pretty much a momentum game. The best edge you have as a small 

trader say if you have a trading account with $5000 or less would be your speed of 

execution. This is what you take advantage of as compared to institutional investors 

who have access to speed with regard to information over you. So you get to make 

decisions quickly and exit the markets by trading your best set ups, cutting your 

losses and taking your profits faster. It also means that you're trading less because 

over trading causes you to rip off your account by directing most of your profits to 

your broker in terms of commissions. The market exposes you to such risks when 

there's more liquidity, that's the best time to trade.  

Day 127 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Price Action Friday.  

Candlesticks   

Price Action is king and Japanese candlesticks form the main ingredient. Japanese 

candlestick is one versatile and powerful trading system refined by centuries of use.  

Japanese candlestick charts are older than bar charts and Point & Figure charts.  

Candlesticks can be used for speculation and for hedging and the best part is 

candlesticks are applied in forex, futures, equities, options and anywhere technic al 

analysis is applied. Candlestick charts can be used for intra -day, daily, weekly, and 

monthly charting.  

The real body reflects the essential price movement. The shadows are usually 

considered as extraneous price fluctuations.   

If a candlestick line has no upper shadow it is said to have a shaven head. A 

candlestick line with no lower shadow has a shaven bottom. The real body reflects 

the essential price movement. The shadows are usual ly considered as extraneous 

price fluctuations. So what is "Real Body"?   

The Japanese people believe that the real body is the key to price movement. The 

size and color of the real body gives us vital clues to understanding and analyzing 

the market. Through the height and color of a real body, we can clearly see if the 

session was a bull or bear. Green candlestick – signals uptrend movement (those 
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occur in different lengths; the longer the body, the more significant the price 

change). Red candlestick – signals downtrend movement (those occur in different 

lengths; the longer the body, the more significant the price change).  

Day 128 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Dark pools.  

Dark pools are large private electronic trading exchanges for securities which are 

not accessible to investing by the general public. They are not publicly disclosed 

and the prices are not based on current bid and ask quotes. They provide off -public 

exchanges trading for major private individual investors as well as institutional 

investors. Like High Frequency Traders, they raise the following concerns in the 

financial markets; corrupt regulators, collusion with exchanges, zero ethics and 

sometimes zero market risks. For lack of transparency, an investor stands a better 

chance of getting a higher price. Since dark pool participants do not disclose their 

trading inventory to the exchange prior to execution, there is no order book visible 

to the public. Trade execution details are only released to the consolidated tape after 

a delay. Dark pool client orders are ideal fodder for predatory trading practices by 

some HFT firms which employ tactics such as "pinging" dark pools to unearth large 

hidden orders and then engage in front running or latency arbitrage. Dark pool 

exchange prices do not reflect the real market prices since they are not based on bid 

and ask quotes. They have reduced market impact as well as lower transaction costs 

as they do not pay any exchange fees.  

Day 129 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Only share capital intensive strategies.  

With the evolution of the markets, as a Forex trader, you would be wise enough to 

only share capital intensive strategies. Especially if you're a consistent profitable 

trader, you know too well that it took you time, skills and lots of discipline to get to 

where you are, a successful fundamental trader, so it 's not in your best interest to 

freely give out your own strategy to everyone that comes your way. Even if you 

have to share your copy trades publicly, make sure that they are capital intensive, 

meaning that one would require a  significant amount of capital to start trading your 

own strategy. That limits the number of people who can make money off your own 

strategy. Professional currency traders are NOT out there to make money off 

marketing, selling strategies and so forth, they are in trading to make money off 

trading. They don't like publicity and attention, it 's not healthy for trading.  

Day 130 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Price discovery phase of the markets.  

As a fundamental trader, you have to know when your trading day starts. Usually f or 

most traders, it 's got to be several hours before the market open. Before the market 
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open, you're looking at the news and formulating a strategy based on the 

information you have. The market open is also the price discovery phase of the 

markets. This is where magic happens if it does exist. If you're a scalper, this is the 

time you should capitalize on because during the first five minutes, there is 

increased volatility. More volatility means a higher probability of profitability. It's 

also during this period that price dislocations happen. This means that institutions 

and retail traders as well as day traders pull the orders from the night before and 

make a price list. Especially if you trade the New York Stock Exchange stocks, 

(NYSE), it 's during this t ime that designated market makers put together their 

opening print. There is also less competition at this period especially because HFT's 

hate the market open. You want to trade when there's less competition.  

Day 131 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Price Action Friday  

Trading Longer Time -Frames/Swing Trading Approach.  

I will give you some insights into swing trading because this is also my desired 

trading style. Unlike in day trading where you have to be out of a trade before the 

market close, this is a more relaxed t rading approach in that you give your trades 

time to execute and work according to your set ups criteria prior to making an exit. 

This can go on for days and even weeks, I like to keep mine anywhere between 9 to 

14 days. This is where you need to know how far your patience can be tried and 

tested to that level which you can stomach. With swing trading, your holding 

periods enable you to book in profits much longer and longer time frames come in 

handy because you have a clear outlook on market behavior, igno ring the noise. 

Using indicators such as the Fibonacci (my favorite) in combination with 

exponential moving averages help you identify trends. As said earlier, key support 

and resistance levels present the best opportunities to make an entry, drawing trend -

lines enable you to make exits. Ultimately, patience is critical to swing trading, 

good trades and good set-ups take time to play out. Do not forget to use your stops.  

Day 132 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Respect the Capital-Mike Agne  

As much as demo/paper trades give you exposure, real time learning come from real 

time trading with real time money. You've got to respect the capital. Businesses run 

and operate on money, same with trading. If you don't have the guts to commit 

money to trading, corporate or personal, you can't call yourself a trader. It doesn't 

matter how much practice you've been doing or the number of years you've put into 

it if you're not willing to bet on yourself. The thing with putting money on the line 

is that it shows your commitment to risk taking. That's what professionals do. 

Reinvesting and growing your capital in trading signifies maturity. Like every good 

thing, this also takes time. Don't get started if you're not willing to respect the 
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capital, it 's as good as wasting your time. Especially not after doing all the analysis 

with the market information you have gathered as a fundamental trader.  

Day 133 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Conservatism buys you longevity  

As you know by now, we have three types of risk personalities in the trading 

business. The risk takers (bold), risk averse (shy) and the risk neutral (those in the 

middle). No matter which market you trade, the bottom line is how much money you 

make given your risk capital and risk appetite. Finding a balance between those two 

makes you a professional.  In essence for consistent profitability over a long period 

of time, you might want to go with the conservative approach. This means that you 

only risk capital you can stomach to lose if things don’t go your way. That 

whenever a trade doesn’t go your way, you have the discipline to get out of that 

trade despite your research and how invested you are in the trade from a 

fundamental perspective. On the flip-side, if you take too much of a risk no matter 

what happens in the markets, you increase your odds of l osing thereby shortening 

your trading history.  

Day 134 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Self-Drive  

I have talked about passion before, self-drive is another one. It really doesn't matter 

how many books you read on trading if you're not motivated enough to put in the 

work. Neither does it matter if you have a trading coach or mentor if you don't take 

that information and make it your own. Life has taught me that I am the only one 

responsible for my decisions, same with trading. If you don't push yourself to 

perform, no one will. No one really understands the markets to the core, they're 

volatile. It 's your job to keep monitoring, studying, analyzing, trading and gett ing 

all the information you so need as much as you can for the time you want to be a 

trader. Get it for yourself. Having someone else looking over your shoulder and 

guiding you is a great plus, but ultimately, you're your own driving force. Some 

people can't be helped, if you find yourself associating with "like -minded" 

individuals with zero effort in trading, you have to let them go. Focus your time and 

energy on things and people that matter. One more thing, markets don't sleep save 

for the weekends, stretch yourself, 6hours on the regular isn't such a bad thing 

either.  

Day 135 of #222daysofforexeducation  

What makes you a professional trader?  

Well, for one, you own a trading license meaning that your operations and business 

is regulated. You have a proven track record of consistent profitability. That means 

you have a good trading history. Your equity curve speaks for itself. You have 
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managed people's funds. You don't have to be a huge institution but you have at 

some point taken the responsibility of trading other people's money besides yours. 

So if you just have a trading account with a couple dollars in it, you trade by 

yourself and make some money, you are a retail Forex trader. Know where you 

belong.  

Day 136 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Price Action Friday  

Look into commodities/futures markets.  

No doubt Trump's administration has sparked some recent drama with North Korea. 

This has affected the market volatility in the Forex markets so guys are best advised 

to try out new markets. Diversify and look into commodities. There has been a gold 

rush, simply because it is considered to be a safe haven. You are not restricted to 

gold alone. You have options and if you need to consult a commodity specialist, by 

all means do. Silver is a precious metal you'd be interested in and oil/crude has 

never gone out of "fashion" except when the prices decide to turn. In the 

agricultural markets, you can try coffee and wheat. Short t he dollar and buy a 

commodity. You might as well want to buy Bitcoin just for speculation, hold and 

wait, you don't have to trade it. It never hurts to have a diversified portfolio of 

assets.  

Day 137 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Risk is transferred, not eliminated.  

The concept of risk is what makes trading a profession. For instance, when you 

borrow money from a lending institution, more often than not, they will ask you for 

collateral in case you default, then they can have something to claim from you in 

return. It could be a log book, an asset, or land. As long as the value for which you 

are borrowing has been covered by the security. However, when you borrow money 

from a friend, the repayment period and your credit worthy is purely based on trust, 

there is no risk except that which is guaranteed by your friend's obligation to lend 

you the cash. In trading, the concept of risk is sweetened by leverage, brokers offer 

you a deal on your trading capital, the multiplier effec t, it could be five times, ten 

times, whichever you sign up on. This enables you to trade with a higher amount of 

capital than you would have were you not to take up leverage thereby increasing 

your profit margin. Leverage can go against you when you have losing trades, it 's a 

double edged sword. Risk is therefore transferred and not eliminated by the 

financial institutions willing to take up your risk in exchange for a higher reward. 

The only way to mitigate your risk as a fundamental trader is to increase  your 

productivity, always making sure that you control your spending habits and do not 

at any one time have more liabilities than your assets on your portfolio.  

Day 138 of #222daysofforexeducation  
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Moral Hazard  

According to Financial Times, moral hazard in insurance is , the chance that the 

insured will be more careless and take greater risks because he or she is protected, 

thus increasing the potential of claims on the provider. Moral hazard arises when a 

contract or financial arrangement creates incentives for the part ies involved to 

behave against the interest of others. There are concerns that some individuals that 

take out large insurance policies to cover specific risks are likely to claim against 

such policies. There are also concerns that some borrowers that take on loans at very 

high interest rates are likely to have incentives to default. Moral hazard occurs once 

a contract or financial arrangement has been agreed upon. In trading though, the one 

who bears that risk is your broker and yourself. You recall we talk ed about leverage, 

so if you mess around, say, you're aggressive in your trading, what you're doing is 

essentially cutting off your profits by giving your broker commissions. When you 

have losing trades, leverage goes against you because you over borrowed.  Purpose 

to trade within the scope of your risks and be as conservative as you possibly can. 

Remember to ask your broker for all the information so that you are fully aware of 

all the disclosure agreements prior to signing off on an agreement.  

Day 139 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Adapt or get slaughtered  

You all know by now that trading has gone through different off exchange floor 

trading systems to electronic exchange systems with the advent of the internet and 

technology over time. As if that’s not enough, automation has rendered some manual 

trading irrelevant by making use of algorithms. That doesn’t mean manual trading 

isn’t good enough, it just means, it’s not fast enough and guys have shifted to 

computerized trading because it is more profitable. As an institutiona l trader, if you 

happen to trade investors’ money, you want to use relevant data and modern tools 

that they can relate to when they look at financial news globally. Therefore, you 

have no choice but to keep up with technology. You might need to learn a cod ing 

language, the use of python and machine learning is taking over in a pace that no 

one can explain. You can’t keep complaining about High Frequency Traders while 

doing nothing about it to improve your trading and analytical skills needed for your 

research while they make money. You can either adapt or get slaughtered. 

Traditional careers and professions will soon become irrelevant, the question is, 

what are you doing about it now?  

Day 140 of #222daysofforexeducation .  

An Excerpt from my school python unit.  

Sell in May and Go Away  

A very well-known trading adage in trading is the one that warns investors to sell 

their stock holdings in May to avoid a seasonal decline in equity markets. The "sell 
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in May and go away" strategy is that an investor who sells his or her stock holdings 

in May and gets back into the equity market in November - thereby avoiding the 

typically volatile May-October period - would be much better off than an investor 

who stays in equities throughout the year. The background of this strateg y is comes 

from the perceived historical under-performance of stocks in the six-month period 

commencing in May and ending in October, compared to the six -month period from 

November to April. It has been mentioned in the Stock Trader's Almanac that since 

1950, the Dow Jones Industrial Average has had an average return of only 0.3% 

during the May-October period, compared with an average gain of 7.5% during the 

November-April period. Let’s be very clear at the outset that there are many 

practical limitations to implementing this strategy, including added transaction costs 

and tax implications of the rotation in and out of equities. Another drawback is that 

market timing and seasonality strategies do not always work out, and the actual 

results may be very different from the theoretical ones.  

While we might never be able to fully know the exact reasons of this apparent 

seasonal trading pattern, we do notice lower trading volumes due to the summer 

vacation months and increased investment flows during the winter mo nths and this 

might be one of the major contributing factors behind the discrepancy in 

performance during the May October and November -April periods, respectively. It 

is worth mentioning that these seasonal patterns can be broken at any time. They are 

patterns that most people swear by, but never manage to pull off successfully.  

Day 141 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Not all data is useful  

Depending on your trading strategy but more so as a fundamentalist, data is one of 

the tools you can't do without. Even so, you have to  look up for data sets that are 

relevant and timely for your use because more often than not, you might find data 

that i s irrelevant, pure noise or unrelated to your outcome. What you need to do is 

filter and customize that data to fit your model of trading. Historical information is 

useful, but doesn't mean it could be a lead all the time. Neither does it mean that 

because the masses are using a particular set of information to place trades, that you 

should also do the same. Have the contrarian approach with the markets. Meaning 

that you do what's best for your trades and style no matter where  the trend is going. 

Think before you execute.  

Day 142 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Price Action Friday  

De-bunking some technical jargon  

To the people out there who have never looked at a chart before, this is for you. 

First thing you want to do is to dissect your chart into two, the buy zone and the sell 

zone. The buy zone is a safe place to go long usually confirmed by green candle 
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sticks while the sell one is a safe place to short, usually confirmed by red candle 

sticks. Whenever there is a persistent trend line going up forming a support level, 

you can go long, meaning that you can buy at that place. If there is a ceiling and a 

consistent resistance level confirmed by a down trend, you can short, meaning that 

you can sell.  

Day 143 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Why Portfolio diversification serves you right. Excerpt from my personal study.  

Why is it that diversification is so important? The answer can be  captured in one 

word: risk. Investors as a class are risk averse. Diversification, quite simply, is a 

technique for reducing risk when it comes to investing while still trying to maintain 

proper returns. We have all heard that it is not wise to put all ou r eggs in one 

basket. That’s because if something goes wrong with that one basket (i.e. stock), 

then we are left with nothing. By diversifying, we are taking this concept and 

extending it. The point of diversification is to build a portfolio that has multi ple 

assets that are not highly correlated with each other. Assets that are not highly 

correlated do not track each other closely, whether it is during up or down market 

periods. By building a portfolio that has a mix of assets that are dissimilar, we can 

protect the total portfolio by reducing its volatility and risk. So correlation, or the 

lack of it, is the key to building a diversified portfolio that reduces risk.  

Nobel prize winner Professor Harry Markowitz pioneered the concept of the modern 

portfolio theory by proving that adding a mix of diverse return classes into an 

investment portfolio would lower the overall volatility of t he entire portfolio while 

potentially enhancing investment return.  

Day 144 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Intense work ethic  

The thing with trading for yourself is that there’s no stopping. Markets don’t sleep. 

The three trading sessions London, New York and Asian all present you with 

opportunities to make or lose money. However, this does not mean that you have to 

be staring at your screen all  day, it just means that you know what works for you. 

Even when you’re not trading, you’re still a student of the markets, you’re 

constantly learning. You’re probably reading global geopolitical events or 

discussing market related stuff with like -minded people. Intentionally honing your 

trading skills whether you’re in or out of a trade. Which is why you have to be 

passionate about the financial markets because you’re either in it for the long haul 

or you’re not. Your work ethic has to be remarkably outsta nding.   

Day 145 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Retail Trading Versus Institutional Trading.  
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You can draw a line between the two in the following ways. While all trading is 

capital intensive, institutional trading is more capital intensive than retail simply 

because you're dealing with huge amounts of money for different investors rather 

than trading for yourself. That means that institutions have more bureaucracy in 

their operations and require permission to take one too many types of trades unlike 

in retail trading where you are the decision maker, you determine what to buy or sell 

without any consultation. Institutions on the other hand are restricted on what they 

are allowed to trade and only look for risk opportunities in big companies 

leveraging returns for their investors. That's not the case for retail traders where one 

is free to diversify in different derivatives depending on market volatility and that 

freedom allows you to look for investment opportunities in both big and small 

companies even though you're trading smaller sizes.  

Day 146 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Teaching through your journal  

Journaling your trades and experiences is one of the traits of every successful trader. 

This is because you get to track your performance over time and look out for 

possible areas of improvement as well as constantly doing what works for you. You 

can’t measure what you can’t count. For accountability purposes, you may choose to 

let in the public on some of your content. Good criticism helps you grow and 

propels your learning curve, more so if you have a close social circle who are better 

at trading than you do. It is for the same reason that this rationale of sharing your 

experiences helps you become better at the trading game because, say if you have 

set an obligation to educate, you will constantly seek knowledge, acquired or self -

taught because then you have something to offer. You have no time to slack and that 

keeps you on your toes. It is a good challenge to take up but not for everyone since 

this can be time consuming. Blogging is one of the avenues you may use to do that.  

Day 147 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Hedging & Stop Losses  

Hedging is like an insurance policy for fundamental traders. It covers you against 

unanticipated risks. In trading, we have different mechanisms for protecting you 

against unanticipated risks. Well in Forex, the most obvious one is making use of 

stop losses. Trading without stop losses is more or less like gambling because you 

assume that there is no risk when executing your trades which is unprofessional. 

Many trading strategies, corporate incentive plans, and hedging strategies include 

various types of options. An option gives its buyer the right to buy (call option) or 

sell (put option) something in the future to the option seller at a predetermined price 

(exercise price). We have two types of options, The American and European 

options. The difference between a European and American Option is that a European 

option can be exercised only on the maturity date, while an American option can be 

exercised any time before or on its maturity date. Given this extra flexibility with an 
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American option its price (option premium) should be higher than or equal to its 

European counterpart.  

              

  

  

  

  

  

  

            PART 3:  

          TECHNICAL ANALYSIS  

Day 148 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Why Technical Analysis.  

I'm really excited to finally get to the core of trading and this week, I will try as 

much as possible to get to the basics of technical analysis before we start analyzing 

charts for the sake of all the beginning traders. Technical analysis is simply the 

study of prices/ price action in freely trading markets. Technical analysis is as old 

as the markets and the use of some technical analysis methods i.e the use and 

development of Japanese Candlestick patterns can be traced back to 18 th Century 

Japan applied by Munehisa  Homma, a Japanese rice trader of financial instruments. 

Prices are a composite of all information (fundamental and behavioral) regarding a 

financial instrument, therefore the market technician prefers to study price behavior 

using various Technical analysis tools in order to anticipate price moves. Now , the 

common misconception about the technical method by the novice trader or the non -

practitioner is that it can predict price direction.   

Day 149 of #222daysofforexeducation  

What does a Technical Analyst do?  

Given the inherent uncertainty in the markets, the professional technical trader is 

not interested in predicting but in anticipating probable  outcomes and 

managing/controlling risk. Technicians study past price behaviors in order to 

identify patterns in the past that tend to be repetitive and therefore statistically 

significant. The technician will then build and test strategies  based on these 

repetitive behaviors so as to profit from them if they recur in the future. An 

important question would be why do these patterns recur? It is interesting even from 

a psychological perspective how human behavior, and more so crowd behavior 
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doesn’t change that much for instance greed and fear which are the operative 

emotions in price behavior regardless of the underlying Fundamental factors that 

drive prices. Technical analysis enables the trader to tell when markets operate with 

these emotions and how to profit from them. That’s why technicians can come up 

with trend following strategies when prices are trending either up or down because 

of greed and fear or Mean reversion strategies when prices are confined in a range 

because of uncertainty.   

Day 150 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Price as the basis for Technical Analysis  

A skill important to learn with Technical analysis is the ability to ignore "noise". 

Charting enables you to do that. As much as trading is tied t o events, there can only 

be one NFP, one FOMC on a monthly basis, banking on geopolitics and catastrophic 

news globally (all covered in the previous section of fundamental analysis) is not 

enough. You don't want to limit your income potential to just one o f those events 

even though you stand a chance of making a killing in the markets during such 

times. Which is why price action has got you covered, because whether or not you 

trade the news, you can still make money off the markets on normal trading days no  

matter the economic situation. You can always count on price action, it 's more like 

that friend who always got your back come rain or shine. Furthermore technical 

Analysis is the basis of quantitative trading. Quanti tative trading expresses 

technical trading strategies and tools using algorithms instead of price charts.     

Day 151 of #222daysofforexeducation  

How the Technical Analyst uses the technical method.  

Technicians study past price behavior in order to identify patterns in the past that 

tend to be repetitive and therefore statistically significant. The technician will then 

build and test strategies  based on these repetitive behavior so as to profit from them 

if they recur in the future. An important question would be why do these patterns 

recur? It is interesting even from a psychological perspective how human behavior, 

and more so crowd behavior doesn’t change that much for instance greed and fear 

which are the operative emotions in price behavior regardless of the underlying 

Fundamental factors that drive prices. Technical analysis enables the trader to tell 

when markets operate with these emotions  and how to profit from them. That’s why 

technicians can come up with trend following strategies when prices are trending 

either up or down because of greed and fear or Mean reversion strategies when 

prices are confined in a range because of uncertainty.  

Day 152 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Technical Analysis as a Shield against Market Noise and excessive financial media 

punditry  
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If you have at least tried to trade the markets you can’t help but notice the thousands 

of sources of information out there and commentary as to what price is going to do 

next and these information is composed of different opinions because everyone is 

trading a different strategy and Timeframe too! To the novice trader and also a 

seasoned trader this information tends to confuse and can make deci sion making 

very difficult as paralysis of analysis kicks in. To the skilled technician all th at is 

considered as ‘noise’ especially when price Action contradicts popular opinion and 

in this regard the analyst ends up becoming a contrarian. Therefore, it i s important 

to learn using Technical analysis how to ignore "noise". Charting enables you to do 

that. As much as trading is tied to events, there can only be one NFP, one FOMC on 

a monthly basis, banking on Geopolitics and catastrophic news globally (all c overed 

in the previous section of fundamental analysis) is not enough. You don't want to 

limit your income potential to just one of those events even though you stand a 

chance of making a killing in the markets during such times. Which is why price 

action has got you covered, because whether or not you trade the news, you can still 

make money off the markets on normal trading days no matter the economic 

situation. You can always count on price action, it 's more like that friend who 

always got your back come rain or shine. Furthermore technical Analysis is the 

basis of quantitative trading. Quantitative trading expresses technical trading 

strategies and tools using algorithms instead of price charts.  

Day 153 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Implied Volatility  

Markets are cyclical. They tend to move up and down and sometimes go in a 

range/consolidation. It is this movement that creates opportunities to enter and exit 

the markets with a profit or loss. Implied volatility isn't based on historical pricing 

data of asset prices, instead, it is a forward looking measure that deals with what the 

market is "implying" where the volatility of the derivative being traded will be in 

the future based on price changes in the entire range of the asset class being traded. 

If there's any positive or negative news, traders often alter their trading patterns 

driving the prices up or down and that subsequently drives volatility. This will be 

covered in more depth as time goes by.  

Day 154 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Trading platforms  

There could be a million of trading platforms out there given the many Forex 

brokers we have globally. I once did a lesson on six things to look out for in a 

broker so I won’t repeat that. A trading platform should be easy to use , it should 

make use of a coding language, it should be leveraged and should have no technical 

hitches. Meaning that once in a while, it goes through maintenance especially when 

the markets are closed. It should be able to make use of market live data and have 
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an inbuilt economic calendar. The MT4 is universally accepted and provided by 

most brokerage houses. Highly recommended.  

Day 155 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Questions for a webinar  

Sylvia's Traders Lounge is delighted to host and interview one of the great minds we 

have in commodity trading later today. Carley Garner is the Co-Founder of Decarley 

Trading in Las Vegas Nevada, a commodity and options broker. She is also an 

author of four books her most recent publication released in the second half of this 

year is Higher Probability Commodity Trading. The link is shared on the blog. In 

addition to that, she is also a contributor to Jim Cramer's mad money show on cnbc 

as well as a sought out columnist for her incredible analysis on the 

commodity/futures markets. In a bid to educate which is on e of the pillars upon 

which Sylvia's Traders Lounge was formed, I will take in a few questions you might 

have to Carley, sample and have them addressed in our interactive Question and 

Answer session towards the end of the webinar. Thereafter, we shall uplo ad the 

webinar on STL Forex blog later in the week. To make sure your question gets 

answered, please make sure it 's related to commodities, and that it is timely and 

relevant. Looking forward to your questions on the comments section below. Cheers 

to you all.  

Day 156 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Interview with Carley Garner on www.forexstl.wordpress.com/webinars   

Day 157 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Setting Realistic Profit Targets  

Trading is a business and like every other investment choice, you expect a return on 

a monthly basis. Which is why you have to set realistic tar gets as a technical 

analyst. I’d like to look at this from a risk element perspective. At any given time, 

you don’t want to risk anything more than 2 -4%, and this is for professional traders. 

If you’re a retail investor, you’d be looking at 1 -2% on average. This also means 

that you control the number of trades you place. If you tend to be aggressive in your 

trading, what you’re technically doing is increasing the spreads/commissions for 

your broker subsequently lowering your profit margins. Do not be tempte d to do so 

no matter how good of a leverage offer you’ve been granted by your broker, that’s 

how they make their money. To be real with you, if you average a consistent return 

of 20% per year, you’re doing pretty well. Same case applies to managing investo rs’ 

expectations.  

Day 158 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Which are your preferable trading days?  
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When the markets open and close, they're usually "high on drugs", don't take it 

literally, I mean there's a lot of activity and like I have said before, opportunities 

present themselves during periods of high volatility. However, as a technical 

analyst, it 's in your best interest to wait and see how that plays out especially if you 

are one who looks at the long term perspective before making a move. Sometimes, I 

shy away from the markets on Monday and get done with my trading by Friday 

noon, that's my preference. Different strokes for different folks. Quoting Carley 

Garner from our last session, sometimes even with fundamental news, the 

information takes some bit of time before that's reflected on the char ts, so you really 

don't have to wait to trade an event immediately an announcement pops up on 

television. Even so, the good thing with technical analysis is that your trading is not 

based on events, price action is king, the trend already depicts for you t he market 

outlook and where it 's going, that way, you have a direction. Trade when you have 

to, you don't have to do it every time the market is open.  

Day 159 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Understanding Trends  

The main concern of a Technician and technical analysis as a methodology, is to 

identify Trend-its inception, when it is established, when it ends and when it is flat. 

An observable feature of price is that they trend up, down or sideways. From a 

technical analyst’s perspective, a trend is a directional movement of prices that 

remains in effect long enough to be identified and still be playable. Anything less 

makes technical analysis useless. If a trend is not identified until it is over, we 

cannot make money from it. If it is unrecognizable until too late, we cannot make 

money from it. A rising trend, or uptrend, occurs when prices reach higher peaks 

and higher troughs. A declining trend, or downtrend, is the opposite a sideways 

trend is when prices are confined in a range; when prices reach lower troughs and 

lower peaks.. When you understand trend analysis, you have it covered. An uptrend 

gives you a signal to buy otherwise known as going long. A downtrend gives you a 

signal to sell, otherwise known as going short. Buy low sell high. The challenge 

with trends is that they can change direction without warning which is why a trader 

must know beforehand where to enter and exit a position because when you place a 

trade, there is a 50%-50% chance that you’re either going to make a profit or loss. 

No two ways about it. This way, you eliminate emotions, you trade with an 

objective.  

Day 160 of #222daysofforexeducation  

How to become profitable using Technical Analysis.  

We talked about trends yesterday. Believe it or not, Technical analysis is all about 

implementing this strategy. Traders buy a derivative, (in this case, let’s use 

currencies because Forex is our niche) at the start of an uptrend at a low price, ride 

the trend and sell it when the trend ends at a high price. This is easier said than 
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done. A technical analyst spends too much energy capital trying to spot early when a 

trend is about to start and when i t’s about to end. Which makes chart analysis core 

and paramount. To make money using technical analysis, you need to learn and 

adopt these three skills; playing the trend, make it your friend, control capital risk 

of loss, make sure your winning trades outdo your losing trades because you will 

lose money and finally manage your money. There’s a phrase in trading that goes 

like, “take your profits and run”, I like this one too, “bulls make money, bears make 

money and pigs get slaughtered”. In other words, you can make money while bullish 

or bearish but lose it all when greed sets in, again, money management.  

Day 161 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Controversy between Efficient Market Hypothesis and Technical analysis.  

This is an excerpt from one of the books I’m reading, Tech nical analysis by 

Kirkpatrick. The basis for the EMH is the economic theory of competitive markets. 

Basic economic theory teaches that arbitrage competition among investors and their 

profit motive will create efficient markets. As new information enters th e 

marketplace, so the hypothesis states, all investors will be appraised of it 

immediately and will act rationally to adjust the price to the new intrinsic value of 

the security. The Efficient Market Hypothesis (EMH) is widely accepted in the 

economic and finance communities, especially among academics. The EMH argues 

that price changes occur only on new information, immediately and rationally 

applied, and that any irregular price action is quickly adjusted back to true value by 

arbitration. Because prices change only on new information, technical analysis 

cannot determine future prices without that new information and is, thus, futile. This 

tends to conflict with the basis upon which technical analysis is formed. That; by 

looking at past technical data, such as price and volume, to help predict the future 

by trend analysis is actually a strategy used by most professional currency traders. 

This is the analysis of prices based on graphical representation of market behavior 

and patterns predicted over time. It is believed that the mass psychology and the feel 

of the market is already captured on the charts. I will get into more depth on EMH 

later on the blog since this is a very broad topic.  

Day 162 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Complacency will cost you  

Even if you're great at trading, prices could go against you at any time. It's how the 

markets work, their nature is uncertain. I have said this before, markets don't care. 

Peter Brandt with slightly over four decades in trading experience still considers 

himself a student of the markets. Because he understands one thing, that markets can 

humble you at any time, no one has it all figured out. That's why you need to do 

your own research. As a technical analyst, you have no time to get complacent, 

analysis takes time, charting takes time, preparation takes time, and execution is 

only less than 10% thereabout. You have to be willing to commit your time and 
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money if you want to survive in this game. Wall Street culture has it, that you eat 

what you kill, just like in a jungle, survival for the fittest. Discipline is crucial in 

not slacking and not getting complacent.  

Day 163 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Position sizing  

As a technical analyst, you must know the risk management tools at your disposal. 

Position sizing is one you cannot do without. It is the art of determining how much 

to allocate to a buy or sell position in any currency pair you choose to trade. You 

have to factor in your trading account balance otherwise known as equity, the 

percentage of account you wish and can stomach to risk, the currency pair you are 

trading, stop loss and the conversion/transaction currency pair exchange rates. Stop 

losses could be based on time, volatility, a percentage of your trading account or 

chart based on support and resistance levels factorin g in the number of pips.  

Day 164 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Make use of Arbitrage  

In Forex, arbitrage is a risk-free trading strategy that allows retail Forex traders to 

make a profit with no open currency exposure. Simply put, it means taking 

advantage of market imperfection. It can also be defined as the purchase and sale of 

an asset in order to profit from a difference in the price in the market place. It 

therefore allows investors in this case a trader to make a profit with zero risk, the 

buying and selling of the assets continue until equilibrium occurs. It is legal in the 

sense that you cannot get arrested or being responsible to the authorities. However, 

most brokers don't allow it and they have a “No - Arbitrage Principle” because they 

consider it as a market abusing strategy. They also argue that seeking arbitrage 

opportunities is a perfectly rational approach to making profits. Since successful 

implementations of it are so powerful, brokers can't afford to let everyone do it, or 

even one single arbitrageur for very long. Which is why you should ask your broker 

if they have a policy against arbitrage prior to signing up with them. This practice is 

often confused with short selling, we shall discuss that in details later tomorrow.  

Day 165 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Short Selling  

This is the practice of selling a security not owned by the seller or selling a security 

that the seller has borrowed. Short selling assumes that the security price will fall 

there by enabling the seller to purchase it back at a lower price subsequently ma king 

a profit. It is often based on speculation, same thing with Forex trading, it’s a 

speculation business. Important to note is that short selling is a practice with high 

risk and should be used cautiously. In addition, markets try to reduce or eliminate  

the opportunity for short selling in attempt to prevent risk -less profits. This is not 
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advisable to beginners in currency trading and should only be limited to experienced 

traders with substantial amounts of capital and with a huge appetite for risk.  

Day 166 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Types of candlesticks (Part 1)  

Let’s look at the main ones and what they signify. The doji appears as a thin + sign 

and this symbolizes indecision among the buyers or sellers. When you see a doji, 

you can’t tell whether there’s a bullish or bearish trend, at this point, you’re better 

off waiting. A hammer usually occurs when prices are falling, just like the name. It 

signifies that the bottom is near and soon thereafter, prices might start to rise again. 

An inverted hammer however is an indicator of a reversal, that prices have already 

been sold. My favorite is the shooting star. This is a bearish signal, it shows that 

prices have rallied and reached their peak, where all buyers have exhausted their 

buying potential. It occurs when prices are rising. Tomorrow, we look at the 

Marubozu, three white soldiers and three black crows.  

Day 167 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Types of Candlesticks (part 2)  

We have two types of Marubozu; white and black. The white marubozu signals the 

first part of a bullish continuation or a bullish reversal pattern where buyers ar e in 

control the entire session. The opposite applies to the black marubozu. The 

candlestick shows bearish continuation or a bearish reversal pattern where sellers 

are in control the entire period. Three white soldiers is another candle stick that 

implies a bullish pattern following a reversal. It is shown when three long bullish 

candles follow a downtrend. The opposite of three white soldiers is the three black 

crows which is formed when three bearish candles follow a downtrend implying a 

bearish reversal on its way.  

Day 168 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Types of candlesticks (part 3)  

Hanging man is a bearish reversal pattern which implies a strong resistance level. 

When the price is rising, the presence of a hanging man indicates that the sellers 

will outdo the buyers. A spinning top is one that results in a stand-off where the 

number of buyers equals the number of sellers at any given time in the market. 

Tomorrow, we look at the morning and evening stars as well as the tweezer tops and 

bottoms.  

Day 169 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Types of candlesticks (part 4)  

The morning and evening stars are usually found at the very end of a trend. We 

discussed what a trend line is a while back. They are marked by three candles, the 
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first one is bullish and part of an uptrend. The second with a sma ll body indicates 

indecision in the markets and the third and final candle confirms that a bearish 

reversal is on the way or already in place.  

Tweezer tops are dual candlesticks spotted after an extended uptrend or downtrend 

implying that a strong bearish reversal pattern is on the way. Sellers have their way 

on this one. Tweezer bottoms are dual candlesticks spotted after an extended 

uptrend or downtrend implying that a strong bullish reversal pattern is on the way. 

Buyers have their way with this one.  

Day 170 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Types of candlesticks (Final part)  

I can't emphasize the need to be aware of what candlesticks look like and what they 

imply. This is because, they tend to form patterns and these chart patterns are 

crucial to technical analysts long before the classical age to present day. A chart 

pattern will be the same across all derivatives whether you are trading commodities 

like gold, crude, grains or whether you are trading Forex. Which is why knowing 

how to read and interpret candlesticks is a necessity. The best book for this would 

be Beyond Candlesticks New Japanese Charting Techniques Revealed by one Steve 

Nison. As we conclude this  series, let's look at Three inside up and three inside 

down. Three inside up is a bullish trend reversal pattern formed at the very bottom 

of a downtrend implying that the downtrend has come to an end and an uptrend has 

started. The opposite of that is the three inside down which is a bearish trend 

reversal pattern formed at the top of an uptrend implying that the uptrend has come 

to its end and that a downtrend has started.  

Day 171 of #222daysofforexeducation  

What is a pip?  

You often see some not all Forex traders pride in the number of pips they’ve 

managed to collect in a day while posting their results on social media. Nothing 

against that but more often than not, I just find it unnecessary especially because 

most people do not even know what a pip is. So, here we go . According to 

Investopedia, a pip is the smallest price move that a given exchange rate makes 

based on market convention. Since most major currency pairs are priced to four 

decimal places, the smallest change is that of the last decimal point; for most pa irs, 

this is the equivalent of 1/100 of 1%, or one basis point. A pip varies depending on 

how a given currency pair is traded; it is also possible but rare to price in half -pip 

increments. The value of one pip can have sharply different values depending on  the 

currency pair and pricing convention. Sometimes I go back to babypips because they 

use simple language and define a pip as the unit of measurement to express the 

change in value between two currencies is called a "pip." Revenue s alone is a 

meaningless measure, you can’t determine how well you are doing just by looking at 
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the profits. You have to match that with the risk element. By keeping your pip levels 

as a percentage usually 1% of your trading capital per pip, then you are able to 

practice good risk management. Remember that.  

  

Day 172 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Trade Chart Patterns specifically Symmetry Pattern.  

I’m reading this book by Suri Duddella on trade chart patterns and he describes 

Symmetry Patterns as follows. Markets demonstrate repetitive patterns where prices 

oscillate between one set of price ratios to another making price projections 

possible. Market trends can be defined by geometric relationships as they exhibit 

harmonic relationships between the price and time swings. Markets also form 

"cycles" around the price and time levels. Many investors’ traders use "cycles" and 

"harmonic" relationships to project future swing prices and times. "Symmetry" is 

visible in all markets and in all time -frames. "Symmetric" rallies and declines give 

traders an advantage to determine the key turning points. A cluster of similar 

extensions and similar retracements at key price ranges, or some important levels 

provide insights into future significant resistance and support levels. In addition to 

knowing key turning points, the benefits of trading symmetric "price time" cluster 

levels include low-risk trades. One of the indicators I use, the Fibonacci has similar 

character traits. This will be discussed in subsequent lessons.  

Day 173 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Copper Futures.  

#STLUpdates #TechnicalAnalysis #ChartPatterns #SwingTrading  

We started a series on trading chart patterns yesterday. Here’s an update we’d like 

to share with you from STL members from some of the charts discussed earlier on. 

COPPER FUTURES- Price moved 390 pips from the break out level. Currently 

retesting breakout candle. STL members will be alerted and guided on entry/re -entry 

(forthose who missed the earlier move) exits, position sizing and trade management.  
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 Day 174 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Gold  

#STLUpdates #TechnicalAnalysis #ChartPatterns #SwingTrading  

Gold broke resistance as expected but missed expected target. Nevertheless, profits 

were booked. We decided to review Gold again and realized that we were trading a 

symmetrical Triangle chart pattern whose breakout was launched by a short term 

rectangle. Currently, a retest of support has failed. What's next for Gold? Classical 

chart patterns with diagonal boundaries aren't normally our bread and butter because 

Breakouts that occur in patterns with horizontal boundaries are more reliable. 

Although, by following stringent risk management rules, our members can still take 

the trades.  

  

  

Day 175 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Aussie Swiss AUDCHF  

#STLUpdates #TechnicalAnalysis #ChartPatterns #SwingTrading  

This is one that members are following closely. The Rectangle is possibly a 

launching pattern. STL Members will be alerted and guided on possible entry and  

exit, position sizing and trade management.  
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https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/chartpatterns?source=feed_text&story_id=10211690183543049
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/swingtrading?source=feed_text&story_id=10211690183543049
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/swingtrading?source=feed_text&story_id=10211690183543049
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/swingtrading?source=feed_text&story_id=10211690183543049
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/swingtrading?source=feed_text&story_id=10211690183543049
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10211690182703028&set=a.10201809498772105.1073741827.1021219206&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211690226104113
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211690226104113
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211690226104113
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/stlupdates?source=feed_text&story_id=10211690226104113
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/stlupdates?source=feed_text&story_id=10211690226104113
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/technicalanalysis?source=feed_text&story_id=10211690226104113
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/technicalanalysis?source=feed_text&story_id=10211690226104113
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/technicalanalysis?source=feed_text&story_id=10211690226104113
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/chartpatterns?source=feed_text&story_id=10211690226104113
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/chartpatterns?source=feed_text&story_id=10211690226104113
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/chartpatterns?source=feed_text&story_id=10211690226104113
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/swingtrading?source=feed_text&story_id=10211690226104113
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/swingtrading?source=feed_text&story_id=10211690226104113
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/swingtrading?source=feed_text&story_id=10211690226104113
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/swingtrading?source=feed_text&story_id=10211690226104113
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Day 176 of #222daysofforexeducation  

EMA’s & SMA’s  

Well, to the technical analysts, that’s not jargon to you. You must have come across 

or have used Exponential and Simple moving averages. Let me break that down to 

those of you unfamiliar with the terms and this will be explained usin g a practical 

chart example on a webinar. Be sure to look out for that in the webinar section of 

the blog in the next couple of days. The two are types of moving averages which is a 

type of indicator commonly used to smooth out price action. What that mean s is that 

you can use them to determine the direction of the markets. Exponential just like the 

word implies, suggests that an EMA responds to prices quickly thereby enabling you 

to catch trends faster. Beware of possible fake-outs when using EMA’s. A simp le 

moving average on the other hand takes time to respond to market prices, it’s slow 

and long best used when looking at longer time frames. SMA’s are crucial in 

helping you get rid of false breakouts. However, you might miss out on possible 

entries and good trades.  

Day 177 of #222daysofforexeducation .  

Webinar. You can find more of this from the blog on this link.  

https://forexstl.wordpress.com/webinars/ Enjoy!  

Day 178 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Trading Statistics  

You can’t measure what you can’t count. Technical analysis has core principles 

among which is, risk management. How you measure your risk determ ines how 

much you make. Trading statistics is comprised of some elements I’d like us to 

discuss today. Probability, risk – reward ratios, profit and loss, percentage win rate 

and targets. Let’s start with the latter. Your expected versus your actual target s have 

to be in realistic, not necessarily in sync but attainable. For example, you cannot 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211697258199911
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211697258199911
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211697258199911
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text
https://forexstl.wordpress.com/webinars/
https://forexstl.wordpress.com/webinars/
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211732344957058
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211732344957058
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expect to make a net return of 100% on every trade you make, it’s not achievable. In 

trading, you have a 50% -50% chance of making a profit or loss on every trade you 

make. Nothing in between, you are either making money or losing money, you are 

either buying or selling, with or without professional experience. Which is where 

probability comes in. Factor in probability when setting your profit targets, some 

call it luck, I like to call it my expected return. Over your trading duration, how 

does your win rate look like? On average, how much return do you make in your 

profit and loss statement? This is very critical because it shows your credibility as a 

trader, it builds confidence even when pitching to investors. It shows that you can 

be trusted with other people’s money if you have a higher and a consistent win rate. 

All these elements build on the risk reward ratios, if you need to hire a consultant to 

help you determine that, by all means do. Numbers do not lie.  

  

Day 179 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Spreads and Commissions  

We did talk about trading statistics the other day. I forgot to mention one element 

that should be factored while doing your projections. Brokerage firms spreads and 

commissions. It’s important to know that this is what drives their business, brokers 

are not your friends. Like every business relationship, make sure you fully 

understand the transaction costs for every trade you make, because, you can easily 

wipe out your trading account by over trading and making your broker rich. They 

make money on every trade you make, however it goes for you, whether you’re in 

the red, or not. Before you sign up with a broker, make sure they take you through 

their rates, if you’re an Introducing Broker, IB, make sure you know your return per 

trade for every client you sign up. I don’t want you to get ripped off.  

Day 180 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Price Momentum  

It is in the interest of technical analysts to observe the speed with which asset prices 

increase over time. It is also known as rate of change.  Momentum precedes price 

and momentum tools can be used to determine probable outcomes of price behavior. 

Price momentum can be crucial in identifying how strong an asset price performance 

is relative to a weak one and that trend might continue over a certain duration of 

time.  

Day 181 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Types of volatility  

Some time back we discussed implied volatility in depth, let’s look at other types of 

volatility which technical analysts can take advantage of. Actual historical volatility 

which refers to the volatility of a financial instrument over a specified period but 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211744035009302
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211744035009302
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211765251219694
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211765251219694
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211771892505722
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211771892505722
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with the last observation on a date in the past. Actual future volatility which refers 

to the volatility of a financial instrument over a specified period starting at the 

current time and ending at a future date (normally the expiry date of an option). 

Historical implied volatility which refers to the implied volatility observed  from 

historical prices of the financial instrument (normally options). Current implied 

volatility which refers to the implied volatility observed from current prices of the 

financial instrument. Future implied volatility which refers to the implied volati lity 

observed from future prices of the financial instrument.  

Day 182 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Indicators  

It is false to say that indicators do not work but it is perfectly alright to say that 

price is the ultimate indicator. Every novice trader should understand that Indicators 

are best used to formulate strategies which can be tested and be applied in the future 

if they prove to be robust.  . One terrible mistake that novice traders make is that 

they don’t understand how an indicator is constructed and the rationale behind it. 

Trading performance using indicators varies depending on market conditions i.e, 

ranging or trending. For instance, you cannot expect a trend following indicator to 

function well in a ranging market. Here’s a  tip for those who are inclined to look at 

an indicator: First, look at price in order to determine the trend (advisable to plot 

trend-lines) then plot your oscillator and look for turning points on the oscillator in 

sync with possible support/resistance points on your trend-line. Indicators support 

price chart. Look at price first, then look at the indicator for a signal at key points 

and NOT the other way round.  

Below is a graphical chart representation.in short, use the indicator as a 

confirmation tool.  

  

  

Day 183 of #222daysofforexeducation  

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211771892505722
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211771892505722
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211786543351984
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211786543351984
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Relative Strength Indicator (RSI)  

Still on indicators, let’s learn something about the relative strength indicator. It is 

intended to chart the current and historical strength or weakness of a financial 

instrument or based on the closing prices of X trading periods. The RSI is classified 

as a momentum oscillator, measuring the velocity and magnitude of directional price 

movements. The RSI computes momentum as the ratio of higher closes to lower 

closes: financial instruments which have had more or stronger positive changes have 

a higher RSI than those which have had more or stronger negative changes. The RSI 

is a technical indicator mostly used on a 14 day time frame. The level of the RSI is a 

measure of an instruments recent trading strength relative to 14 days ago. The slope 

of the RSI is directly proportional to the velocity of a change in the trend. The 

distance traveled by the RSI is proportional to the magnitude of the move.  

Day 184 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Negative and positive divergence  

Remember our earlier discussion on price momentum? Please refer to day 180. It 

was mentioned that momentum precedes price. This behavior can provide a very 

powerful Trend reversal signal if spotted and, most import antly if the trader is 

exercises patience. When a momentum indicator such as the RSI moves together 

with price, the two are in gear but there are times when this is not the case. Price 

can move in a series of higher Highs(in an uptrend) but the RSI moves i n the 

opposite direction thus failing to confirm the rising price/uptrend this is known as a 

Negative divergence and sooner or later price will reverse and the uptrend will end. 

A positive divergence is scenario whereby a series of lower lows (in a downtrend) is 

not confirmed by the RSI but instead the RSI moves in the opposite direction. This 

usually serves as a warning that the downtrend is about to reverse. It is important to 

note that the reversal does not occur immediately that’s why the skilled techni cian 

patiently and prudently looks at other tools i.e. support and resistance or Trend lines 

to add to the weight of the evidence before initiating trades . Besides, Price/the 

Market does not turn on a Dime   

  

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211786543351984
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211786543351984
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        Figure 1 Negative Divergence   
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Figure 2 Positive divergence   

Day 185 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Stochastics Indicator  

Stochastics oscillator is a momentum indicator that uses support and resistance 

levels. This indicator attempts to predict price turning points by comparing the 

closing price of a security to its price range. The idea behind t his indicator is that 

prices tend to close near the extremes of the recent range before turning points. The 

stochastics indicator is best used with cycles, Elliot Wave theory and Fibonacci 

retracement for timing.. Stochastics attempts to predict turning po ints by comparing 

the closing price of a security to its price range. Prices tend to close near the 

extremes of the recent range just before turning points. In the case of an uptrend, 

prices tend to make higher highs, and the settlement price usually tends  to be in the 

upper end of that time period's trading range. When the momentum starts to slow, 

the settlement prices will start to retreat from the upper boundaries of the range, 

causing the stochastic indicator to turn down at or before the final price high.  

Major Trading Exchanges in the world  

Day 186 of #222daysofforexeducation  

New York Stock Exchange  

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211793052274703
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211793052274703
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211793052274703
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211894093680675
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211894093680675
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The New York Stock Exchange has been in existence since 1972, part of NYSE 

EURONEXT, which now has exchanges in the United States and Europe. It 

estimates that its exchanges represent a third of all equities traded in the world. It 

continues to be one of the primary exchanges in the world. It is the largest in terms 

of the nearly $10 trillion in stock market capitalization. It is believed that Bank of 

New York, which is now part of Bank of New York Mellon, was the first stock 

traded on this exchange.  

Day 187 of #222daysofforexeducation  

London Stock Exchange  

The London Stock Exchange based in London qualifies as a top five stock market, 

with an estimated $2.2 trillion in stock market capitalization from the companies 

listed on its exchange. It has been around since 1801, a decade following the 

opening of the NYSE. The LSE considers itself the most international of global 

exchanges, based on the fact that around 3,000 companies from around the world 

trade on the LSE and its affiliated exchanges.   

Day 188 of #222daysofforexeducation  

BME Spanish  

BME Spanish Exchange is the largest securities market in Spain, also known as the 

Bolsa de Madrid. 1831 saw the enactment of the law creating the Madrid Stock 

Exchange with securities of banks, railways and iron and steel companies being the 

first traded. The Spanish Stock Exchange was transformed in 1988 with Spain's 

incorporation into the European Monetary System. In 1993, the Madrid Stock 

Exchange switched to all  electronic trading for fixed-income securities. In 1999 

Spain's securities markets began trading in Euros. Its regulatory body is the Spanish 

Stock Exchange Commission.   

Day 189 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Toronto Stock Exchange  

The Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX) is the largest stock exchange in Canada. It was 

established in 1852 and formally incorporated in 1878. The Toronto Stock Exchange 

(TSE) is now referred to as the TSX. The TMX Group was formally the TSX Group. 

Canadian exchanges have traditionally been home to a large number of natural 

resource and finance companies. The TSX is the third -largest stock exchange in 

North America by capitalization, after the NYSE and the NASDAQ. It's the largest 

exchange in the world by number of listed securities. TSX merged with the Montreal 

Stock Exchange (Bourse de Montreal) in 2009. TSX Group became TMX Group to  

reflect its ownership of both exchanges. Among traded instruments are shares in 

companies, investment trusts and exchange-traded funds. Other financial 

instruments such as bonds, commodities, futures options and other derivative 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211894093680675
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211894093680675
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211894093680675
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211894093680675
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211894093680675
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211894093680675
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products are also actively traded. All transactions are denominated in the Canadian 

dollar.  

Day 190 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Taiwan Stock Exchange  

Taiwan Stock Exchange is the securities trading center in Taiwan. Its listed 

securities include stocks, government bonds, and convertible bonds, entitlement 

certificates of convertible bonds, exchange-traded funds, call warrants, put warrants 

and Taiwan Depository Receipts. Its trading system has been fully computerized 

since 1993. In conjunction with its governing body, the Financial Supervisory 

Commission, the TWSE supervises and regulates listed companies, investigates 

unusual circumstances, makes daily reports to investors of any unusual trading 

activity, and verifies listed companies' disclosures. The TWSE's stat ed goals include 

developing new financial products, improving Taiwan's capital markets, and 

strengthening the nation's international competitiveness.   

(Source Investopedia)  

Day 191 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Tokyo Stock Exchange  

Tokyo Stock Exchange (TSE) is centered at the headquarters of Japan. It is home to 

the largest and best-known Japanese giants with a global presence, including 

Toyota, Honda and Mitsubishi. The exchange has more than 2,200 listed companies, 

with a combined market capitalization at end-2010 of $3.8 trillion, making it the 

third-largest in the world by this measure. The Yen is considered as a safe haven 

second in the world after the dollar, making this exchange paramount if you’re 

trading the Asian markets.  

Day 192 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Korea Stock Exchange   

 The Korea Exchange was established in 2005 as a merger of the Korea Stock 

Exchange, the KOSDAQ and the Korea Futures Exchange. The Korea Exchange is 

one of Asia's largest exchanges with around 1,800 listed companies. Its traded 

instruments include stocks, bonds, ETFs and REITs.  

Day 193 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Shanghai Stock Exchange  

Shanghai Stock Exchange is a nonprofit organization run by the China Securities 

Regulatory Commission (CSRC). Stocks, funds and bonds are all traded on the 

exchange, which has listing requirements including that a company must be in 

business and be earning a profit for at least three years before joining the exchange. 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211894093680675
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211894093680675
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211908204353433
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211908204353433
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211908204353433
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211908204353433
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211908204353433
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211908204353433
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211908204353433
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Most of the total market cap of the Shanghai Stock Exchange is made up of formerly 

state-run companies like major commercial banks and insurance companies. Many of 

these companies have only been trading on the exchange since 2001.  

Day 194 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Hong Kong Stock Exchange  

Hong Kong has positioned itself as the place where international and Chinese 

businesses find common ground. As a result, more than 1,300 companies from all 

over the world are headquartered in Hong Kong. It is one of the world's largest 

securities markets by market capitalization traces its origins to the founding of 

China's first formal securities market, the Association of Stockbrokers in Hong 

Kong, in 1891. A second market opened in 1921, and in 1947 the two merged to 

form the Hong Kong Stock Exchange. It is one of the larger markets in Asia with 

around 1,200 listed companies as of 2008. The Exchange introduced automated 

ordering in 1993 and stock option trading in 1995. The Hong Kong Stock Exchange 

merged with the Hong Kong Futures Exchange and the Hong Kong Securities 

Clearing Company in 2000 to form Hong Kong Exchanges and Clearing Ltd, a 

publicly traded company.  

Day 195 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Upcoming Podcast  

I interviewed Fred Scott, a private hedge fund manager from California who has 

been in the game for 12years. He has had no down year and he was kind enough to 

share his approach to Fundamental Analysis over his trading career. This is 

extremely important to those of you looking to  invest in hedge funds or looking to 

have careers in that industry. We also discussed other issues such as the place for 

technology in trading, the art of patience. He also had very interesting thoughts on 

Bitcoin. For this and more, be sure to check it out once it’s up on the webinar 

section of the blog, I will post a link when the editing is completed. Cheers!  

Day 196 of #222daysofforexeducation   

Forex Competition in Kenya  

https://external.fnbo51.fna.fbcdn.net/safe_image.php?d=AQCSN_ceNUKZ0e9y&w=

104&h=104&url=https%3A%2 

F%2Fforexstl.files.wordpress.com%2F2017%2F11%2Fforex -trading-conference-

21601080.jpg&cfs=1&_nc_hash=AQATeSPlToce0Nrx   

Day 197 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Trend Following & Crashes.  

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211908204353433
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211908204353433
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211914247784515
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211914247784515
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211914247784515
https://www.facebook.com/FredMScott?fref=mentions
https://www.facebook.com/FredMScott?fref=mentions
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211928580942835
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211928580942835
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The reason trend following performs so well when equity markets perform worst is 

straightforward: When an event happens, it reinforces a crisis mentality already in 

place, and trends drive toward a final conclusion—where the really big money is 

made as fear reaches a zenith, and markets go parabolic. This is the reason trend 

following rarely gets caught on the wrong side of an event (or crash) —there is 

almost always advanced warning for those who observe price action. “Mi chael 

Covel” The financial crisis has shown that mainstream economic theories have 

limitations that need to be overcome,” said Dirk Helbing of the Swiss Federal 

Institute of Technology, who specializes in modeling crowd behavior. Economic 

systems have become much more complex, and complex systems have certain 

features—cascading effects, systemic shifts. This calls for new theoretical 

approaches. For the same reason that Nassim Taleb doesn’t completely agree with 

economic models such as Black Scholes still t aught to present day in Economics & 

Finance. He was one of the people who made money during the 2008 global 

recession, tones of money.  

Day 198 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Slippage  

In Forex, slippage occurs when an order is executed, often without a limit order, or 

a stop loss occurs at a less favorable rate than originally set in the order. Slippage is 

more likely to occur when volatility is high, perhaps due to news events, resulting in 

an order being impossible to execute at the desired price. In this situation, most 

forex dealers execute the trade at the next best price unless the presence of a limit 

order ceases the trade at a preset price point.  

While a limit order can prevent negative slippage, it carries with it the inherent risk 

of the trade not being fully executed if the price does not return to a favorable 

amount. This risk increases in situations where market fluctuations occur more 

swiftly and significantly limit the amount of time for a trade to be completed at an 

acceptable price.  

(Investopedia)  

Day 199 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Podcast https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-QlFsFRCc7w  

Day 200 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Price Patterns  

Dead Cat Bounce  

A dead cat bounce is a temporary recovery from a prolonged decline or a bearish 

market that is followed by the continuation of the downtrend. Frequently, 

downtrends are interrupted by brief periods of recovery, or small rallies, when 

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211957781232824
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211957781232824
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-QlFsFRCc7w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-QlFsFRCc7w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-QlFsFRCc7w
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-QlFsFRCc7w
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211962700915813
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211962700915813
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prices temporarily rise. This can be a result of traders or investors closing out short 

positions or buying on the assumption that the security has reached a bottom. A 

dead cat bounce is a price pattern used by technical analysts. It is considered a 

continuation pattern where at f irst the bounce may appear to be a reversal of the 

prevailing trend, but it is quickly followed by a continuation of the downward price 

move. It becomes a dead cat bounce (and not a reversal) after price drops below its 

prior low. Short-term traders may attempt to profit from the small rally, and traders 

and investors may try to use the temporary reversal as a good opportunity to initiate 

a short position. (Definition source, Investopedia)  

Day 201 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Price Patterns  

Ascending & Descending Triangles  

An ascending triangle is a bullish chart pattern used in price action that is easily 

recognizable by the distinct shape created by two trend lines. Usually, an ascending 

triangle is found amid a period of consolidation within an uptr end. If the resistance 

line at the top of the pattern is horizontal and the support line underneath is rising, 

the ascending pattern forms. Traders enter into buying positions when the price of 

the asset breaks above the top resistance.  

The reverse holds for descending triangles. A descending triangle is a bearish chart 

pattern used in price action created by drawing one trend line connecting a series of 

lower highs and a second trend line that has historically proven to be a strong level 

of support. This signals traders to enter into selling positions and aggressively push 

the price of the asset lower.  

Day 202 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Chart Patterns Cup & Handle  

Any asset or derivative forming this pattern tests old highs, it is likely to incur 

selling pressure from investors who previously bought at those levels; selling 

pressure is likely to make price consolidate with a tendency toward a down trend for 

a period of four days to four weeks, before advancing higher. A cup and handle is 

considered a bullish continuation pattern and is used to identify buying 

opportunities. Very useful for swing traders. You should therefore place a stop buy 

order slightly above the upper trend line of the handle. Order execution only occurs 

if the price breaks the pattern’s resistance.  Traders may experience excess slippage 

and entering a false breakout using an aggressive entry. A chart illustration is shown 

in the comment section below.  

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10211976376097684&set=p.1021197637

609 7684&type=3   

Day 203 of #222daysofforexeducation  

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211969504405896
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211969504405896
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211976375057658
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211976375057658
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211982910581042
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10211982910581042
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Chart Patterns  

Symmetrical Triangle  

A symmetrical triangle is recognized by the distinct shape created by two 

converging trend lines. It is generally regarded as a range period otherwise known 

as consolidation before the price moves beyond one of the identified trend lines. A 

break below the lower trend line is used by chartists to signal a move lower, while a 

break above the upper trend line signals the beginning of a move upward. The 

pattern is identified by drawing two trend lines that connect a series of sequentially 

lower peaks and a series of sequentially higher lows. Both trend lines act as barriers 

that prevent the price from heading higher or lower, but once the price breaches one 

of these levels, a sharp movement often follows. A chart illustration is shown on the 

comment section below.  

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10211982911701070&set=p.102119829 

11701070&type=3  

Day 204 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Chart Patterns  

Head and shoulder  

This is actually one of my favorite trading chart patterns. First of all, you need to 

identify a general trend. Are the prices gearing towards an uptrend or a downtrend? 

Second, confirm if there is a continuation pattern or a reversal, prices breaking out. 

After establishing that, look out for a head and two shoulders with a possible 

neckline. There are two types of head and shoulder, one that can form at the top 

formation and the other that can form at the bottom formation. I have used a copper 

illustration in Sylvia's Traders Lounge Technical Analysis before. See below chart 

in the comment section for a bottom formation head and shoulder pattern.  

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10212003676780184&set=p.102120036 

76780184&type=3  

Day 205 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Chart Patterns Harmonics  

These are all about retracements especially when combined with the Fibonacci 

indicator.  

Look out for possible areas of continuation in the general trend. The ABCD pattern, 

Crab, Bat, Butterfly and Gartley patterns are some of the examples in Harmonics. 

They are difficult but not impossible to spot especially for beginners where all you 

have is your eyes as a tool for charting. You need lots of patience when trying to 

make out if a pattern falls under the harmonic classification. Before you finally go 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10211982911701070&set=p.10211982911701070&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10211982911701070&set=p.10211982911701070&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10211982911701070&set=p.10211982911701070&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10211982911701070&set=p.10211982911701070&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10212003674500127
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10212003674500127
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10212003676780184&set=p.10212003676780184&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10212003676780184&set=p.10212003676780184&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10212003676780184&set=p.10212003676780184&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10212003676780184&set=p.10212003676780184&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10212010396588175
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10212010396588175
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long or short, wait for the whole pattern to form. You stand a chance of collecting 

lots of pips with these patterns.  

Day 206 of #222daysfforexeducation  

Chart Patterns  

Rectangle Formation  

This is a classical chart pattern bounded by significant support and resistance and 

described by horizontal trend lines. Most technicians agree, the rectangle can serve 

as either a reversal or continuation formation. As a reversal pattern, it ends a trend 

either up or down. As a continuation pattern, it signifies a pause in the prevailing 

trend, with the expectation that the prior trend will eventually resume. In either 

case, the rectangle shows a tug of war between buyers and sellers. The rectangle can 

occur over a protracted period of time or form quickly amid a relatively wide -

ranging series of bounded fluctuations. It is a pattern which shows trader indecision, 

one in which the buyers and sellers are approximately equally powerful. You can 

either buy at support and sell at resistance or wait for the breakout if you choose to 

trade this formation. See a chart illustration on the comment section below.  

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10212023165427388&set=p.102120231 

65427388&type=3  

Day 207 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Chart Patterns  

Wedge  

This pattern signals a reverse of the trend that is currently formed within the wedge 

itself. Wedges are similar in construction to a symmetrical triangle discussed earlier 

on in that there are support and resistance zones which band the price of a securit y. 

The wedge pattern differs in that it is generally a longer -term pattern, usually 

lasting three to six months. It also has converging trend lines that slant in an either 

upward or downward direction, which differs from the more uniform trend lines of 

triangles. There are two main types of wedges falling and rising. They differ on the 

overall slant of the pattern. A falling wedge slopes downward, while a rising wedge 

slants upward. The falling wedge is a generally bullish pattern signaling that one 

will likely see the price break upwards through the wedge and move into an uptrend. 

The trend lines of this pattern converge, with both being slanted in a downward 

direction as the price is trading in a downtrend. Conversely, a rising wedge is a 

bearish pattern that signals that the security is likely to head in a downward 

direction. The trend lines of this pattern converge, with both trend lines slanted in 

an upward direction. Source, Investopedia.  

Day 208 of #222daysofforexeducation  

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysfforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10212023164707370
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysfforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10212023164707370
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10212023165427388&set=p.10212023165427388&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10212023165427388&set=p.10212023165427388&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10212023165427388&set=p.10212023165427388&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10212023165427388&set=p.10212023165427388&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10212030559292230
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10212030559292230
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10212037377382678
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10212037377382678
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Range Bound   

Sometimes as a trader, you will find yourself in a range, where consolidation of 

prices goes on for quite a lengthy period of time. By finding major support and 

resistance levels with price action, a trend trader buys stocks at the lower level of 

support (bottom of the channel) and sells them near resistance (top of the channel). 

The trader may repeat the process of buying at support and selling at resistance 

many times until the stock breaks out of the channel. The upper boundary of the 

channel is shown by a trend line that connects the points representing a stock's highs 

over a given time period. The lower boundary of the channel is identified by 

connecting the points representing a stock's lows. The downside of this strategy is 

that when a stock breaks out of the channel, it usually experiences a large price 

movement in the direction of the breakout. If the breakout direction is not favorable 

for the trader's position, he or she could lose badly. See attached chart for 

illustration on the comment section below.  

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10212037379782738&set=p.102120373 

79782738&type=3  

  

  

Day 209 of #222daysofforexeducation .  

Here's a chart pattern that has made this Quarter great for our members.   

The #Nikkei popped out of a multi month symmetrical triangle thus signaling a 

continuation of its uptrend, we have decided to add onto our position after price 

popped out of the 3week Bull Flag https://t.co/rNZV5QMmHt  

@STLforex on Twitter  

“#Day209 Here's a chart pattern that has made this Quarter a great for our members.  

The #Nikkei popped out of a multi month symmetrical Triangle thus signaling a 

continuation of its uptrend, we have decided to add onto our position after price 

popped out of the  

3wk Bull Flag” twitter.com  

  

Day 210 of #222daysofforexeducation  

STL Chart Updates  

We have really been following the Commodity currencies here at Sylvia's Traders 

Lounge for the last two months to which we we are still following. CADJPY 

inverted Head and Shoulders morphed from a 13 week rising wedge and price is  

currently in a Horizontal up trend after retesting September Breakout levels. It will 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10212037379782738&set=p.10212037379782738&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10212037379782738&set=p.10212037379782738&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10212037379782738&set=p.10212037379782738&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10212037379782738&set=p.10212037379782738&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10212074061659762
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10212074061659762
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10212074061659762
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/nikkei?source=feed_text&story_id=10212074061659762
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/nikkei?source=feed_text&story_id=10212074061659762
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/nikkei?source=feed_text&story_id=10212074061659762
https://t.co/rNZV5QMmHt
https://t.co/rNZV5QMmHt
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FSTLforex%2Fstatus%2F936293849609261061%2Fphoto%2F1%3Futm_source%3Dfb%26utm_medium%3Dfb%26utm_campaign%3DSTLforex%26utm_content%3D936293849609261061&h=ATO8kN01t0VdfH7I-Z48mkak1jpsXh1H7yJlrvZFu8MhYfyJlYCFK9DqdRXiMULfmxLnlBwNitzKq5XaVL2s0trWrvT90R3IMEvroZ1yWZz3VyZNtgQttrSX7m9G0iQGf55gmkJRVStSmHqUoRQF2jk081cNOWxUvhiBcTiFu3gX8rZXm-edLvmJXFc1inDjxgyptZxOEvw2r9_wOE_oy3z1pzcXG8EjidyNGsxMiEwZeTQ36BF1SfwvjKOeRSco0gdU-0fMdt6PDZaccAS_pln0
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Ftwitter.com%2FSTLforex%2Fstatus%2F936293849609261061%2Fphoto%2F1%3Futm_source%3Dfb%26utm_medium%3Dfb%26utm_campaign%3DSTLforex%26utm_content%3D936293849609261061&h=ATO8kN01t0VdfH7I-Z48mkak1jpsXh1H7yJlrvZFu8MhYfyJlYCFK9DqdRXiMULfmxLnlBwNitzKq5XaVL2s0trWrvT90R3IMEvroZ1yWZz3VyZNtgQttrSX7m9G0iQGf55gmkJRVStSmHqUoRQF2jk081cNOWxUvhiBcTiFu3gX8rZXm-edLvmJXFc1inDjxgyptZxOEvw2r9_wOE_oy3z1pzcXG8EjidyNGsxMiEwZeTQ36BF1SfwvjKOeRSco0gdU-0fMdt6PDZaccAS_pln0
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10212100434079056
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10212100434079056
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10212100434079056
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be interesting to see whether this week's close will be above last Month's high. See 

below chart illustrations.  

  

  

Day 211 of #222daysofforexeducation  

STL Chart Updates  

The Aussie is at a very critical phase hell even Gold. Here is another pair on our 

commodity currencies watch list. AUDJPY completed a multi month inverted head 

& shoulder (reversal) that attempted to reverse a two year downtrend. After a couple 

of failed breakouts, prices morphed out an ascending triangle. What we are waiting 

to see is whether the ascending triangle wil l signal a continuation of the one year 

uptrend that begun in mid-2016, and therefore act as a launching pattern for the 

multi month inverted head & shoulder (reversal), or if it will fail and signal a 

reversal of the primary trend. (Ascending Triangles have a high propensity for 

failing according to Bulkowski Encyclopedia of Chart patterns) .The Market shall 

solve this puzzle.   

  

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10212110496930621
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10212110496930621
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10212100431118982&set=pcb.10212100434079056&type=3
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Please note that here at Sylvia's Traders Lounge, we consider a one year price trend 

as the primary trend. This is in accordance with the classic principles laid down by 

Dow Jones and later refined by Peter Hamilton. Anything less than that is a 

secondary trend and a therefore a correction of the primary trend. See this chart 

illustration.  

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10212110493810543&set=a.10201809 4 

98772105.1073741827.1021219206&type=3  

Day 212 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Pattern within a pattern  

In my previous post I said that we are keeping a close eye on commodity currenc ies 

and that some of them are at critical levels. In our last month's report to our 

members, we discussed developing potential breakout opportunities in a basket of 

commodity currencies that we have been tracking. Here is one pair that showed 

promise:  GBPAUD is a classic example of a pattern within a pattern. Both patterns 

are 13 months old and they are all signaling potential trend reversal of the two year 

primary downtrend. One would have initiated a position on the first breakout from 

the symmetrical triangle but price was still within a range therefore the risk of the 

trade failing would be high. Currently price has broken out of the rectangle chart 

pattern and if Friday close is above the resistance zone this will be a good signal. 

See below chart illustration.  

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10212131081725228&set=a.102018094 

98772105.1073741827.1021219206&type=3  

Day 213 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Commodity Currencies  

Because markets are correlated, it’s important for us to look at currencies that are 

directly influenced by major commodities and how technical analysts can take 

advantage of such movements in demand and supply. The Canadian Dollar is highly 

correlated with oil given that it constitutes one of the major exports of oil globally. 

This means that any news related with OPEC is a fundamental news item that can 

increase volatility in any currency pair associated with the CAD. The Australian 

dollar is highly correlated with gold. It exports more of that but imports more of 

consumer goods, it also has a relatively small population. For agricultural products 

such as wheat and animal products, the New Zealand Dollar, kiwi takes the day. 

Please note that any weather changes can adversely affect this currency as 

production is based on conducive weather conditions. It’s also important to note that 

when commodity prices of such currencies increase, the same goes for the 

currencies, meaning a stronger economy and increase i n interest rates. The reverse 

is true especially when paired with the U.S dollar.  

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10212110493810543&set=a.10201809498772105.1073741827.1021219206&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10212110493810543&set=a.10201809498772105.1073741827.1021219206&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10212110493810543&set=a.10201809498772105.1073741827.1021219206&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10212110493810543&set=a.10201809498772105.1073741827.1021219206&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10212110493810543&set=a.10201809498772105.1073741827.1021219206&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10212131082685252
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10212131082685252
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10212131081725228&set=a.10201809498772105.1073741827.1021219206&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10212131081725228&set=a.10201809498772105.1073741827.1021219206&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10212131081725228&set=a.10201809498772105.1073741827.1021219206&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10212131081725228&set=a.10201809498772105.1073741827.1021219206&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10212131081725228&set=a.10201809498772105.1073741827.1021219206&type=3
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10212153170197426
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10212153170197426
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Day 214 of #222daysofforexeducation  

STL Chart Updates  

More oil & gas companies are listed on Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX) and TSX 

Venture Exchange than any other exchange in the world. Th erefore, to track the 

long-term performance of the Canadian Dollar which is largely driven by global 

energy prices, I closely follow the price Action of these companies using the S&P 

Toronto Stock Exchange (TSX) Equal Weight Oil and Gas Index which has an over 

95% inverse correlation with the USDCAD. As the index formed a 12week head and 

shoulder top, the USDCAD curved out a bottom head and shoulder and successfully 

broke out of it. Currently the USDCAD has formed a possible continuation bullish 

rectangle chart pattern and price might continue to surge if oil and gas stocks 

respect the 3year primary down-trend by resolving the 12week head and shoulder 

top. See below chart illustrations.   

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10212161286640332
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10212161286640332
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https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10212161285680308&set=pcb.102 12161

286 640332&type=3  

Day 215 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Summarizing Chart Patterns  

Over the last two weeks thereabout, we have covered the basic chart patterns a 

beginner or even a pro trader can make use of while trading. Chart patterns are 

based on this assumption in the markets, that history repeats itself. Despite the fact 

that markets are random in nature, patterns consistently reappear and tend to 

produce the same outcomes. It is from this consistency that traders are able to 

decipher their next action plan given the current set of ongoing market behavior. 

Since we are almost coming to the close of #222daysofforexeducation, we can not 

cover all the trading chart patterns, I will leave that to your curiosity and 

imagination. One book I would highly recommend to you is Beyond Candlesticks, 

New Japanese Charting Techniques Revealed by S teve Nison. That should be your 

bible when it comes to trading chart patterns. We also have a level 2 Price Action 

class at Sylvia’s Traders Lounge where we focus on Technical Analysis, Chart 

patterns is one of the items you will be taught. If you’re interested to learn this and 

more, feel free to contact me via email (stlsfx@gmail.com).  

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10212049965017361
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10212049965017361
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Day 216 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Book Review  

I just finished reading Trend Commandments by Michael Covel. Summarized below 

are some quick trading commandments price action followers can take home.  

The trend is evident to a man who has an open mind and reasonably clear sight.   

Limit losses and ride profits, irrespective of all other rules.   

In a narrow market, when price moves within a narrow range, the thing to do is to 

watch the market, read the tape to determine the limits of prices, and make up your 

mind that you will not take an interest until the price breaks through the limit in 

either direction.   

Have a profit? Forget it. Have a loss? Forget it even quicker.   

If you don’t know what’s going on, don’t do anything.   

When you begin to doubt, begin to get out.   

Thou shall not trade against the trend up or down.   

Trend followers plan when they will get out before they ever get in.   

Controlling risk is not the same thing as avoiding risk. If managing risk is an 

integral part of your philosophy, when your risk level goes up or down, you simply 

adjust.   

Like sharp instruments and strong spirits, leverage confers many benefits, but only 

when used with care.  

Day 217 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Artificial Intelligence & Machine Learning.  

Artificial Intelligence (AI) allows replacing humans with machines. This particular 

application of AI often goes by the name Machine Learning (ML). Study has shown 

that in the next few years most careers  performed by humans such as accounting for 

example will be irrelevant. Machines, technology will take the place for humans. In 

trading, we have already seen the use of computerized systems applying (AI) & 

(ML) as we speak replacing manual trading. This therefore means that you will need 

more expertise to stay relevant as a trader, human talent is inevitable, make your 

way back to class. The future of trading is about processing information, developing 

and validating models in real-time. Many traders not familiar with AI will find it 

hard to compete in the future and will withdraw. Investors should do their own 

research and consult a competent financial adviser who is familiar with these new 

developments.  

Day 218 of #222daysofforexeducation  

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10212056219493719
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10212056219493719
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10212056219493719
https://www.facebook.com/covel?fref=mentions
https://www.facebook.com/covel?fref=mentions
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10212168993553000
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10212168993553000
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10212183414353511
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10212183414353511
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Trading Stock Count  

We’ve come a long way. As we close the series next week, I’d like you to take a 

trading stock count. Reflect on your journey this far even if you haven’t been in the 

game for long. What are your strengths and weaknesses? Which areas do you need 

to work on? I have learned that I need to trust myself more not to rely on other 

people’s help. That’s my lesson for 2017. Everyone has got their own. Write them 

down, work on them, it’s how you grow. For you can not improve what you cannot 

measure. Do this regularly, you don’ t have to wait for the end of the year. Success 

has to be intentional. Decide today that you will focus on what makes you better and 

leave behind what’s slacking you off.  

Do it professionally and you will have yourself to thank in a couple of months. It’s  

all on you, support is good but you choose where you want to be and in what 

duration of time.  

Day 219 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Research and trust no one but yourself  

It’s important to mention this as we come to the close of this series. When it comes 

to markets you alone are responsible for the decisions you make. This industry is 

full of good and bad people. Before you put your money with a brokerage firm, 

training institutions, hedge fund, mutual fund or any other person in line with this 

industry, be sure to do your own due diligence. You really don’t want to be a victim 

of scammers. The road to hell is paved with good intentions, not everyone is out 

there for your good. As a matter of fact, you’re the only one responsible for your 

own growth. This is why you need to trust yourself enough NOT to rely on any 

external parties to be productive. This principle is applicable to trading as a 

technical analyst and any other business you may wish to undertake.  

Day 220 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Introducing Price Action Level 2 Classes  

Sylvia’s Traders Lounge is delighted to introduce to you Level 2 Classes which will 

be covering Technical Analysis in great depth. This will be of benefit to those of 

you who have already covered the basics  of trading. I believe if you have been 

following the education materials I have been sharing on a daily basis on 

#222daysofforexeduation, you are good to sign up for this level. The next intake 

will be communicated soon, most likely after the ongoing Forex competition is o ver 

and the winners crowned during the conference to be held in January. Price Action 

is king, so for you to understand the dynamics of the markets, this is a MUST 

attend/learning courses you ought to take up. To those of you interested, please 

reach out to us on our email stlsfx@gmail.com. Further communication will be done 

officially including the course structure and rate card. The package also comes with 

Lifetime mentor-ship and a support group, STL trading community.  

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10212214893060459
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10212214893060459
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10212222758857099
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10212222758857099
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeduation?source=feed_text&story_id=10212222758857099
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeduation?source=feed_text&story_id=10212222758857099
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Day 221 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Concluding this series  

I can't believe that the year is just a few days shy to be complete. In this regard, I 

want to conclude this series by giving one parting shot and that would be, any 

information you get related to the markets should only be used as a tool. You need 

to have filters, synthesize information and make it your own. Do not be the kind of 

trader who hunts for anything and replicates that to their trading. Just like you are 

schooled and tested to pass to a higher grade prior to making any pro gress, the 

markets will test you. It's even worse when you have to learn by losing your capital. 

It 's great to be updated with the news, contributors, and market analysts but do so 

with a sharp and clear focus. If the news is not relevant to your trading s tyle, 

personality or current positions, by all means do not use that information to trade. 

Sometimes not taking positions is a position. Ignore noise, know what's relevant to 

you and what's not. You want to preserve your trading capital without which you'r e 

dead, literally.  

Day 222 of #222daysofforexeducation  

Gratitude  

I remember starting this series on the 1 st of February this year with the sole aim of 

educating you on trading the forex markets. It has been an exciting experience 

sharing the knowledge I have acquired over time, touching the lives of others, doing 

away with ignorance associated with the markets.  We have covered the three pillars 

of trading, trading psychology, fundamental analysis and technical analysis. Thank 

you very much for being part of this initiative, I hope the lessons I shared with you 

have in some way been a learning experience to you. To all of you who have liked, 

reacted to, shared and commented on any of the material shared, thank you very 

much. To the STL members and clients, thank you for being part of the journey. 

Greater things coming in the next year. We will shift our focus on t he blog soon to 

be launched as a website, so we won’t be actively involved on social media as has 

been the case this year. To all STL partners and contributors who have made this 

year great, thank you very much. Merry Christmas & happy New Year to you all,  see 

you on the other side.  

  

  

          THE END  

 (For further information, kindly visit our website https://forexstl.com or email 

sylvia@forexstl.com)  

  

https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10212231211508410
https://www.facebook.com/hashtag/222daysofforexeducation?source=feed_text&story_id=10212231211508410
https://forexstl.com/
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